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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this thesis, as its title indicates, is to 
investigate the diffe rences between az-Zamakhshara (d. 1144 
A. D. ) and al-Bayýliwl (d. 1286 A. D.? ) in respect of Muslim, 
theological doctrines and the extent which al-Bayý*Awl 
manages to refute az-Zamakhshar'lls views. 
The significance of az-Zamakhsharl and al-BayýUwl in 
Muslim theology is that their works. al-Kashshaf and 
AnwTir at-TanzT1 respectively, represent the views of the two 
famous schools of-Islamic thoug4ts called the Mu4tazilites 
and the Ashlarites. 
Az-Zamakhsharl as a Multazilite, gave Reason priority 
to Revelation. AI-BayýIwi as an Ash'arite maint -ned that tai 
Revelation is prior to Reason. 
Chapter one describes the historical backgrounds of 
the two scholars and the different environments in which 
they were brought up* 
Chapter two illustrates how the two scholars discuss 
the concept of the attributes of God, in particular the 
visibility of God and the speech of God. 
-vi- 
Chapter three considers the relation of Reason and 
Revelation in az-Zamakhshari and al-DayPwl, Topics 
discussed include the question whether God always does 
"the best", the question of good and evilv the question 
whether angels or prophets are superior, the nature of 
the kar-amUt (miracles) of the saints, and God's giving of 
sustenance. 
. 
Chapter four deals with a number of topics concerning 
faith (Im-an)*, unbelief (kufr), repentance (tawba), *and 
Muhammad's intercession (shaf-ala). 
Chapter five discusses the concept of God's justice 
and the associated que5tion of man's free will. 
-vii-- 
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THE LIFE OF AZ-ZAMAKHSHAR! 
His full name wAs MajitnUd b. 6Umar b. Aýmad, his Kunya 
was AbTI-. l-Q7asim, and his laqab "JAr-AllAh" (the neighbour 
of God) indicating his sojourn in Mecca. i The nisba 
az-Zamakhsharl is derived from the small"town in Khwarizm 
called "Zamakhshar". He was born there on 27th Rajab 467 
2 (March 18,1075) 
Az-Zamakhsharl was born during the rule of Malik Shah 
as-SaljUql and his famous vizier Nizirn-al-Mulk. NizAm al- 
Mulk was a religious and scholarly person, who loved all 
branches of knowledge, was always accompanied by jurists; 
he established many institutions. for higher learningý3 
Therefore, it is not surprising that KhwUrizm became the 
centre of learning for many centuries. 
YaqUtj Irshad, Vol. VII, p. 147; 
Tairikh Abl-l-Fidll, Vol. III, p. 16. 
2. Ibn-Khallikan, Wafafa-t, Vol. 119 Po 83; 
Ibn-al-Qiftl, - Inb-54 Vol. III, p. 265; 
as-SuyUtT, Bughya, II, p. 279- 
3. cf.. Ibn-al-Athlr,. al-K-amil, vol. X, p. 141. 
-2- 
His family background 
There are very__scanty m- aterials telling us about 
az-Zamakhshar'I's family backgroundt but one can deduce 
from his poems that his parents were very pious and 
az-Zamakhshar'i states that the piety of his parents was 
very well Imown among the people of Khwlrizm; his father 
fasted during the day and got up during the night for 
6ib'dda, while his mother had subtle feelings, full of 
hospitality even towards the animals. One day, 
az-Zamakhsharl caught a bird and fastened it with a thread; 
as a result, the foot of the bird was out off due to the 
pressure of the thread. His mother was very depressed, 
and said that God-would cut her son's foot as he had cut. 
the foot of the bird. 
2. Az-Zamakhsharl seems to have been 
impressed by his mother's remark and eventually the same 
event happened to him. When asked what happened to his 
foot, he frequently replied that it was the benadiCtAs-on 
3 (baraka) of his motherts invocation. 
Az-Zamakhsharl also tells us that his father was 
imprisoned by Mulayyid-al-Mulk (d. 494). He made a 
Is Dlw"&n, ff,, 85as 72b. 
2. Wafaylit, 11,82. 
3. lbid, Irshad, VII, 147. 
-3- 
strenuous effort in order to release his father, but it 
proved to be unsuccessful. Eventually his father died in 
the prison while he was still young. This, however, was 
indicated by az-Zamakhsharl through his poem. 
Az-Zamakhshar-3. mentions nothing about the reason for his 
fatherts imprisonment. It is rather difficult to presume 
whether it. was related to politics or not. However, the 
death of his father, of course, affected his life, 
2 
especially at the time he was away* 
Az-Zamakhsharl's education 
Owing to the good background of his family, 
az-Zamakhshar'l had the opportunity of pursuing knowledge. 
His preliminary education, like others, generally, started 
in his home town Zamakhshar. At least he learnt how to 
recite the Qurlin. For further education, he travelled 
to Bukh7arR while he was very young. 
3 
His travelling to 
Bukh7arA is due to the fact that Bukh7arR was the main 
centre of learning of the century, attended by many 
celebrated scholars who were specialists in various 
fields of knowledge. 
4 
1- DiwAny fol- 97a. 
2. Ibidg fol. 72b. 
3. Wafayat, 11,82. 
4. Ath-ThalTilabl, YatTmat ad-Dahr, IV, 101. 
. 14... 
His teachers 
Az-Zamakhsharl, like other eminent scholarsq-has had 
many teachers, Perhaps the most outstanding figure who 
managed to influence az-ZamakhsharM was AbU-Mudar Mahmild 
b. JarTr aý-Pabbl al-IpfahanT (d. 507) who was well versed 
in Arabic grammar and literatureo It was who introduced 
the Muitazilite doctrine to the people of KhwArizm, Owing 
to his having the science of knowledge, he was called 
"the uni . que of his time" (wah1d 6asri-h! ). 
' Az-Zamakhshar3is 
relationship with his teacher AbU-Mudar was very close* 
He did not only impart his knowledge to az-Zamakhsharl, 
but supported him financially. 
2 
It is natural that 
az-Zamakhsharl's eagerness for knowledge and his teacher's 
sponsorship, one way or another developed their relationship, 
and az-Zamakhsharl confesses that he was greatly indebted 
to his teacher AbU-Mudar. 3 
Az-Zamakhsharl's teachers in the tradition QladIth) 




al-Khitab b. AbTl-al-Batr. 
5 
1. Irshadq VIq 145; Bughya, 11,279- 
2. Dlwan fol. 91a. 
3. Ibidq ff. 64a, 57a. 
4. Irshad, VII, 147; Bughya, 11,279; 
Al-IMf'l, Aýmad Muhammad, Az-Zamakhsharl, p. 49. 
5. As-SuyUpl, Tabaqat al-Mufassirln, p. 41. 
Az-Zamakhsharl studied literature under AbU-'All 
al-Hasan b. al-Muzfir al-NaysRbUr-i. 
1 While in Baghd4d, 
0y 
he studied some books of linguistics under AbU-Manstkr 
MawhUb b. Abrl-Tlihir Ahmad al-JawRliql (d. 539) 
2 
who was 
well versed in literature, and ',. therefore was considered 
3 
as one of the prides of Baghdad (min mafakhir Baghd'ad) . 
The meetings between az-Zamakhshar3 and AbU-MansT! r al- 
Jawali4l, was described by Ibn-al-Qiftl in which he states 
that he himself saw az-Zamakhshar-3. twice studying some 
books of linguistics under AbU-MansUr al-JawTiliq-i in the 
4 
year 533 A. H. in order to obtain IjUz It is said that 
he met the Hanafite jurist AbT1-'Abd-All1h Muhammad b. 
6A171 ad-Dlimighi 
5 
and he was warmly welcomed by a celebrated 
scholar called Hibat-AllAh b. 'Al'i Ab-u-as-Sa'Ada known as 
Ibn-ash-Shajarl. 
6 
While-in Mecca, az-Zamakhsharl studied 
7 
Kitib S-1bawayh under 'Abd-Allah b. Talha al-Yabiri (d. 518). 
The students of az-Zamakhshar"i 
The fame of az-Zamakhsharl spread out almost all over 
the world of Islam during his time onwards. Wherever he 
Irsh-dd, IV, 147; Bughya, 11,279- 
2, Ibn-al-Qiftl, jnbaý 111,270- 
3. Wafayat, 11,142. 
4. Ibn-al-Qiftl Lnb-Zaiý 111,270- 
5- WafayRt, 11,83. 
6. lbid, Nuzhat al-Alibbal, p. 23; Irshad, VII, 148. 
7- Bughya, IIt 46. 
-6-. 
visited, he was always met by many people studying'or 
I 
discussing the branches of knowledge. Of course, a- 
great scholar like az-Zamakhsharl must have had many 
students studying under him. Now we shall try to give 
a list of the names of his students as follows: 
In Zamakhshar, Abu-'Umar 1Xmir b. al-rasan as-Sammar. 
He is also said to be a cousin to az-Zamakhsharl. 
In TabarstMn, AbU-1-MaýLasin IsmU611 b. 'Abd-All-dh 
A 
In lbyurd, -Ab-u-I-Maýasin gAbd-ar-Ralilm b. 6Abd- 
All'ah al-Bazz'&z. 
IV In Samarqandq AbU-Sald Ahmad b. MahmUd ash-. SWAýl 
2 
and others. 
v In Khwirizm, AbU-Tahir SUm&n b. "Abd-al-Malik 
al-Paqlh, al-Muwaffaq b. Ahmad b. Mb'I-Sa$%d who 0 
was known as the best speaker in Khwarizm. He 
could speak Arabic fluently and was knowledgeable in 
3 jurisprudence and literature. Also among them 15 
Inb1h, 111,266 ff. 
2. AI-Insabt P. 278; al-H-U-1, Ahmad Muhammad, 
az-Zamakhshari, PP- 52-3- 
3. Al-Inslib, p. 278. 
-7- 
'All b. Muhammad al-'Amranl al-Khwarizm-i AbTk-j- 0 
Iýasan; a lettered man. " He is best known with the 
"proof of the eminent$" (ýujjat al-afadil)q and the 
"pride of the teachers" (fakhr al-mashayikh) (d. 560 
A*H*) He studied literature under az-Zamakhsharl. 
vi Muhammad b. AbU-1-QAsim Dayjlik, AbU-al-Fadl 
al-Yaqal'I al-KhwRrizml al-AdamTq known as the 
"deco ration of the teachers" (zayn al-mash7ayikh). 
He studied Arabic language and the science of 
syntax, under az-Zamakhshar .2 
VII AbU-YUsuf b. 6AIT b. Muhammad b. Jaifar al-Balkhl. 
He studied Arabic grammar and literature under 
3 
az-Zamakhsharl. 
VIII AbU-1-Hasan 'All b. $is& b. Hamza b. Wahhas, 
AmIr of Mecca. It was he who encouraged 
az-Zamakhs harl to write al-Kashshaf. 
4 
ix Zaynab bint ash-Shagrl who conferred lj'Aza to 
Ibn-Khallik-an. 
5 
1. IrshAdq V, 412; Bughya, 11,195. 
2. Irsh7ad, VII, 77- 
3. Irsli7ad, VII, 304. 
4. Ibid, vol. V, p, 2889 111,268. 
5. Wafay-at, 11, 83. 
-8- 
The journeys of az-Zamakhsharl 
As previously statedl az-Zamakhshar'lls first. journey 
took place when he was very young; it was probably after 
finishing his preliminary education in his home town 
Zamakhshar. He travelled to Bukhara for higher learning, 1 
because BukhRr! at that time was- well known as a centre 
of higher learning and intellectual gatherings since the 
2 SamanIds came to power in 204 A. H. 
After studying various branches of knowledge., 
az-Zamakhshar'l returned to Khwdrizm. Perhaps his return 
was also due to the death of his father, under the reign 
of Mulayyid ad-Dawla (d. 494). -Az-Zamakhshar3: seems to 
3 have been away at the time. of his death. 
From the beginning, az-Zamakhsharl was very ambitious, 
-not only in pursuing knowledge but also for the high post 
(mansab) in the governmental office. His self-ýconfidence 
of his knowledge and his desire for the post caused him 
one way or another to approach the vizier Nigslim-al-Mulk 
(d. 1092) under the Sultan Malik Shah. Az-Zamakhsharl 
praised NizAm-al-Mulk and complained about the situation 
1. Waf! M', %-t, 11,82. 
2. YatImat ad-pahr, p. 101. 
Dlw'An, fol, 72b. 
-9- 
in the governmental office in which there were less 
capable officials who were admitted to the office. 
Az-Zamakhsharl thought that he was capable enough-to be 
given the high post. Unfortunately his complaint was not 
heard even when he was introduced to NiFam al-Mulk by his 
beloved teacher AbU-Mudar. 2 
41 
A question arises, what is the reason for his 
"unsuccessfulness" in achieving the post'while he was well 
qualified? Was it because of his Mu6tazilite view? This 
does not seem to be possible, since az-Zamakhsharl himself 
states that his teacher AbU-Mudar-had a close relationship 0 
with-Niz'Rm-al-Mulk3 and informed him about az-Zam akhshar'lls 
4 
brilliancy. Another alternative perhaps is due to the 
fact that az-Zamakhsharl was so proud of being the ! most 
learned scholar in various branches of knowledge while 
others were not. Whatever the reason wasv his desire to 
obtain the important-governmental post in Khwarizm was 
futile. Vhere seemed to be no way of removing his 
frustration other than to leave the country, then he 
5 decided to travel to Khurasin, 
------------------ 
1, lbidt ff - 95a, 95b. 
2, lbidg fol. 104a. 
lbid 
4. lbid, fol. 94a. 
5. lbidp fol. 37b. 
-10- 
While he was in Khuras'dn, he was close to several 
government officials and praised them; such as MujIr 
I 
ad-Dawla, Ab-u-1-Fath 6Ali b. al-Husayn al-Ardast- and OP 01 
Mulayyid-al-Mulk gUbayd-Alllih b. Nizam-al-Mulke 
2 
After all his efforts to obtain the governmental post 
in KhurlsMn failed, he went to lpfah7an, the capital city 
of the SaljUq. Isfahan at that time was under the rule 
of Muhammad b. Abl-l-Fath Malik Shah (d. -109ý 




It was in 512 A. H. that az-Zamakhsharl suffered a 
serious illness (n"dhika) and mundhira (warning). As the 
result he made a vow, not to approach any government 
officials, nor to offer his service to them. Insteadp he 
promised himself to devote all his lifetime to writing 
- and teaching. 
4 
After his recovery from the illness, he went to 
Baghdad io see many scholars. 
5 
1. lbid, fol. 23b. 
lbidq fol- 97a,. 
Dly-an, fol. 20a. / 
MaciTim'd. p. 6 
Ta' rlkh Abl-I-Fid-dt 111,16. 
-11- 
Having met these scholars, he travelled to Mecca, 
hoping that God would forgive his-sins and decided to*stay 
there. I It was there that he was welcomed by the great 
man of the city called Abri-l-Hasan 'All b. Harnza b. Wahhas, 
2 
Cý 
, ck in,,,,, az-Zamakhshaiýl Praised him describing his love and 
indebtedness to him. 
3. During his two years stay in Mecca, 
he visited HamadBn in Yemen and praised the family of the 
vizier. 
4 
After staying about two years in Mecca, he was affected 
by the memory of his home town and then decided to leave 
5 Mecca for Zamakhshar. It was there in Khwarizm, the desire 
for high post again influenced him. In order to obtain the 
post he praised Muhamma4 b. Anushtakin known as Khw! rizm 
Sh and afterwards his son Atsiz (d. 551) .7 It is probable 
that az-Zamakhshar'lls praise helped him to obtain some gifts 
8 
even if he was not very satisfactory. Later on he dec. ided to 
------------------ 
1. DMw-an, ff. 42a, 42b. 
2. lbid; 
. 
3. lbid, 27a, 74a; al-Kashshaf, 1,3. 
4. Dlwan, fol. Illb; 
az-Zamakhshar'l, Aslis al-Bal7igha, 1,78- 
5. D'IwRn, fol- 5a. 
6. lbid, ff. 107a, 107b. 
7- Muqaddimat al-Adab, 1,2. 
8. piwan, ff. 41ag 41b. 
-12- 
travel to Mecca for the second time- 
I Perhaps his'Journey 
to Mecca this-time was due to the conflýct of the soul in 
which he thought that it could be solved by staying in 
2 
Mecca. On his way to Mecca, he passed through Syria for 
a while and praised Taj-al-Mulrik (The Crown of the Kings) 
3 TughtakIn (d. 526), the ruler of Damascus, and his son 
called Shams-al-Mulk, after his father's death, 
4 
Presumably, at this time, az-Zamakhshar-i's praise was not 
for the purpose of obtaining any reward, but it was full 
of sincerity. p 
Az-Zamakhsharl's second stay in Mecca took place in 
526 A. H. for a period of three years. It was at this time 
that he wrote his'Tafs1r, receiving great hospitality and' 
honour from Ibn-Wahh7as. 5- 
Having stayed there'about three years, he returned 
again to his home town for the second time, and lived 
there until his death. 
Is lbid, fol. 41a, 
Ibid 
Ibid, fol. 41a. 
Ibid. 
5- Dlw'An, ff. 79bt 80a. 
6. Wafayat,, II t 83. 
The liu4tazilite influence in Khwdrizin 
The coming of the Duwayhids to power in 320 A. H. 9 
started the open door_policy____qf welcoming indiscriminately 
Shilites or Mu4tazilites of different shades of opinion, 
even if they themselves were politi cally Twelvers. 
1 The 
traditional Shilite festivals such as GhadIr Klium etc. 
were introduced into their territories. The vizier known 
as as-S-dhib ibn-"Abb7id (d. 995'B. C. ) under Mu-ayyid-ad- 0&0 
Dawla, and rakhr-ad-pawla is said to have had Mu$tazilite 
leanings high posts in theL 
govermiental office. 
As a result, it is not surprising that the majority 
of the Shi4ite jurists were theologically Mu6tazilites 
and the quarrel among the ma sses frequently took place. 
In general Khwlirizin was dominated by the Multazilite 
views; it is very difficult to find someone who is not 
I-fugtazilite. 3: f'he is not a Mu6tazilite, the o'nly way to 
lot people know about his stand is to deny that he is a 
5 Multazilite, otherwise he will be included among them. 
1. C. Collin Davies, 
2. Irshnd, 11,274; 
3. I. rshad, llý 2711-7 
p. 218. 
4. Alis aii);! at -TaqTs im 
. 
5, Irsli7ad, VII 155. 
"Buwayhids" in EI 
2vP. 1352. 
cf. The : Eslwnic Dynastiesý p. 96. 
6; cf. The Majesty that was Islam 
PP. 395,396-439. 
.. lle-. 
This shows that in general the people of Khwirizm are 
Mu6tazilite. It was in this environment that az-Zamakhsharl 
was brought up and finally became a distinguished scholar 
of the Mu4tazilites. The unique scholar of that time- 
known as AbU-Mudar MahmUd b. JarTr ad-DabbT (d. 507 A-H-) 
is said to have introduced into Khwarizm the Multazilite 
views and later on took an initiative part in the 
propagat ion of their views. As. a result, he was met by 
many people and they were attracted, to his views. Of 
course, az-Zamakhsharl, besides being greatly influenced 
by his teacher. AbU-Muýar, was also interested in using 
reason as a criterion in contemplation and d iscussion. 
Therefore, his teacher's view is always consistent with 
his reasoning. It is not surprising that his relation 
with his teacher Ab-u-Mudar was very close. The fact that 
az-Zarnakhshat-I liked to. be called Mu$tazilite is obvious. 
0 
That happened when he visited his friend and was asked 
who was standing at*the door? He quickly replied it was 
3 AbU-1-Qasim al-Multazill who was standing at the door, 
------------------ 
Irsti7adq VII, 145-- Bughy , IIt 276. 
AtwRq adh-Dhahab, p. . 
46. 
3. Wafaylt, 11,82. 
-1.5- 
The reasons for his writing al-KashshAf 
It was dfiring his second stay in Mecca that he began 
writing al-Kashsh7af. That was in'the year 526 A. H. It 
I 
took almost two years for him to complete it, since he 
states that he finished writing al-Kashsh'&f on Monday 
23rd Rabl',, Al-Awwal, 528 A. H. 
2 
In his introduction to al-Kashshaf (P-3)9 az-Zamakhshar-i 
states that the idea of writing al-Kashshaf was originally 
motivated by'the great need of the Mu6tazilites in Mecca 
for a Qur'Unic'exegeSis which explained the Qurlýn in 
accordance with their Muitazilite views. They found 
az-Zamakhsharl's explanation inte'resting and they 
suggested that he should write the Qur'Unic exegesis and 
call It al-Kashshaf (The Unveiler). Az-Zamakhsharl was 
not happy with their suggestion and begged to be excused, 
but they insisted that he should carry out the task, 'and 
finally he accepted. Perhaps their insistence is not the 
main reason for az-Zamakhshar'its later decision, since he, 
considered it afterwards as obligatory (farýsayn) upon 
------------------ 
1. Al-Kashshafv It 3. cf. Al-Juwayni, Mustafa as-Siiwl, 6000 
Minhaj az-Zamaklisharl f! TafsTr al-Qu r'Tin, P. 76, 
in which he mistakevily states that the period. of 
az-Zamakhsharils writing al-Kashshaf is three years. 
2. Al-Kashshaf, 11,570- 
-i6- 
him to fulfil it. This, however, is due to the fact that 
az-Zamakhshar'l himself was fully aware about the real. 
situation at that time and the less capable of the people 
of Mecca intellectually. His old a. ge did not prevent him 
from carrying out the task since he was mainly motivated 
by his religious consciousness. Of course, besides this, 
he was encouraged by Ibn-Wahhas, the Am'1r of Mec. ca who 
welcomed him and offered him many facilities in completing 
his tafsTr. 1 It appears that az-Zamakhshar'lls completion 
of writi ng al-Kashshaf in the period of two years was 
unexpected, because he himself estimated that he should 
be able to finish it only in more. than thirty years. 
Finally, az-Zamakhsharl confesses that his "success" 
is due to the baraka (benediction) of the Holy Shrine 
(Kalba). 2 
The death of az-Zamakhsharl 
Az-Zamakhshar-a., after spending many years in different 
places in the world of Islam, returned to his home town 
Zamakhshar, and lived there until his death in 537 A-H- 
1144 A. D. He was buried at. 'a place called JurjUniyya. 
3 
---------- 
1. lbid, I, 
lbid 
3. WafayRt, 11,83. 
- 
The works of az-Zamakhsliaxý-l 
The works of az-Zamakhsharl can be divided into those 
that have survived, and those that are missing. Of those 
fwcL 0 I. A that survive the following &n4cmV be snA4, 
Al-Kashshaf 'an HaqUliq GhawUmid at-Tanzil va 'Uyrin 
al-Aqawil fl WujUh at-Talwll 
This has been considered as the most important 
work of az-Zamakhshar-1, completed in 528 (1138). In 
spite of its Mu6tazilite view it was widely read and 
commented upon in orthodox. circles. The most famous 
orthodox commentator was al-Bayd'awl tried 0 
to surpass him in the accuracy of the- grammatical 
explanation and in quoting variant readings. 
2 it 
was published for the first time by W. Nassau Lees 
and the Mawlawis Khadin Husayn and 'Abd-al-Hayyo # .0 
Culcutta, 1856. Later it was published in Cairo, 
1307,1308t 1318 and 1948 in Beirut (4 vols. ) n. d. 
Besides all these, there are sub-commentarýes on the 
work. 
3 
1. WafayRt, lIt 81. 
Brockelmann llal-Zamalclisharll' in E iv, 12 05 
2AL, Di, . 345. , 
-1.8- 
1 
2. Kitab al-UrunUdhaj f-I an-Nahw 
A book on Arabic grammar autographed by 
Broch, Christiania, 1867, printed in Tehran, 1269, 
2 
Tabris, 1275, Cairo, 1289, Istanbul, 1299. 
3. Asas al-BalZigha-I 
This work was printed in Cairo, 1299, 
4 
Lucknow, 1311, '* Cairo, 1972. 
KitAb al-Amkina wa -1-JibZil wa-l-Miya 
This work was published by M. Salverda De Grave 
(A. uspice T. G. Juynboll), Leýden, 1859.5 
KitAb al-Mufrad wa 1-Mulallaf f-l an-Nahw 0 
It was published by Mubarak in Istanbul, 1300, 
7 
Cairo, 1324,1328, Damascus, 1966 by 'Abd al-Muiln 
al-MaluhM. 
Al-Mustaqs. l f'I*Amthal al-lArab 
It was printed in Hyderabad by Majlis Dalirat 
al-Ma6Rr1f in 1962, while in 999 a selection from 
------------------ 
1. WafayRt, 11,81. 
2. GAL9 1,347. 
3. WafayMt, 11,81 
4. GAL, It 348. 
5. Ibid 
6. Ibn-QutlUbughat Taj at-Tarlijimt P- 71. 
7- Majalla Majmal al-lIlm al-'IrTiql, vol. XV, p. 100. 
8. WafMat, 3: 1, -81. 
-19- 
it was made by Ibrahim al-Galllpoli with Persian 
commentary and Turkish glosses under the title 
Zubdc-6 al-ýAmthal 
7- Al-Muhaj7At wa Mutammim MahammArbab al-Hiij'at f-1-1- 00 
Ahaj! wa 1-Ghaz. 
2 
This work was edited by Dr. BahIjah al-HasanT 
and published by Baghdad University in 1973. 
81 Mas' ala f-I KalirnaA'ash-Shahida3 
This work was also edited by Dr. Bah'ijah 
al-]Vasani and published by Majmal al-'Ilm al-'IrRqI, 
vol. XV, p* 121 in 1967. 
Rabill al-Abrlr 
4 
'Unpublished Ph. D. thesis submitted to Cambridge 
University in 1963 by Dr. Bahijah al-Has an-i. 
5 
10, Sharh AbyRt Kitab S: Lbawayh 0 
This work is still in manuscript form in 
Ahmad 3, Istanbul. T he work is being edited by 
7 Dr, "Abd-All'ah Darwish. 
1. GAL, 19 348. 
2. IrshRd, VII, 151; cf. Wafayat, 11, 81; PAL, Iv 347- 
3. Majalla. Majmal al-Illm' al-J'13raqi, XV, 121, Baghdad, 1967- 
4. Taj at-Tar'ajim, p. -71; of. Wafaylit, 11,81. 
5. Paterson, Index to Thesis, vol. XV, p. 23- 
6. Wafay! at, 11,81. 
7. Majalla. Majmal al-Illm al-$Irýllqi, XV, 91. 
-20- 
CL 
Nukt al-16rab f-I Ghar'lb al-Iltab 
A 
The above work is also being edited by 
I Dr, 6Abd-Allah DarwIsh. 
12. DlwMn ash-Shilr 
2- 
This work is still in its manuscript form, 
preserved in D"d r al-Kutub al-Misriyya, no. 529 
(adab). The MS consists of 120 folios, *in clear 
writing. 
13 
13. Kitab Nuzhat alý-Mutalannis wa Nuzhat al-Muqtabis 
It remains in manuscripi form preserved in the 
Aya Sofia, no. 4331.4 
14. Al-Minh-aj fl-l-UsrAl 
This work is preserved in Landh. 
15. AI-Kashf fM-l-Qi3ra'jjt7 
This work is preserved in Maktaba Ribat Sayyid 
6UthmMn. 
8 
1. Ibidt XV, p. 94. 





5- Wafayat, 11, 81. 
6. GAL9 sUPP- 1, 513. 
7- GALp SuPP. It 511- 
8. Ibid. 
16, Rultis al-Masalil fl-l-Piqh 
Unpublished Ph. D. thesis recently submitted to 
St. Andrews University (1977) by 'Abd-al-Hallm Muhammad. 
17. Al-Durar ad-Dilir al-Muntakhab n Kinaylt wa Isti"Arat 
2 
wa Tashb-1117at al-lArab. 
This work was edited by Dr. Bahljah al-Hasanl, 
and printed in Baghdad in 1968.3 
18. Al-Qist&s al-Mustaqim f-I 'Ilm al-6Artid 
It was edited by Dr. Bah1jah al-Hasanl and 
published in Baghdad by MaktabaA-al-Andalus, in 1969. 
19, Atw! q adh-Dhahab fl-l-Mawaliz 
This work was translated by H. L. Fleischer, 
Leipzig 1835, by G. Weil, Stuttgart 1863, 
translated and edited by C. Barbier de Meynard, 
Paris 1876, printed in Beirut in 1293,1322t 1314t 
Istanbul with Turkish translation in 1286, 
Cairo 1321 with commentary qal'Alid al-Adab by 
Mirzs YTIsuf Khan Asir, 
5 
1328 by Matbalat as-Sa'Udat 
------------------ 
Wafaylt, 11,81. 
2. GALt SUPP. It 511- 
3. Majalla Majmal al-Illm al-llrlql, XVI, 1968. 
4. WafayAt, 11,81. 
5. SAL, 1,349. 
-22- 
1910, with commentary by Muhammad SaIld ar-Rafighl, 
10 
20. KhasVis al-'Ashara al-Kiram al-Barara 
This work was edited by Dr. Bahljah al-ýasanl, 
and published in Baghdad in 1969. 
21, Nawabigh al-Kalim 
2 
This work was edited and illustrated by 
H. A. Schultens, Leiden 1772, Cairo-1287,1305, 
3 Beirut 1306, and Cairo 1960-1961. 
22. Muqaddimaýal-Adab 
The above work was edited by J. G. Sipaphansslar 
5 
and published in Leipzig 1ý844, Tehran 1342,1963- 
1965. 
23. Aljab al-6Ujub ShartL Lamiyyat al-lArab. 
It was published with a commentary by Mubarak 
7 in Istanbul 13bO, Cairo 1324,1328. Damascus in 1966. 
I- 
GAL, 1,348. 
2* Al-Kashshlif, 1,297; Irshad, VII, 151. 
3. GAL, 1,348. 
4. Waf aylt 9 11,81. 
5.2a, 19 348. 
6. IrshUd, VII, 151. 
Brockelmanno "al-Zatnakhsharl" in El I, vol. IV, p. 1206. 
-23- 
24. Al-Fa'iq f-I Ghar'lb al-Hadlth 
2 
This work was published in Hyderabad in 1324, 
Cairo in 1945-48 by Dar 1hy-al al-Xutub al-'Arabiyya. 
Edited by 6A171 Muhammad al-Baj'awl and Muhammad Abu-l-. 
Fadl IbrAhlm. 
0 
25. MaqRma. f-i-I-Mawa6 iz3 
0 
It was published in Cairo in 1313,1325, 
translated by 0. Rescherg Beitrage Zur Magamen- 
literaturg. Fase. 61 Greifswald 1913. This work 
4 Is also under the name an-NasAlih al-Kibar. 
26. -Mukhtasar al-Muwafaqa bayna Ahl al-bayt wa as-Sahaba5 
This work is s: till in its manuscript form 
6 
preserved in the Library of Aýmad Timor. 
27- Masalil al-GhazUlj7 
This work Is still preserved in Berlin. 
8 
1. Irshad, VII, 150; cf., Wafaylitv 111 81. 
2. GAL, 1,348o 
3. Irsh5d, VII9 1510 
4. Wafaylit, 111 81. 
5. Irshad, VIIv 1510 
6. Brockelmann, "al-Zamakhsharl" in EI 1 
_, 
vol. IV, 1207. 
7. AbU-MUsa, al-Balligha al-QurlMni ]: Xa f"l Tafslr az- 
Zwnakhshar'i, pi -56. 
8. Ibid. 
-24- 
28. Al-Qaslda al-Balridiyya- 
It is also preserved in Berlin. 
29. Al-Mufappal 2 
This work was published by J. B. Broch, Christiania 
in 1859,1879, in Cairo 1325,1905, Alexandria in 1291, 
Delhi in 1891 by Mawlawi Muhammad-Ya'qUb RasbUrT, 
Paris 1876, Lugduni Batavorun 1772'. 
30. Sharli al-Maqlm-, at 
This work wa's published'on the margin of 
3 
al-Maq'amat, Cairo, 1325- 
From az-Zamakhsharits works which are missingg the 
following M&Lý be 
11 Ar-R'al id fl-l-ýFarll id 
4 
2. KitAb a 
6. 3. DTWan at-Tamthil 
1. GAL9 1,350 
2. Ibid# Iv 347. 
3. Brockelmann, "al-Zamakhsharl" EI vol. IV, p. 1207- 
4. Irshlid, VII, 151, 
5. Ibid. 
6. Ibid.; Wafay7at, 11,81. * 
-25- 
Dllsýan ar-Ras'al il 
1 





7- ýamlm al-lArabiyya 
8. Jaiýahir'al-Lugha5 
9. KitTib Mutashabih Asmll ar-Ruwat 
6 
101, Dallaý. an-NashiJ 
ill Kitib $Aql al-Kull 
8 
12, Al-Arn-all fl an-Nahw 
13, Tasliyataý-Parlr 10 
14. ShaqiL' iq an-Nu6man f-3. Haqaliq an-Nu6m'An f1l Mandqib 0 
al-ImUrn Abl- HanTfa 
11 
15. Ris'alar-al-Mas' ama 
12 
------- ----------- 
is Ibid. - 
2., Irsh7ad, VII, 151- 
3. Ibid., Watayat, 11,81. 
4* Irshad, VII, 151.. 
5- Irshlid, VII, 151. 
6. Ibid. 
7- Ibid. - 
81 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. t cf., WafayAt, 11,81. 
100 IrshRd, VII, 151- 
ill Ibid., cf., WafayTit, 11,81. 
12. Irshlid, VII, 151- 
-26- 
16. Ris«älät-al-Astar 1 
17- Sh7af! al -lAyy min Kal«äm ash-Shafi61 
2 
18. Ar-Ris'äla an-Näsiha3 
4 19. Sawalir al-Amth'äl 
20. H"äshiya 6Al«ä al-Mufassal 009 
Irshad, VII9 151* 
Ibid. 9 cf., WafgU'atg 119 81. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 




His full name was AbU-Salld 'Abd-All'&h b. 'Umar b, 
Muhammad b. 6AII Ab-u.: -I-Khayr Nasir-ad-Dln. His birth 00 
place was al-BayýR', * situated in the province of Fgrs, 
north of its capital called ShIraz 
2 
1. This honorific title (kunya) "Ab-u-Salld" is what 
al-Bayýawl calls himself in the preface to the 
Nizgm at-Tawarlkh. Iýajjl Khallfa styles him N-apir-ad-DIn 
AbU-Saild 'Abd-AllMh b. 4Umar al-Bayýawl. Aýmad ar- 
Raz-3. in his Haft a LI-IqlIm calls him Q7&ý! Nasir-ad-DIn 0 
b. Q7ad! Im'am Badr-ad-Din 6Umar b. Fakhr-ad-DIn 6A11, 
2. As-SubkT, 'FabaqRt, V, 59; Isnawl, 'Fabaqlt, 1,283-4; 
as-Suyrati, Bughya, 11,50; Hamd-All'ah Mustawfl, 
TRrlkh Guz7Edah, -811; al-Yafi"i, Mir"At al-ýJanan, 
IV9 220; Khwand-Am'lr, Pablb as-Siyar, z"III, 134; 
Ahmad ar-RazT, Haft 4-1--Iqllm, 1,176; Ibn al'Im&d,, 
Shadhatat adh-Dhahab, V, 392-3; trajj-i Khal"if a, 
Kashf az-Zunrm, 1.186-7; cf., Anon Br. Mus. MS., 
fol. 201a. 
Ibn-ZarkTib Shlrazi, Shlmaz-NcMrnah, 136; 
Brockelmann, 2AL, It 530. 
Khudii-Baksh KhKn, Mahb-ub al-Albab, 11. 
-28- 
Al-Baydliwl, 69 which 'Abd-AllTih b. 'Umar is well 0A 
known, is derived from the small town of al-Bayý . Wo 
Unfortunately, sources do not tell us the year of his 
birth. Judging from the fact that in 674 A. H., he had 
compiled a book called "NizTim at-Tawllrlkh", and about the 
same year that he had held the office of Chief Justice of 
Mrs, It can be presumed that he was born during the reign 
of the Atabak Ab-u-Bakr b. Sald 1 (628/1231 - 658/1260). 
It was at this time that the province of Fars as a whole 
was at the height of. its glory. 
During his reign, Atabak Ab-u-Bakr., geared his great 
effort towards developing his country by the setting up of 
hospitals, and many religi. ous institutions for higher 
studies with facilities for those who were thirsty for 
knowledge in which capacity ShIraz flouri shed as the 
-centre of learning. Thus, it is not surprising that 
2 
many scholars had recourse to it. 
His7 rule over the country was a prosperous one, and 
ý,, L ý 
Mirkhond, The History of i 
Atab P. 34; 
Tabaq7it Naýiirlq PP. 179-180. 
2. cf. Maqr-izl, KitTib as-Sullik, vol. 1, part III, P. 733- 
-29- 
his sagacity well known. For this, the great poet, 
Shaykh Sal di Sh-3rMz7I (d. 1292 A. D. ) dedicated to himi 
some beautiful verses in the preface to the Gulistan, 
describing the city of ShIraz as one of the most populous 
on earth under the rftle of the Atabak, while the 
surrounding districts were suffering from an uprising of 
savage Turks. 
The population of Pars were Sunnites of the Shafilite 
rite although a few were Hanafites and there were also 
2 Shilites. Even though the Iranian Sunnism was chiefly 
Shafilites and Hanafites, these two schools were not often 
on good terms; 
3 
similar reasons held betw een the Shafilites 
and the Shilites. Thus. it was not surprising that 
al-Bayý! Iw-i who was a Shafilite Ash6arite, bitterly attacked 
the Shilites and the Multazilites. 
His f amily 
Al-Baydawi was brought up into a prominent family 0 
about. which we know little. At least we know that his 
family was renowned for its scholarship. His father 
'Umar, held the office of Chief Justice of Fars. His 
------------------ 
The Gulistlin, tr. by Edward B. Eastwick, p, 11, 
2. Ifamd-Alllih Mustawfil Nuzhat al-QulTIb (English 
translationt P. 113. 
A. Bausani, "Religion in the Saljuq Period" in 
CHI, Vq 28-3. 
-30- 
ancestor 'Alli, was also appointed to the office of 
Judgeship. According to the*account given by lbn-Zar]ýUb 
Sh'IrazTj I al-Bayý'awlls father was appointed Chief. Justice 
of Flars by the viceroy of Iraq-i-'Arab and FMrs called 
Noyan Suqunchaq, who yas working under Abaqa Khan 
2 663- 
683 A. H. ). This appointment took place when he visited 
FMrs in 670 A. H. Moreover, Ibn-Zark-ub ShTrRz'I states that 
3 the appointment received a very warm welcome. Therefore, 
the account given by Brockelmann 
4 
that 'Umar was appointed 
Chief Ju"stice under the Atabak Ab-u-Bakr b. Sa4d I. does 
not seem to be correct. 
'Umar appears to have won reputation for his 
resolution, perfection and devoqtness5 which possibly 
influenced his son al-Bayý-pmll. 
Unfortunately, sources do not make any'mention of 
the family's economic situation. However, it can be- 
presumed that it was comparitively wealthy, for the position 
of Chief Justice which some of its members held, was a 
6 
profitable career. As W. M. Watt said, "Fewer of the 
------------------ 
1. Sh-irliz-Namah, p. 65. 
Cý 2. Descendent of Qubiý ts brother H*Ulegu, who ruled Persia ýy 
from 654/1256 754/1353. He (Abaqa) was the second. 
3. Sh73. r*az-Namah, p. 65. 
4. GAL, 1, P. 530. 
5. Shiraz-Namah, P. 136. 
6. Muslim Intellectual, p, 10.9, 
scholar Jurist could afford to fulfil such duties vrithotit 
reUmieration. " 
"Umar died in 673 A. H., and was buried in Maghribj 
school in ShIrRz. 
Al-Bayýawlls education 
No dates are recorded for. al-Bayýawllls education 
except. that the bioarapher al-Yafi6l 
2 (d- 768 A. H. ) tells 
us that al-Bayrawl studied under his father, who was a 
student with Mujlr-ad-Din 
Bagh5iidl ash-Shafi6iwho 
Abl-Salld MansUr bt 'Umar 
0- 
a student with "the proof 
MahmUd b. AbT-al-Mub'Arak al- e 
was a student with MWIn-ad-D-In 
al-BaghdUdIg and the latter was 
of IsIBm" AbU-IFamid al-GhazRIl, 
After the foundation of his'education had been laid 
down by his father, who was a Sh-Afil±te-Ash4arito scholar, 
it is not surprising that al-Bayq7qw! became a Shafilite 
9 and strongly defended Shafilite in 
jurisprudence and Ash'arite in theology. 
As his father was a scholart lie was nonnally visited 
GFJ 
1. Shlraz-Miniah, p. 136. 
2.1-fir'Ut aLl-Janan, IV, 220, 
1 
-32- 
by the scholars of the district: problems and disputes 
concerning rqligion and law were considered and aroued 
about, - and helped enrich al-Bayýawli Is education. 
Presumably, there were many other teachers who were 
responsible for laying the foundation of his education, 
besides his father, because al-BayýTiwl did not only pursue 
Islamic sciences, but he also pursued such s. cientific 
studies as logic and metaphysics. If ai-Bayd'awl had only 
received education from his father, he would not have 
achieved the distinction he. did. It is not easy to find 
a person, like him, who has gained such distinction in a 
particular craft, and at the same time, has mastered 
another. 
His occupation 
It was traditional that the sons of scholars would 
follow in the footsteps of their fathers. Al-BayFawly 
like his father, held the office of Chief Justice of Pars, 
Accordin 2 
.g 
to a statement given by Ibn'-Zark-ub Shlrazi 
(d. after 748ý, al-Bayýldwll was appointed Chief Justice of 
Pars after his father's death (d. 67-3i)A. H. ). 
1. cf. Ibn-KhaldUn, Muqaddimah (English translation) 
318. 
Shiraz-Namah, P. 136. 
-33- 
As a matter of fact9 to be appointed to the office of 
Chief Justice requires a very wide knowledge of Islamic 
sciences, especially jurisprudence, and sometimes, it also 
needs considerable understanding of the government's Policy. 
Al-Bayý'awll, undoubte. dly, had fulfilled all requirements, 
otherwise, he would not have held the office of Chief 
Justice. It was under. the reign of Abllqa that al-Bayý-dwl' 
succeeded to the office of Chief Justlee. 
Abaq71, who was not a Musliml was influenced by the 
great Shi6ite scholar Nasir-ad-D-1n TUsT. It is not 
surprising that he was very sympathetic towards Shilites 
rather than Sunnites. 
Al-Bayd'awl became Chief Justice of F-ars for a 
considerable period of time and afterwardst in accordance 
with as-Subk'l, was dismissed from his judgeship and went 
to TabrIz. He ente. red a school there and took one of the 
back seatst because no-one there knew him. The instructor 
posed a question to those present which he said none of 
those present could solve or repeat. Then al-Bayrawl 
started to answer. The instructor said, "I will not 
listen until I know that you u. nderstand the question. " 
------------------ 
1, J. A. Boyle, "Dynastic and Political History of the 
11-KhTin" in CHI, Vt 355. 
2. Nizarn at-TawTirlkh, P. 136. 
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Al-Bayoldw'l said, "You may choose whether I should repeat 
the question word for word or give the sense of it. " The 
teacher was surprised and said, "Repeat the question word 
for word. " Then al-BayýRwl repeated it and then gave the 
solution and showed that the teacher had not stated the 
problem accurately. Then he confronted the instructor 
with a similar problem and requested him to solve it, but 
the instructor begged to be excused. The vizier happened 
to be present and called al-Bayý! Iw-i to his side and when 
he found out who he was he had al-BayýAwl restored to his 
position in ShIraz. 
If this story is true, the object of al-BayýRwlls 
visit to TabrTz was obviously to be appointed to the office 
of Qad'al. Yet we still do not know the reason for his 
dismissal. Perhaps it had some connection with religious 
antagonism that existed between Shilite and Shafilite in 
which the ruler him. self, elv-en though not a Muslim, was 
influenced by Shilite opin ions which often. contradicted 
with Sunnites in general. 
2- Another source mentions that al-Dayrawl, having% 
increased his knowledge of Islamic sciences and Arabic 
grammar, went to TabrTz in order to be appointed to the 
------------------ 
As-Subk-i, Tabaq-at, V, p. 59. 
2. Anon. Dr. Mus. MS., fol. 201a. 
-35- 
post of Qada". Apparently his first attempt was not very 0 
successful. It was through'the intercession of Shaykh 
Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Kaykhan-3. (d? ) that he succeeded 
to the office of Qad! al. Shortly afterwards,, he left the 
00 
post, because he had. been impressed by the Shaykh's remark 
that being a judge, he was doomed to purgatory along with 
the commanýler (amlr)ý If this account is correctv his 
"seeking the intercession" might have been connected with 
political motives; because politics entered into appoint. 
ments, as said W. M. Watt "It is norrial for a government or 
ruler whether autocratic or democratic to support those 
views which promise to gain the greatest volume of support. " 
2 
His journey to Tabriz after his dismissal was possibly 
due to the fact that Tabriz was made capital city of FIrs, 
3 instead of Shiraz, by Abaqa in which appointments may 
have normally passed through the central office. Yet we 
- know nothing about the time when he was dismissed from his 
judgeship in ShIrIz, and decided afterwards-to spend the 
whole of his life in Tabriz. Based on a statement given 
by 'All b. $Abd-Allah b. AbTi-l-Hasan b. AbU-Bakr al-Ardablllt 
best known, TUJ-ad-Dln (The Crown of Religion) AbU-1-'Kasan 
Kashf aFs-ýuri-un, 1,186-7. 
2* of, Muslim Intellectual, p. 100, 
Boyle J. A. "Dynastic and Political History of the 
11-Khans" in CHI, Vs 356. cf., Islamic Dynasty, P. 150. 
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at-Tabriz'l (d- 746 A. H. ) it. is presumed that al-Bayýnwl 
had moved to Tabrlz before the year 683 A. H. In his 
statement, he writes that he had met al-Bayý'awl in Tabriz, 
1 
and had sat with him without learning anything from him.. 
It was durine his stay in Tabriz that he composed his 
12 great conunentary called Anw7ir at-TanzIl wa Asrar at-Talwil. 
Al-Bayraw-i's abandonment of the worldly position makes it 
seem likely that he was unable to conceal his identity 
altogether, ' and that many important people in Tabriz took 
advantage of'the. prosence of this great scholar. 
The reason for his writing AnwTir at-Tanzil 
Al-Bayý7awi states that the idea of writing his 
tafs'Ir AnyAr at-TanzIl which would consist of the important 
views of the Companions of the Prophet, and the technicalities 
of reciting the QU. r'Zn (wujUh al-qira"at) had long-been 
his ambition, but the task was delayed for a while due to 
3 his personal circumstances. Other evidence tells us that 
it was'suggested by Shaykh Muhammad b. Muhanimad al-KaykhanI 04 
to write his commentary of the Qur'7! n while he was Jgi Tabr"Izý 
1. AbU-1-Ma'Rlit Muntakhab al-Mukht! Rr, 148; 
Ibn-liajar, Dural al-KTimina, 111,63-5- a 
2. Kashf az-ZunTin, 1,186-7- 
3. Anw7ir, 1,6. 




The information available about the year of his death 
is vague and contradictory. There are various opinions 
given regarding al-Bayd'aw-l's death. According to 
T-ashlecipruz'ade, 
1 
al-BayýRwl died in 641 A. H.; but this 
account does not seem to be correct, because in 674 A. H. 
al-Bayý! Iwl was still alive in which year he had written a 
book called Nizam at-TawTir-Ikh and about the same year lie 
was appointed to the office of. Chief Jus. tice of F-ars. 
Other e-, ýidence suggests that Tlij-ad-Din at-TabrTzT had 
2 
met al-BayPw! before he left Tabrl. z in 683 A. H. 
Hamd-A1171h Mustawfj3 held that al-Bayýlh%rll died in 
4 685 A. H. in TabrTz. Jýajl Khal"Ifa gives the same year as 
, 
14 56 Hamd-AllTih Mustawfla., while Isnawl and al-Yafill give the 0 
year of al-BaydawM's death as 691 A. H. and 692 A. H. 
7 
respectively. According to Br. Mus. Manuscript, 
MiftUh as-Sa'Tida, 1,436, (without mentioning the 
place of his death). 
2. Munýakhab al-Mukhtar, p. 148. 
3. TarlIch Gmýldah, p'. 811. - 
4. Kashf az-ZunUn, 1,186-7. 
5. Tabaqlit, 1,283-4. 
6. Mirltt al-JanUn, IV, '220. 
03 
Anon. Br. Mus. MS. fol. 201a. 
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al-Bayýliwl died in TabrIlz in 7.16 A. H. Ibn-Zarkrab 
Shlr-azl, however, maintains that al-BayýTiwl died in 
TabrIz in 708 A. H., and was buried at a place called 
Jurundab. 1 
Al-DayýFiwlls works 
The works of al-Bayýliw'l can be classified into those 
that have survivedq and those that are miss#ig. Of those 
that survive the following can be said: 
.1" Anwar at-Tanz'il' wa Asrlir at-Tal vill 
2 
(The Light of Inspiration and Secret of Interpretation) 
A commentary on the Qur'Un which has been 
considered as the most valuablework of al-Bayý'awl 
and It has been recognised even by non-Muslim scholars. 
The reason for al-BayýRwlxls great fame*is that his 
book has received more careful study by later M-uslim 
scholars than has that of any other commentator. As 
a matter of fact, there have been more than eighty 
different books by Muslim commentators based on 
3 that of al-Bayý'awl. 
------------------ 
ShMrTiz-Namaht P. 136. 
2. As-Subk-I, 'Fabaqat, V, 59; cf. Shiraz-Namah, P. 136; 
Bughya, 11,50. 
slf. -3Lt'alil al-Anz7ir" 3. Calverley, Edwin E. "Al-BaydýiwT 
in Muslim World, 113 (1903) p. 293. 
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This work was printed in many places: 
I Cairo in 1263 A. H. by BT117iq (on the margin 6f 
Shaykh Mdah's gloss), 1282 A. H. (with super- 
commentary by Shay1ch Z11dah)v 1283 A. H. (on the 
margin of al-Khafail's glosst A. D. (1865), 1330 A. H. 
by Dar al-Kutub'al-Misriyya al-Kubra (with the 
commentary of Kazar-un! in the margin) also with the 
same commentary was printed by Dar al-Ilutub al- 
Misriyya al-Kubra, (n. d. ), 1339 A. H. printed in type 
used by students in the advanced classes on theology 
at al-Azhar University. 
II Tehran ? 1856 A. D. (with a super commentary by 
Bah7a' ad-Din al-'Xmilli). 
III Bombay, 1861-62, (with marginal glosses), 
Lucknow, (lithographed) 2 editions, 1282 A. H., 
Delhi, 1855 A. D. /1271 A. H. (with* marginal glosses). 
IV Leipzig, 1846, A. D., edited by Germanyts great 
Arabic scholar H. O. Fleischer. The Index was afterwards 
pubdished separately by W. Fell, in Leipzig in 1874. 
(Edited with a preface,. -and a table of errata. to the 
text of al-BayýRwlls commentary by 11.0. Fleischer. . 
v London, 1894, translated and explained by 





1957 (Glasgow) translated by Eric Francis Fox, P, -- k 
on Surah. twelve of the. Qurl*8nv then in 1963 (London) 
and 1974 (Oxford) both translated by Beeston, A. F. L. 
on the same Surah (Surah twelve). 
VI Constantinople, 1285-86 A. H. (super-commontary to 
alrDayFawl's commentary accompanied on the margin by 
a second conunentary by Ibn-at-Tamjld, 1300 and 
1303 A. H. (with the commentary of the J. al7alayn on the 
margin). 
TawUlil al-AnwUr 
A book on scholastic theology. It has been 
printed from type in Cairo*in 3.305 A. H. /1888 A. D. 
and printed from type in Cairo in 1323 A. H. /1902 A. D. 
These include the commentary of AbD-1-Than'al Shams 
ad-DIn MahmUd al-Isfahan-i (d. 74o A. H) and also 
printed in Conptantinople together with MaýUIV al- 
AnzRr 'Al'a Matilil al-AnwTir of MahmUd al-IsfahUni 
and gloss by SharIf al-Jurjlni, 
------------------ 
As-Subkl, 'Fabaq7it, V, 59; Bughya, 11,50. 




(The Lamj? of the Souls) 
A book on scholastic theology which is still in 
its manuscript form: British Museum, 3-71 (Add 7455)j 
Ambrosia, na, 319, 
* Escorial, 2 652, Leiden 1545-- 1 
Minhai . al-WusTU illi gIlm al-UsUl 0& 
A book on the principles of jurisprudence. It 
has been printed in Cairo in 1326 A. H., bound with 
Kitilb Musallim ath-TilubUt, by Ituhib-AllUh b. 'Abd 
ash-ShakU r, al-Biharl, and Kitab Mukhtasar al-Muntaha 
al-UsUll by 'UthmRii b. 'Umar, called Ibn-al-Hajib. 
5, Lubb al-Alb7ib f-I Illm al-11r'db 
A treatise on Arabic Grammar which is still in 
its manuscript form: Qawala, 11,119, Paris, 4120, 
12223 Cairo, IV, - 25,11,79 ;, 
Chester Beatty, no. 4315 - 
6, F! MawdU'Tit al-'UlUm wa Ta'Ur*3. fi-ha 
Still in its manuscript formp Cairo, 
I vii, 482. 
1. GAL, It 533, suPP- 1,742. 
2. Ibid, It 533, suPP- 1,742. 
3. A Hand list of tho, 4rabic ManuscriplVi -vol. V, p. 99. 
It. GALo suPP- 1,742. 
\ 
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Sharh MasRblh as-Sunna 
commentary on the MasUblli as-Sunila, a 00 
collection of traditions by AbU-Muhammad. al-HusaynT 00 
b. MaslUd al-FarrTil al-Baghawa. (d. 510/1117 or 
516/1122). Al-Bayýnw-j called it Tuýfat al-Abr7ir 
which is still in its manuscript form-in Chester 
Beatty Library, no. 3529.1 . 
2 
AI-Gh7a-ya al-quswa f-I DirAy. -ti al-Fatura 
A manual book of laxq as an abridgement of 
al-Wasit al-11uhlit bi Aqýar al-Basit, the "medium" 0000 
Shafilite law manual of Ab-u-IARm-3-d al-Ghaz'alM 
(d- 505/1111). This is still-in its manuscript form: 
Chester Beatty Library,. no. 3298, and also no. 3821, 
1 Cairo, 111 2466, Paris 1024.3 
Muntaha I-Mufil 
British Museum manuscript no. 6418.4 
10, A Chinese Chronicle 
A book on the history of China, tr. (from 
1. A Hand list of the Arabic Manuscripts, vol. III, P. 15 
lsnaw-i calls this book Mukhtuar al-Wasit in his 
TabaqUt, 19 283-4, as well as TashIca"prtWide in his 
Mýftaji as-Sa'Tida, 1,436. 
. 
3. GAL, 1,533; 
,A 
Hand list of the Arabic Manuscripts, 11,23. 
4. GAL, supp. 1,743. 
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Persian text) by S. Westong B. D. F. V. S. S. A. ýLnd 
published in London in 1820 A. D., another copy 
translated by A. Muller n. p. (1675? ) 
Niz'Rin at-Tawar-ikh 
A book on the history of the world from the time 
of Adam until the year 674 A. H. /1275 A. D. It has 
-been printed in Hyderabad in 1930 A. D. (Persian text) 
with explanatory notes in IfindustUn-3. by Sayyid MansUr. 
From al-Baydawlts works which are missing, the 
following can' be sal. d., 
Sharh Minhaj al-WuprAl il'a 'Ilm al-Usul 
An explanatory work to his MinICaj. al-WusUl on 0 
the principles of jurisprudence. 
,, 2 2. Sharh al-Muntakhab 
An epitome of al-Muntakhab of Fakhr-ad-DIn 
ar-Mazli (d. 606 A. H. ) on scholastic theology. 
Bughya, 11,50; Miftlih as-Sallidag 1- 436; 
. al-Bidilya, 
XIII, 309. 
2. Bughya, 11,50; al-BidRya, XIII, 309; 
Ha: ft vol- Iv 176". * 
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30 Sharh at-Tanblih 4 volumes)' 
- 
4. Sharh al-MahsrAl- 
2 
00# 
A treatise of al-Mah'til of Fakhr-ad-DIn ar-R-azl H 
(d. 606 A. H. ) on the principles of jurisprudence. 
5. Al-IdTiji f'I Usill ad-DIn3 
A book on theology. 
MaýTili 4 
A book on logic. 
Sharh al-Matali6 f-1-1-Mantiq 
8. Sharh al-Mukhtasar 
6 
An explanatory book to Mukhtagar al-Muntaha 
al-Ustill of 61JthmTin b. 'Umar called Ibn-al-Haj-4b 
------------------ 
11 Al-Bid7iya, XIII, 309; Haft a-r-Iqllm, 1,176. 
2. Ibid. 
30 BughXa, 11,50. 
4. Khliwand-Am'lr, j1aU-3b as-Siyar, 111,134; 
Haft ýý-Iqllm,. 1,176* 
5, Bughya, 11,5'0; MiftRh as-Sa$Rda, 1,436. 
6. Ibid. 
Mukhtasar al-Kafiya li-Ibn-al-Hiijib. 
A book an - granunar. 
100' Mirsad al-Afh7am f-I Mabadil al-Ahk-am. 
2 
As-SuyUt! called this book Sharh al-Kafiya; 
Bug4ya, 11,50; 2AL9 It 534. 
TAr"lkh Guzidah, 811; Haft al-Iqlllm, 1,176. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE-CONCEPT OF-GOD'S ATTRIBUTES 
The attributes of God 
The question whether terms predicted of God in the 
Qur*11n, such as living and knowing and powerful, imply the 
existence in God of life and knowledge and power as reaf 
incorporate beings, which though inseparable from the 
essence of God, are distinct from it, 15-. not to be found 
in the Qur'Un itself. Presumably these terms were later 
the invention of the theologians (mutukallimTin). Afterwards 
it became the centre of one of the chief disputes between 
the 
the Multazilites and/Ashlarites. 
According to ash-Shahrastanl, the Mu4tazilites utterly 
reject (the ascription of) eternal qualities, saying that 
- He is knowing, powerful and living as part of His essence;. 
.S- 
not that knowledge, power and life are eternal attributes 
or personal subsistences (mallln'i) inherent in Him. For if 
the qualities should partake of His eternity which is the 
exclusive description of His essence, they would partake 
1. Wolfson, H. A., "Philosophical implications-of the 
problem of divine attributes in the Kalaril" in JAOS 79 
(1959) P. 73; cf. The Philosophy of the Kalam, \ 




Ash-ShahrastZnl, however, tolls us that the Multazilites 
reduced the attributes of God to knowledge and power; 
perhaps, these tw, o attrib4tos are sufficient to represent 
the whole attributes in theological discussion. 
Indeed, al-Ash'ar! describes that not only most of 
the Multazilites and Kharajites, but also Murji'ites and 
some Zaydites held that God is knowing, powerful and 
living by Himself (bi-nafsi-hi), not by knowledge, power 
and life, and they allow the phrase "God has knowledge" 
only. in the sense that He is knowing. 
3 
The power of God as presented by az-Zamakhshar-i (qudrat- 
A1111h) 
Az-Zamaklishar-1, like most of his Mu6tazilites' 
- predecessors, approaohed this problem by 
"He was mightier than them, " that God is powerful in the 
virtue of His essence. In other words, he allows the 
phrase DGod has power" in the sense that He is powerful by 
His essence. 
4 
1. Milal, P- 30. 
2. Ibid. P. 31. - 
3. llaqUl'at, 1,224. / 
It. Al-Kashslilif, 11,329. 
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A more difficult question arises for az-Zamakhsharl, 
in interpreting a Qur'Unic verse 12: 201 "Truly, Allah is 
powerful over everything" (inna-IlTiha Ial7a kulli shaXIin 
q ad1r) since the text itself implies two important points. * 
the impossible things, and the human act. ionsg whereas 
az-Zamakhshar'i affirmati'vely maintains that they are, at 
any rate, not to be connected with the essence of God. 
It is reasonably clear from the interýretation that his 
main concern is to-observe the principle of justice. In 
support of his standpoint, az-Zamakhsharl had to explain 
away this Qur"Unic verse, laying stress however, on two 
main words: ^shay' (thing) and qadir (powerful). As far 
as shay'_ is concerned, he says, it can be app; ied both to 
the existent (al-mawjUd), and the non-. existent (al-ma4dDm) 
which is permissible to exist. In defining qadlr, however, 
he writes: "He whose deed shall not be impossible. " 
When God says, "He is powerful over everything" He means 
over what is logically possible (shayl muStaqlm) and not 
1 the impossible ones. There is no specific opinion given 
by az-Zamakhshar! in interpreting the text, regarding 
I 
whether or not God is the author of. the human actions, 
but it is understood from his interpretation of the verse 
by forwarding the word I'mustagim" that human beings are 
ýree to act whatsoever according to their wills since they 
lbid; j 19 369 : Ei, 475 
(67: 1); cf. al-Kaslishaf, II, 
329 (41: 21)g 19 288 (6: 
ý18). 
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are the authors of their deedsp inconformity*with the 
principle of free will which shall be discussed later in 
a separate chapter. 
As far-as the "rationale" of the Sudra is concerned, 
az-Zamakhsharl says that the impossible thines are excluded. 
If they were subjected to the power of God, as claimed by 
the Mujbir-4tes and the NawAbit9m, it would be possible to 
describe God as impotent ( Vjiz) since there is no 
"second eternal" (thjnT 1-ga") besides Him. Moreover, 
az-Zamakhshar-I declares that there was no such description 
6, A- 1-t W--N D"t, ý- 
that really happened, a matter of pride and a 
change of the reality 
1 
made by the Ashlarite. s. 
For al-BayýRwl, who has maintained the Ash' arite spirit- 
of orthodox Islam, asserts that God is the sole agent whose 
foremost and exclusive prerogative is unlimited and 
- gratuitous activity. 
As far as a Qur'linic. verse 141: 151 is concerned, 
al-Dayýlwl'shows no disagreement with-az-Zamakhsharl. 
In-contrast, he affirms that God-has power though His 
essenco. 
------------------ 
1. lbidg It 559 (17: 88). 
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Concerning the interpretation of the verse 12: 201 
al-BayýRwlq however, refutes az-Zarnakhshar-Ij starting with 
the word shay'. Al-Bayýlwl, in his definitiong gives a 
specific meaning to it, saying that sh4y' is restricted to 
the existent and the thing that God wills it to be 
existent, thus including the impossible ones since God is 
only the sole agent, and creator of 411 beings. Al-Bayýliwl 
bitterly attacks az-Zamakhshar-3. ls definition, and' 
considers it as weak since the definition by itself still 
includes the impossible things, whereas az-Zamakhsharl, 
in his interpretation, tried to avoid the obvious meaning 
of the text. Al-Bayýnwl accused him of basing his judgment 
(i. e. exception of the impossible thing and human acts in 
his definition of shay') only on reasoning without giving 
proper con6ideration to the wording of the Qur'Unic text. 
In order to strengthen his argument in this respect, 
al-Bayraw! proceeds to quote v erse 139: 621 "Allah is the. 
Creator of everything" and equates this verse with the 
previously mentioned verse 12: 201 It is obvious that 
al-BaydTLwl"s declaration of the two verses should be 
generally understood as referring to all things without 
Istithnlil. 
Another'controversial point between the two scholars 
is concerned with the etymology of the word qadTr. In 
opposition to az-Zamakhsliarl's definition, al-BayýRwl 
defines qadlr as "He who if He wills to do anything does. it 
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and if lie wills to leave it leaves, it. " Thus, aj--Baypwj, s- 
main emphasis seems to be on God's omnipotence, yet without 
repudiating the concept of God's righteousness and justice. 
Al-Bayýliwl,, however, maintainý3 that hwnan decree (maqdUr 
., al-labd) comes from God, since it can be materialised as 
"thing" while referring to the verse 12: 20". Moreover, 
he emphasises that Gods power is'connected (yata'allaqu) 
with all. determined things because these things are possible 
(m. imikin) and depend for their coming into existence an God's 
2 
power, 
From their arguments, it becomes clear that while 
az-Zamakhshar-i is defending the Mul. tazilite point of view, 
al-BayýRw'! is trying to refute him and'then establishing 
the Ash'arite doctrine. 
The attribute of knowledge (al-lilm) 
As we already. know, the Mu6tazilites rejected the 
external quality of knowledge in order that they would 
not partake of divinity. 
Az-Zamakhshari, also maintains that God is knowing in 
the virtuo of His essence. Such a view can be seen from 
AriwTir, 1,102-3; cf., vol. IV, p. 4 (19: 9) for 
al-Bay9RwI's denial of the non-existence (al-maldtim) 
as a 11 thing". 
Taw'dlil 9 PP.. 72-3 0 
/ 
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the following verses: 
121: 41 "He saith: My Lord knoweth what is 
spoken in the heaven and the earth. He is 
the Hearer, the Knower. " Az-Zamakhshari holds 
that God is a knower throuah His essence, 
I 
'12.3: 681 "And if they wrangle with thee, say: 
God is best aware of what ye do" means that 





"God is not heedless of what you do" I 




a Qur'llnic verse 118: 121 "And after- 
wards we raised them up that we might know that (Ii-nallama) 
which of the two parties would best calculate the time that 
they had tarriedt" a! z-Zamakhsharl says that if it is asked 
why God created His knowled&e depending on their calculation 
of the time, the reply is that God has been eternally 
knowing through His essence. The connection of God's 
------------------ 
1. Al-Kashsh7af, Ili 40. 
2. Ibid, 111 67. 
3- lbid, Ili 154. 
4. A similar reason also given by az-Zamakhshar-1 regarding 
God's connection of His knowledge to the creatures in 
the following verses: 1. (2: 143) Ibid, 1,80. 
11. (29: 3 ) )-bid, * 11,174. 
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knowledge to their calculation of the time is merely to 
bring such a thing into existence. By so doing. God meant 
to increase their faith, and on the other hand to 
demonstrate His grace (lutf) to all the believers at'. that 
time. Moreover, az-Zamakhsharl states that God knows 
everything in the past, the present and the future; He 
knows the states of His servants, the movement of their 
2 heart6-, belief or disbelief, but he declares that God's 
3 forelqipwledge of something has no causative function. 
For al-BayýAwl, he holds that God has the attributes 
of perfection (ýif`at al-karnill)-i stich as power, knowledgeg 
et. c. He, however, asserts that God has knowledge through 
which lie is knowing. In defence of his view,. al-BayFawl 
quotes the Qur'Tinic verse '7: 521 "Verily we have brought 
a scripture which we expand with knowledge, " and maintains 
that this verse clearly declares that God is knowing 
through His knowledge. 
4 
Coming to his views relating to the question in 
discussion, al-BayýRwT clearly states that God's knowledge 
is distinct from His essence. At the same time it 
1. lbidl, 1, 565 
2. Ibid, Is 326 (7: 3). 
3. lb. idv 19 338-9 (7: 89) 
Anwar,, 111,11. 
--5 It - 
(knowledge) is an external attribute which is inherent in 
His essence, -through which Ile is said to be knowing. - In 
truth, this problem became the centre of discussion 
between the two theologians. The heart of the difficulty 
is that to say that*God's knowledge is different from His 
essence in turn means that the knowledge itself is 
eternal, hence thero would be gods (each attribute a god) 
as the Christians claim that the three Aq: anim (persons) 
are hypostases of existence, life and knowledge, and God 
has said this in '5: 721. Those who say that God is the 
third of three are unbelievers". A question arises as to 
what is to be thought of those who assert eight gods and 
so on, .a 
\ 
For al-BayjUwl, the Mu6tazilite emphasis on the 
oneness of God and their refutation of His'attributes, 
would not, in any way, impair the view of those -., rho. 
asserted God's attxýibutes. In replying to the Mu4tazilitesf 
objection regarding this point, al-BayýRvil says that there 
is a great difference between the concept of eternal 
essence, and the eternal attributes. To explain this 
point, al-Bayý'awl refers to the Qur"anic verse '5: 72-' 
which tells that the Christian*s are unbelievers for 
asserting that God is the third of the three. Ile points 
out that the Christians are called unbelievers in this 
verse because they equated the eternal attributes 
(pif-at al-qadlma) with the etlornal essence (dhTit al-qadlma) 
by means of transferring the Uqnrim. "logos" (knowledge) 
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to the body of Jesus. Thus, al-DayýUwl concludes that 
the view that the "knowledge" is an eternal attribute 
1 
does not lead to belief in two eternal gods. Moreover, 
al-Baydawl points out the difference between the aspects 0 
of God's knowledge; knowledge in relation to God's essence 
which is an eternal attribute and has special connection 
with His essence, and the other aspect of His knowledge is 
that related to His creatures. Know'-edge in this respect 
is connected with every known thing (mallam) because of the 
2 
equality of the relationship of all known thingS to Him. 
As far as knowledoe is-concerned, al-Baypwm, however, 
holds that it is eternal, hence God knows every known thing. 
His knowledge does not change, what changes is the 
relative connection, not the essential knowledge, because 
this'(knowledge) is necessary for Him. 
3 It is proper for 
Him to know. Everyone that lives can properly know. 
4 
After debating that God's knowledge is not identical 
to His essence and so on... al-BayFawl proceeds to set 
out some proofs which indicate that God is knowing: 
Tawalil PP. 75-6. 
Ibid., P- 74. - 
Ibid., P. 73ý- 
Anwar, 11,3 (30). 
. 11 
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God is a free agent (mukhtar), and for every free 
agent it is impossible to turn His intention to the 
unlmown thing. Therefore, every free agent is 
knowing (lallm). 
He has performed firm (muhicam) and perfect acts, 
and everyone who does the like is knowing by necessity. 
Now that He performs such acts is manifest to whoever 
considers His creation such as the heavenly bodies, 
animals, etc. 
God's essence is-a pure HuwiXk4&(he-ness) through 
which He becomes a knower. He is the agent of all the 
object of existences. He who knows the object of the 
existences knows everything. 
-till IV God is abstracted (mujarrad)$ and every abstracted,, 
know His essence and all tUm abstracted 
things. 
The atribute of will (al-it-ada) 
Az-Zamakhsharl's treatment with regard to the will of 
God, is nearly the same as his treatment about the human 
Tawalil, PP- 73-74. 
"I 
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will. When God willed something, He disliked its opposite. 
This is obvious when az-Zamakhshar-i defines the meaning of 
will (irada) itself. He says that the meaning of will 
"is to create for the living a state by which the action 
occurs in particular form, not the other. n 
According to az-Zamakhsharl, the will of God is 
originated (muhdath). His views with regard to the will 
of God can be seen in the following Qur'Zinic verses: 
Wjien God says '7: 143, nAnd when his Lord 
revealed (His) glory to the mountain", az-Zamakhshar-I 
means that "when God applied His command, and His will 
(ir-adatu-ha) to the mountain. " So God's will, 
according to az-Zamakhshar"I, is originated. 
2 
When God says t3O: 251 "And of His signs is this. 
The heaven and the earth stand fast by His command" 
(an-taqTlma bi-'amri-hi), he means "It was God's will" 
that made them stand fast. 
3 
When God says IJL6: 401 "And our word unto a thing, 
Al-Kashshaf, 1,48. 
2. Ibid., 1,349. 
3. lbid. 9 11,188. 
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when we intend it, is only that we say unto it be. 1 
and it is", it is very clear for az-Zamalclisharl that 
God's will is originated. When lie willsthe existence 
of something, He just says to it, Bel it happens 
immediately. Az-Zamakhsharl, further, pointed out 
that there was a difference between God's will and 
the hLunan will even though His will was-originated, 
since God's will does not necessitate the object of 
the will. 
1 
As far as "will" is concerned, az-ZamakhsharM declares 
that God does not absolutely will disobedience (ma V-: L-a). 
4 
He does not will His servants to be disbelievers. On the 
2 
contrary, He w±llsthem to be obedient, faithful and so on.. 
In support of his view, he proceeds to quote some 
Qur'Unic verses as follows: 
16: 149t "They who are idolaters will say: Had God 
willed, we had not ascribed (unt. o Him) partners 
neither had our fathers, nor had we forbidden aught. 
ThIts did those who were before them give the lie 
(to God's messengers) till they tested of the fear of 
1. lbid, ll 526.1. 
2. Ibid, 11, 162-. 3; cf. vol. I, P. 317 (6: 148. ) 
/ 
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use Say: Have ye any knowledge that ye can adduce 
for Us? Lol ye follow. but an opinion. Lof ye do but 
guess* '7: 150' "Say - for God's is the final 
argument had He willed He could indeed have guided all 
of you. I 
Commen ting on the verse, az-Zaxnakhshar-I branded the 
SLmnites as Mujbirites fox, holding the same opinmon as those 
who were. unbelievers, since they said that all things were 
dependent upon God's will, but the fact was that God denied 
their beliefs and considered their views as based only on 
guess-work, 
I 
When God says - '39: 61 
yarýTi) with thanklessness 
az-ZwnakhsharS means that 
OV His, bondsmen Is thankle 
"He is not pleased (la 
for His bo_ndsmen", 
God is not a'willer (murld) 
2 
ssness. 
When God says tll: 3 t "My counsel will not 
profit you if I were minded to advise you, if God's 
will is to keep you astray. " (ighwT11) 
Az-Zamakhshar-I maintains that it is not God's will to 
lead people astray. 
/ 
I. lbidv 1,316-7. 
2. lbid, Ils 293. 
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I 
As far as the "connection of Godfs will" in this 
verse is concerned, az-Zamakhshar-I holds that "it is. pnly 
to those whom God already knew would never become believers. " 
For az-Zamakhsharl, however, ighwlil. is related to those 
&t O-d ), ýý eLý 
who will not become believers wlzakii-eoeý-, agmbiw- the word 
"guidance" (hiday ) Is applied to those who accept His 
favour. 3. 
IV 140: 31t nAnd God willeth no J: njustice for (His) 
slaves. " 
Commenting on the verse, az-Zamakhsharýl equates this 
verse in this case with the verse 141: 46, "And thy Lord 
is not at all a tyrant to His siave. 11 Then he proceeds to 
say that If God Himself hAs had no will of injustice at 
all, of course, to do injustice is far remoyed from Him, 
since God denied to do injustice to His slave. 
2 It is 
- obvious that az-ZamakhsharVs defence of the originated 
will of God, and his emphasis on the applicability of it 
(will) only to the righteous things,. is merely to observe 
his doctrine of oneness and justice of God. 
Al-BayýAwlls refutation of the main theme of 
1. lbid, 1,441. 
lbid, 11,316 
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az-Zanialchshat-I's view concerning God's will is that-Godts 
will is not originatedg but-it is. eternal, only that the 
object of God's will (murad) is originated. 
In support of his view in this respect, he introduces 
the following arguments: 
I The existence of every originated. thing is 
completely dependent upon God's will (irUdat A1171h) 
If God's will was originated (muhdath), he argues, it 0 
would have necessitated another will, hence it would 
have been an endless chain. 
The existence of qualiý*y (Vifa) by itself is not 
reasonable (mal-gtil)-, and in addition, the specializing 
of His essence to His quality is not by the specializer 
#0 .) 
(mukhassis because the relation of the*quality to all 
His essence is equal. 
2 
Furthermore, al-DaydTiwl 
asserts that the connection (ta'alluq) of Godts will 
with the temporal object (murad) is by the virtue of 
V1.0 -Ck W-) His. essence, and n*-t=&thýe-, -s, therefore, it was 
eternal. 
3 
le Anyar, 1,162 (2: 70)- 
2* TawUlil, PP- 77-8. 
3* TawTililq PP- 77-8. 
I \ 
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Coming to his views concerning the Qur'Unic v6rses 
which are quo. ted by az-Zamakhshar-jL in this respect, . 
al-BayýliwM sometimes refutes them, and sometimes-leaves 
them without any comment. This'can be seen from the 
following statementsi 
Concerning a Qur'Anic verse t6: 1491 al-BayFaw'lp 
instead of attacking az-Zamakhsharý!, had to admit that 
God did not will polytheism (shirk) and*unbelief. 
Furthermore, 
- 
he says that the verse supports az-Zamakhsharl's 
view that God does not even will such a thing. 
I 
-- in connection with the verse '39: 61 al-Bayý'aiwl, 
does not seem to refute az-Zwnalclisliarl. 
Commenting on the verse '11: 341, al-BayýTiwll says 
that God's will can be connected with ighwal, since there 
is nothing which could contradict His will. 
3 
As far as the verse 140: 31' is concerned, al-BayýZlwll 
gives no detailed explanation about the will of God. 
Instead, he states that the connection of Godts will to 
1. Anwar, : 11,2-12. cf. Misb h fol-210a, in which he states 
2. Ibid, IV, 124.1/ 
that God wills -t4w-unbellef. 
3. Ibid, 111,1080 148. 
L 
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injustice is denied in the verse itself. He seems, in 
this verse, to-have supported az-Zamakhsharl's view rather 
than to criticise him. On the other hand, he appears to 
understand the text as referring to the unbelievers. 
In order to explain this, a munber of al-Bayý!! Vlls 
orthodox views regarding "will" are bette-r quoted as follows: 
God is a willer (mur-3d) to the faith of the 
unbeliever and all things which contradict His will 
are impossible. In defence of his view, he proceeds to 
quote the following Qur'Tinic verses: 
a. 16: 1081 'Iliad God willed, they had not been 
2 idolat. Orous. 
b. 16: 121 "They would not believe unless God 
so willed. " Al-Bayý! Iwl considers this verse. as a 
3 
clear proof against az-Zamakhshar-11s. 
ce 16: 113' "If thy Lord willed they would not 
do sb. So leave them alone with their devising. " 
Al-BayýRwl declares that God willed what they w. ere 
doing, 
4 
not only the polytheism and unbelief, but 
------- 
--- ---------- 
-- 1. Ibid, V, 38. 
2. lbid, 11,203. 
3. lbido II, 2o4. 
4. lbidt II, 2o4. 
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all things willed by Him. 
I 
The command of God-( amr), according to 
al-BayýTiw'l, is sometimes separable from His will, 
and it (command) is not the will itself. He proceeds 
to refer to some Qur'linic verses as follows: 
110: 261 "And God summoneth to the. abode of 
pea ce, and leadeth (yahdT) whom He wills to a 
straight path. " He says that the specializing 
of hudR (guidance) with mashl'a (will) in this 
verse is clearly to indicate that the'command is 
not the will. 
2 
b. 111: 1181 "And if thy Lordhad willed, He 
verily would have made mankind one nation, yet 
they cease not differing. " Al-BaydRwT explains 0 
that God did not will fmlin (faith) for everyone, 
otherwise all of them would be faithful. So 
"command" in accordance with al-Bayý! Mý, is not 
the will itself. 
3 
- 
C* 12: 70' "They said: L_oI if God wills, we 
may be led aright. 11 Al-Bayýliwl points out that, 
if there were no difference between the command 
and thq? will, the"conditional"(sharp in this 
4 
verse, would give no meaning. 
------------------ 
1, Ibid, 1,62. 
2. Ibidq 111,90. 
3, Ibid, 111,125. 
4. Ibidv 1,162 (2: 70) 
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It The speech of God" (Kallim All'ah) 
Whatever discussion had taken place between the 
Multazilites and the Ashlarites regarding the doctrine of 
the Qur'Un, whether or not it was created, it should be 
faced with the fact that the Qur'lin, at any rate, is a 
speecli of God, and it appeared in time. 
Az-Zamakhsharl, like most Multazilites, I? eliGvos that 
the Qur'Rn was created. To announce that the Qurlan was 
created, is implying that the speech of God also-was 
created. In order to justify his view with regard to the 
creati-, r4me-as, of the Qur'lin, az-Zamakhshar-J. tried to explain 
away a Qur. 'Zinic verse '7: 143' "And when Moses came to 
our appointed tryst and his iord had spoken to him 
by saying that God did not address Moses by-Himself; 
instead He created His speech in the bush; likewiseq He 
created it (kalTIm) -In the npresserved tablet" 
(Iawý maýfU? ý) 
185: 211.2 Theroforý, it was God's speech that addressed 
Moses, not God Himself, and Moses listened to it without 
looking at Him, because He was covered by. hijRb (voil). 
3 
An interesting remark also given by az-ZamakhsharM 
------------------ 
Watt. "Early discussions about the Qu IMn" in 
Muslim World (1950)t p. 28. 
2. Al-ýKashshaf , 1,347-8. 
3. Ibid, 11,344 (42: 51)- 
I 
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with reeard to the question in discussion, was when. he 
explained the Qur'Unic verse''2: 227' "And if they dqcide 
upon divorce (azamU t-TalUq) God is Hearer, Knower. " 
As we already know the "intention" (lazm) is something 
very internal, and thoroughly different from the speech, 
which consists of a word and a voice. So how could God 
become a listener to the "intention"? In order to justify 
his view, az-Zamakhshar-3. proceeds to say-that a sort of 
dispute and mamitt. e for the intender (69zim) to divorce A' 
are inevitable before the divorce occurs. At least, the 
"intender" must have been talking. to himsolf. Az-Zamakhshar: t 
further says that this kind of speech, however, could only 
be listened to by God; likewise, *He could. listen to the 
whisper of Satan. Speech, -according to him, is something 
that can be heard, therefore it consists of a word and a 
voice. 
1 
In dealing with the subject-matter, az-Zamakhshar-1 
again had to explain away a Qurlanic verse 141: 21, "And 
they say unto their skins: why testify ye against us? 
They say: God hath given us speech who giveth speech to 
all things, and who created you. at the first, and unto 
whom ye are returned. " 
- 
------------------- 
I. Ibid, It 107-8. 
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Az-Zamakhsharl says that if it is asked how their 
skins will testify against them, and how their (skins) 
could speak, the reply is that God will make the 'skins 
speak in the same way that He created His speech in the 
bush. 
1 
While-interpreting the Qur'Rnic verse '7: 881 "Say: 
verily, though mankind and the jinn should assemble to 
produce the like of this Qur"Rn, they could not produce 
the like thereof, though they were helpers one with another" 
az-Zamakhsharl, however, declares that the Qur'lin was 
created. In his arguments, he attacked the Ash'arites 
and"branded them as Nawlibit, -ý:. ý, since 
they claimed that 
the Qur'Tin was eternal. (qadim) and at the same time they 
admitted that it (Qur'Un) was muljiz (miraculous) - 
In order to make it clear, az-Zamakchsharl proceeds to 
explain that Iýz (Inability), in accordance with him, is 
absolutely opposite to qudra (abili ty). Based on this 
account it is said that God is qRdir (able) to create all 
the bodies whereas all human beings are 'MjizUn (unable) 
to do so. 
2 
------------------ 
lbidt Ils 329. 
lbid, 1,559. 
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W, 4tiz-ke ; kl-Bayýaw*l as an adherent to the Ash' arites 
maintains that the speech of God is eternal, i 
it was God 
Himself who addressed Mosesq-and not His speech that He 
created in the bush, as claimed by az-Zamakhsbar-1. In 
order to justify his view, he proceeds to say that Moses' 
listening to Godfs speech from all directions indicates 
that he listened to His eternal speech, and not to the 
originated ones. 
Of course, speech, according to al-Bayýawl, is eternal 
without consisting of a word and a voice. 
2. And the 
Qur'lin, at any rate, is muljiz, eventhough it appeared 
in time, since all the creatures could not produce the 
like '7: 88' .3 
According to al-Bayýawl, the necessary connection 
IA (muqtaýU at-Talalluq) does not entail the creati-, veness of 
-the speech; 
likewise, the connect. ion of God's knowledge to 
the object of knowledge rýallUm). 
4 
So God's speech is an 
idea inherent in His essence which is entirely different 
from His knowledge, and. His will. S-Inee God contradicted 
His knowledge and His will, when He commanded AbTI-Lahab to. 
------------------ 
1. Anwlir, III, 26_ (7: 143) 
2. Ibid, V, 56 (42: 51); TawRlil, P-. 78- 
3. Anwlir, 111,210-11. 
4. Ibid, Io 67-68 (2: 6). 
Fý I 
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be a believer whereas He had already known eternally 
that AbU-Lahab would never be a believer. 
1 
Al-Bayýawl, while winding up his argument in this 
respect, confessed that human intellect. ('aql) however, 
is too limited to perceive the essence and the attributes 
of God. 
2 
The vision of God (rulyat AllUh) 
The doctrine of the vision of God has its origin not 
only in the Qur"an but also in the traditions of the Prophet. 
According to the commentators the dogma itself cannot 
be doubted, because it is based on the Qur"5n and the 
Tradition. Details, however, are quite uncertain 
(mutashabih); it is, accordingly, based on the Qursan, 
not on reason (thabit bi-n-nass la bi-1-6aql). 
3 
In applying their logic to theological matters, the 
Mu6tazilites were led to deny that God could be physically 
perceived by man either in this world or in the hereafter. 
1. TawRlill P- 79; Misbah, ff. 198a, 198b. 
2. Ibid. 
0 
Wensinck, Muslim Creed, p. 229. 
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Az-Zamakhsharl maintained that his position as far 
as rulya (vision) was concerned was exactly as the 
Multazilites. The following verses are presented by 
az-Zamakhshat! in his justification of. the doc'trine of 
the vision of God: 
1 16: 104, "Vision comprehendeth Him notp 
but He comprehendeth (all) vision. He is the 
subtle, the aware" (lR tudriku-hu 1-abs7ir wa 
huwa. yudriku I-abpar wa. huwa 1-laýlfu 1-Ichab7xv). 
Commenti. ng on the verse, az-Zam. akhshar-I holds that the 
vision of God is impossible s-Ince the reality of God cannot 
be attained byllvision". On the other hand, "vision" 
cannot comprehend Him. The heart of the difficulty, 
perhaps, is in the meaning of "bapar" itself of -which 
az-Zainakhshar-3- had his own interpretation. He d6fines 
basar (vision) as a subtle substance (al-Jawhar al-Latif) 
which is conveyed by God only to the sense of sight by 
which all the seen things (mubsaraý can be comprehended. 
Hence. his definition, seems to be restricted only to 
temporal matter. Since God is neither accident nor body, 
lie argues, "vision" could not comprehend Him. 
1 
6 
1,. Al-Kaslishaf, !, 307- 
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11 '7: 14-32 "Ile said: My Lordl show me (Thyself), 
that I may gaze upon Thee. lie said: Thou wilt not 
see Me, but gaze upon the mountainI If it stands 
still in its place, then thou wilt see Me. And 
when his Lord revealed (His) glory to the mountain 
He sent it crashing down. And Moses fell down 
senseless. And when he woke he said: Glory unto 
Theel I turn unto Thee repentant and I am the first 
of (true) believers. ', (qlila rab'IAL-arin'! anzur ilay- 
ka qala Ian tarMn! wa lakin unzur ila 1-jabali fa-in 
istaqarra makana-h-u fa-sawfa taran! fa-lamm7a tajalla 
rabbu-hU li-l-jabali jalala-hE daldcan va kharra mUs7! 
saliqan...... 
41 
Concerning this verse, az-Zamaklishari maintains that 
Moses already knew that "vision" of God was impossible. 
. 
Being a prophet, he was supposed to know better than his 
-people. As a matter. of fact, az-ZamakhsharS explains that 
Moses confessed before God that his people were ignorant 
'7: 155' "And Moses chose of his people seventy men for 
our appointed tryst and, when the trembling came on them, 
he said: My Lordl if thou hadst willed thou hadst. destroyed 
them long before, and me with them, wilt thou destroy us 
for that which the ignorant among us 
. dLidj' It is but Thy 
wtvwý 
trial (of us). Thou sendest:,, Thou wilt lead astray and 
guidest whom Thou wilt. Thou art our protecting friend, 
therefore, forgive us and have mercy on us, Thou, the 
-72- 
best of all who shows forgiveness. " 
Coming to his view regarding the verse in question, 
az-Zamakhshar-1, however, declares that they were told 
'that "vision" was impossible, but they insisted that 
Moses ask God to appear before them. As a result, 1,4oses 
beseeched God to appear on behalf-of his people. Az- 
Zamakhsharl adds that, his (Moses) request was not more' 
than a rebuke to the ignorant, people who wished to listen 
to a verse which would prove that "vision. ' is impossible. 
Moreover, az-Zamakhshari argues that since Moses himself 
was denied seeing God, the ignorant people were even 
further from seeing Him. 
In order to explain, az-Zamakhsharl points out that 
a* "Ian" in the verse (lan tarZml), is the. 0ternal 
negative for everything in the future. Likewise, the 
Qur'linic verse"23-73' I'Lol those on whom ye call 
beside God (will neve3ý create) (lan yakliluqri) a fly, 
though they combine together for the purpose. " This 
is necessary# according to himq implying that the 
vision of God is impossible (forever). 
b. The conjunction 
mountain", according 
"Looking towards lie" 
do not ask God for a 
'but" (ITikiri) ngaze upon the 
to az-Zamakhsharl means that 
is impossible (muhA)g therefore, 
vision, " but look to the mountain 
which trembles in consequence of your request to sce 
Me face to face. See how I make it movel" 
I 
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Furthermore, az-Zamakhsharl. equates the request 
for the vision-of God with the claim that God 
has a son. 120: 90-91t. 
co God connects "vision" with something which is 
not possible: The firmness of the mountain in the 
state of its crashing down. 
d, Moses himself confessed that he was the first 
(true) believer who believed that God was invisible. 
ce God made a great matter of their seeking for a 
vision Of Himself. And haw Go. d the Almighty made 
the mountain tremble because of their seeking for 
His vision, and He attached blame to it. AX-týor 
a-11, Az-Zamakhshari was wondering about those who 
claimed themselve, s Ahl as-Sunna, and how they had 
taken this matter "without questioning how" 
(bi-17i kayf 
175: 22-23' "That day will faces be resplendent, 
lookine towards their Lord. " (wujUhun yawma! idhin 
n-nadira il'a rabbi-h7a nazira 00 
Ibid, it 348; -cf. vol. I, p. 418 (10: 14), vol. 1, p. 139 
0: 19) in which he considers those who believe in the 
doctrine of the vision of God-are not in the religion 
of Islam since Islam is tho unity of God and His justice. 
v 
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Commenting on this verse, az-Zamakhsharl, however, 
emphasises that the_vision of God is impossible. In 
order to justify his view, he interprets His words 
"Looking towards their Lord" in regard of expectation 
and hope (at-taivaqqul wa r-rij-ýR. `" not of sight. 
I 
. _J 
IV 183: 15' "Nay, but surely on that day they 
-will be covered from their Lord. " 
Concerning this verse, az-Z6makhsharT had to explain 
away the obvious meaning of the text, saying that "they 
will be covered from their Lord" is figurative only. 
According to az-Zamakhsharl, the verse indicates their. 
contempt and disregard before God the Almighty. Further- 
i. rigre, az-Zamakhshar-I proceeds to exemplify God as a king 
on the ground that only those honourable positions are 
allowed to see Him', and not the dishonest'. Therefore, 
the main emphasis of az-Zamakhsharl's interpretation, no 
doubt, is to deny the vision of God. 
2 
v '4: 153' "They asked a greater thing of Moses 
aforetime, for they said: Show us Allah plainly. 
The storm of lightning seized týiem for their 
------------------ 
1, Ibidp 11,509. 
2. Ibidq 11,532. 
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wickedness. " (fa-qad salalU znUsll akbaru min dhTilika 
fa-qalU arina-11aha jahratan fa-akhadhat-humu-s-sUliqatu 
bi-zulmi-him). 
As far as this verse is concerned, az-Zamak-hshar3- 
asserts that God had disdained the childron of Israel, 
because I'vision" of Him is impossible. Moreover, he says 
that If they had not asked the impossible, they would not 
be called wicked (az-z'Alimlln). In order to strengthen his 
view, he referred to the story of tfie prophet Abraham who 
asked God to show him how to give life to the dead, so-flar 
as-he was not called wicked, and'the storin did not seize him. 
VI 142: 511 "And-it was not (vouchsafed) to any mortal 
that God should speak to him unless (it'be) by 
revelation or fi-om behind a veil, or (that) He sendeth 
a messenger to reveal what He will by His leave. Lol 
He is exalted, wise. " 
According to az-Zwnakhsharl, the event of God's 
addressing Moses actually took place, but Moses could not 
see Him since His essence was invisible. In order to 
justify his arguments, he proceeds to quote two traditions 
as follows: 
r 
1, Ibid, 1,237, It 57-8. 
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a. The Prophet is reported to have said that. 
Moses had not seen God, 
b. IXI. isha, the wife of the Prophet, is also 
reported to hav. e. said that, "He who claimed 
that Muliammad had seen his Lord, was a great 
liar. ". Then she said, "Why do you not listen 
to your Lord when lie says: 14: 153. "1 
VII 110: 27' "Those who do good shall receive 
a most excellent reward (al-jiusnz. ) and a super 
abundant addition (ziyada). Neither dust nor 
ignominy cometh near their faces. " 
Az-Zamalchsharl., hGweacor, maintains that al-husnU 
is a most excellent reward, and it is obligatory that every 
true believer should receive it as a result of his good 
-work. How'ever, ziylida is interpreted by az-Zamakhshari 
as a grace (tafaddul) uhich no .t every true believer will .a 
receive. In defence of his view, he proceeds to refer to 
the Qurlanic verse '5: 173'. "Then as for those who 
believed and did good 'tirorks, 'unto thein will He pay 
their wages in full, -adding untp 
them of His bounty. " 
.9 
1. lbid, 11,344. 
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As far as this verse is concernedg az-Zamakhsharl 
mocked the Supnites, and branded them as Ifujbirites, 
because they believed that ziylida meant the vision of God. 
In commenting on a prophetic tradition which was used 
by the Sunnites, such as., "When the believers enter Paradise, 
the veil will be uncovered$ and they will look at their 
Lord. " Az-Zwnakhsharl considered such a tradition to be 
marf-ul. 
1 
For al-BaydRw*l, 'the meaning of the vision of God is 
.0 
that He reveals Himself (yankashifu) to believing creatures 
on the last day like the uncovering of a visible full moon# 
2 
In refuting az-Zamakllshax, ýI, al-Bayý'Rwlv ýhowever, 
emphasises that "vision"As possible (mmkin) in the next 
world. He goes on to say that the arguments given by 
- az-ZaTnakhshar-3 with regard to the Qur"Anic verse 16: io4i 
are weak. He points out that rulya is more particular 
than idrak (perception) since idr5-k has a general meaning. 
Of course, al-BayýUwl, at any rate, admits that a vision 
of God by aJL-1-mean-s--af His essences and attributes 
I (kulli dhawati-hl wa sif-ati-hI. ); is impossible. As--fam 
0ý13ay-ýMwS, he maintains that it is not neccýsary for-the 
1. lbid, 19 421. 
2. TawRlil, p. 80; Irlisbah, fol. 201a. 
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denial of a "vision" in the sense of generality (ijUta) 
implies the d9nial of vision absolutely, since "vision", 
according to him, is more particular than. idrilk. 'The 
verse, however, according to al-Bayý7nwM, means "Vision" 
(all) comprehendeth Him not (17i tudriku-hU jam! ' al-abszir). 
Therefore, he concludes that the verse does not contradict 
if "vision". (some) (bald al-absTir) comprehends Him. 00 
AI-BayýRwl also affirms that the "negative particle" in the 
verse is not always applicable. He presumably means that 
"vision" in this world is impossible,, but it is possible in 
the next. AI-Bayý! Iwl again declares that the "negative 
particle" is not for all the people, because only the 
believers, according to himt will be able to see their God. 
Concerning the verse , al-Bayd'Rwi, however, " 17: 143' 0 
maintains that Moses asked God to appear in-a vision before 
him. If it were impossible, he argues, his request would 
-be ignorant and worthlessl especially about God of whom 
Moses should know betterý- what is impossible and possible 
in relation to Him. So Moses cannot have askod his God 
what was impossible, hence the "vision" is possible. 
Moreover, he points out the reason why the "vision" of God 
was impossible in this world by-saying that the "vision". 
absolutely depends on the preparation of the seer (mulidd 
li-r-rall). It is-implied that if the preparation was 
------------------ 
AnwUr, 11,202; Taiw7ilil, p. 81* 
hL 
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existent, "vision" -would be possible. Presumably, -Ilo 
tries to solve the problem of Moses who fell down senseless 
in which az-ZamakhsharM strongly supports that it-was an 
indication of the impossibility of the vision of God. 
Ai-Bayýliwl, however,. criticised az-Zamakhsharl who claimed 
that Moses had asked. the "vision" on behalf of his people, 
in order tq rebuke them for their stupidities, for Moses 
already knew the impossibility of "vision". Al-Bayý! Iwl 
in denouncing this view, says that if thb "vision" was 
impossible, it would be necessary for Moses to ignore 
their request, and to dispel their uncertainties as he 
actually did for them when they said: '7: 1381 "0 Mosesl 
make-for us a god even as they have gods. 11 Another verse, 
t7: 1421 "Do right, and follow not the way of mischief- 
makers. " As far as these'verses are concerned, al-BayýRwl 
emphasises that Moses, however, did not follow their 
request since it was impossible. Moreover, al-Bayý! IwI 
maintains that to assert the impossibility of "vision" 
altogether is to commit a great mistake, since there is no 
information which states that the invisibility of God to 
Moses means that God is invisible forever, and none will 
ever see Him, especially if we remember that rulya*is more 
particular than idr7ik therefore, it is not impossible. 
After all, he makes a bitter remark to az-ZamalthsharM 
asking whether he'knew the reality of vision Qiaq1qat ar- 
rulya) and claimed it to be impossible. In this case, 
he is doomed to be arrogant or else he did riot know it 
-80- 
(the reality of vision). In this case, lie is ignorant 
about it. 
As far as the standstill of the mountain in the verse 
is concerned, al-Bayýawl holds that God was capable of 
rendering the mountain firm by which, if He had done it, 
I-loses would. have seen Him. o connect 
"vision" with the possible, it becomes possible. 
1 And 
Moses said: Glory unto Theel I turn unto Thee repentant. " 
Al-BayýRw'!, howeverg emphasises that Moses had asked God to 
see Him without His previous permission. As a result, he 
fell down senseless, and confessed that he was the first 
believer who believed that God was invisible in this world, 
Commenting on the interpretation of verse '75: 22-23' 
al-DayýTiwl, however, affirms that God can be. seen in the 
next world with the sight of eyes where all the things will 
-be forgotten except Him. But, this situation will not remain 
very long. Of course, the vision of God, according to 
al-BayýTiwl, is the most precious of the gifts lavished 
upon bel ievers in the next world. AI-Dayý'awl strongly 
attacked az-Zamakhshar'! who said that the verse meant the 
regard of expectation for reward by saying that God cannot 
inean in the virtue of the verse the regard of expectation, 
- 
------------------ 
1. lbid, 111,26-27; Tawillil, p. 80. 
Anw7ir, 111,27- 
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since it was connected to "face". The verse, therefore,, 
must have meant the vision of the eyes. 
Secondly: To interpret "it. " (looking) in its general 
meaning is contrary to the fact. 
Thirdly: It i-s not correct to say "towards" with 
reference to the regard of expectation, since the regard 
of expectation does not become transitive by. the proposition 
"towards". 1 
Coming to his View relating to the Qur'Unic verse 
'73: 151 al-BayýRwl endeavours to refute az-Zamakhshaxqls 
arguments, and claims that only the "faces" of the non- 
believers will be covered from seeing their Lord, but not 
the believers. Moreover, al-Baydilwi proceeds to say that 
az-Zamakhshar! who denied the vision of Godj even by 
believers, made the verse in discussion, as an example 
for their contemptq'as those who were not being allowed to 
see their king. 
2 
Commenting on the interpretation of verse 14: 153' 
al-BayýUwl, however, pointed out two main reasons which 
made the "vision" impossible: 
I Their wi-ekedness, not because the "vision" was 
------------------- 
1. lbid, Vs 163- 
2. lbidt V, 178. 
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impossible. 
Their request at that time was impossible, 
because they were not granted "preparation" to 
see their Lord. Furthermore, al-Bayý'awl concludes 
that even though the vision of Him was impossible 
in this world, it does not mean to deny the "vision" 
in the next. But the vision of God "without asking 
how" (bi-l'R kayf ), according to him, happened to 
some prophets in certain states (ahwUl) in this 
world, and the same will happ6n to the believers 
in the ne xt. 
2 It is presumaby that al-Bayý'awl 
tried to support that the Prophet Muhammad must 
have seen hi-s Lord. 
Refutinig the interpretation of verse 142: 511 
al-BayýZiwT asserts that the verse is clearly to indicate 
that the vision of God is possible. 
Concerning verse 110: 2V al-BayýRwl, instead of 
attacking az-Zamakhsharl, maintains that his position, 
so far as this verse is cowýerned, is e. xactly the same 
as that of az-Zam . akhsharl. 
3 
1. Ibid, 111 126. 
2. Ibidj 19 154. Al-BayýUw-i did not state the names of 
the prophets who had seen God in this world. 









knowledge of God 
Multazilite view 
of the relation between Reason . 
(Iaql) 
sharIla) is the point of conflict between 
and the Ashlarites in pursuing the 
(malrifat All'ah) since "knowledge" in the 
means "rational 7- ivisigb: t religion". 
1 
I 
The question at- issue now is whether Imowledge of God 
becomes incumbent upon man as soon as he acquires a mature- 
capacity (mukallaf) for reasoning; or whether'it becomes 
incumbent upon him only after a*messenger has been sent to 
his community to inform it of all that is necessary for a 
man to know. To this, az-Zamakhsharl supports the former, 
saying that-the knowledge of God is obligatory upon man 
since he is a rational being. He maintains that Reason is 
a guide to the truth and capable of comprehending the 
knowledge of God. Therefore, Reason, in accordance with 
az-Zamaýhsharl is self-sufficient in making the knowledge 
necessary. However, it is implied that the "sending of I 
the prophets" is not necessary. since Reason alone can 
1. Wensinck, lkluslim Creed, 135. 
grasp what is there to be grasped intellectually (3--e. the 
knowledge of qod). So what is the purpose of sending the 
prophets? To find out the answer let us excunine 
Zamakhsharals viewpoint concerning -the following Qur'Rnic 
verses: 
'. 17: 151 "We never punish until we have sent a 
messenger. " (wa mR kunna muladhdhib-In hatt7i nablatha 
rasUlan). 
Az-ZamalchsharM says that the purpose of "sending the 
prophets" was to remind people of-what they had forgotten 
about the necessity of reflection (nazar). 
1 This verse, 
however, has little implication for az-Zamakhsharl, in 
denying the occurrence of-divine punishment before the- 
coming of the law, since he states that, "Even if God does 
not send the prophet, it is still incumbent upon man. to 
-believe in God and His unity, " because Reason has the 
potentiality to know Him through His. signs 164: 101, "But 
those who disbelie ve and deny our signs (ay5ti-na) are 
the inmates of the fire, they will abide therein -a 
2 helpless journey's endIII Another reason for the sending 
of the prophets, according to az-Zamakhsharl, is as a 
1. Al-Kaslishaf, 1,544. 
2. lbid, 1,53. 
r, 
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refutation to disbelievers' presupposed argument against 
1 
God after the messengers. The more extreme views of 
az-Zamakhshar! regarding Reason. can be seen from his 
interpretation of the verse '3: 50', "I. come unto you with 
signs from your Lord" that the prophets themselves deduced 
the truthfulness of their message through Reason in which 
God created for them signs leading ýhem to know their own 
message. According to az-Zamakhshar! Reason can even 
conceive the need of repentine the sin, even though it was 
committed by the unbeliever, but Revelation restricts it 
to the believer only. 
3 The tradition, the consensus and 
the analogy9however, should come after the proofs of 
Reason (adillat al-bql). 
4 
Az-Zamakhsharlts main emphasis as far as Reason is 
concerned is that Reason has the potentiality to know the 
creator of this wo-ýrld even though there is no Revelation. 
And his view that the "-sending of the prophets was to 
remind their people" cannot'be considered as of se. condary 
importance to Reason since inevitably relevant to each 
1. Ibid.. I, 24o. 
2. Ibidv 1,148; cf vol. I, ' p-3 96 (9 
. 
: 43), vol. I, p. 444. 
3. lbid, 11) 9 (Lg: 47). 
4. lbid, 19 490 (12: 111); cf., vol. 1, po 30 (2: 16)2 
p. 59 (2: 61), p. 221 (4: 56), vol. 11, p. 227 (24: 13) 
P-*388 (48: 29)0 p. 431 (56: 62), p. 22 (20: 16); 
Atwaq adh-Dhaliab, p. 46. 0 
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other., because the perfonnance of the orders of the' shar-31a 
such as ap-salU (the. prayer) according to him, is dependent 
upon Iman.. By 3-ma , he means Revelation. 
Perhaps what he means by reflection (nazar) is to 
know the creator of this universe grossly. If a man dies 
without hearing about the messenger and consequently has 
not believed in God, according to az-Zamakhsharl, he will 
be punished because in his lifetime there has been the 
condition necessitating imTLn, and that condition is Reason. 
Another 
. question 
is, "What is the value of : Lmdn based 
merely on the authority of others rather than on reasoning 
and logical proofy such as the common people who were not 
trained at all in reasonin, ý and the art of dialectics? " 
Before going any further it is, perhaps, relevant to 
quote the impor. tant-spassage from al-Baghdlid! concerning 
the, Multazilite view3on the*belief in the authority of 
others: 
The Multazilites are divided on this point. They who 
Ibidg : E, 544; cf. Vol - IIt 345 
(52: 52), az-Zamakhsharl 
oxplains that im7in consists of many things; part of 
thein can be grasped by Reason', while others can be 




conside. r Imowledge as being of a primary nature say that 
he who believes the truth, believing it as something 
axiomatic, and not marring this condition by mortal sins 
IS- faithful. If such a one should, however, mar his 
cýnditlon by mortal sins, he would be fas iq, that is, 
neither faithful nor infidel. Whoever believes the truth, 
but does not regard it as something of a primary nature, 
is under no obligation to believe. Those Multazilites, 
however, who say that knowledge regarding Allah, His 
books and His Apostle, is knowledge acquired by reasoning 
and deduction, are of different opin3-ons concernIng him 
who believes the truth on the authdrity of others. Some 
say that he is fasiq on account of his neglect of reason 
and deduction; and a fasiq ac. cordiiig to them, is neither 
faithful nor infidel. Others say that he is an infidel, 
whose repentance is invalid through his neglect of one of 
his legal obl igations. 
As far as taqlMd is con-cerned, az-Zamakhshaxl-,. however, 
is in opposition to it since from the very beginning, he 
emphasises that reason is capable of comprehending the 
knowledge of God. In strengthening his view, he alludes 
to the Qur'linic verse 120: 16t "Let none bar thee from it, 
11 UsUl, p. 225. 
2. Ibidl 111 22. 
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that believes not in it but folloys after his own caprice, 
or thou wilt perish, " saying that the destruction (al-halak) 
and the peril are always due to taglid and its followers. 
Az-Zamalthsharl, however, conceives that'not all people can 
avoid the taglid. By this, he means that taqlld, to some 
extent,. is permissible. For instance, he opposes the 
muqallid who does not know what he does '17: 361 11 (0 man), 
Follow not that where of thou hast no knowledge. " For 
az-Zamalchsharl, a muqallid is obliged to some extent to 
use his reason (i. e. to know whom he follows) in order to 
follow the right "Rlim (al-'Ulim al-muhtad! ). 
2 
As an advocate of al-Ashlarli, al-Bayýllwlq however, 
maintains that the knowledge of God is made obligatory by 
Revelation or the divine law. The obligatory nature of 
the knowledge of God, al-Bayýliwl assertsq has nothing to 
_do 
vrith Reason. The most important proof-text, for al- 
BayýUw'! is the verse 117: 15', "We never punish until we 
have sent a messenger. " This verse evidently denibs the 
occurrence of divine punishment before the coming of the 
law. Al-Bayýawl argues that as far as this verse is 
concerned, there can be no obligation. at all before God's 
sending a messenger and before the prophetic call reaches 
1. Ibi, d, It 5119. 
2. Ibid, 11, 172. 
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the cars of the people. 
1 
Concerning the QUr3linic v erse 14: 1651, al-BayýRyl in 
strong opposition against az-Zamalchsharl. says that the 
sending of the prophet is necessary (ýarUra) since Reason 
has insufficient potentiality to know God, 
2 (i. e. 
especially the naive belief of the common people). 
Therefore, the sending of the prophets, according to 
al, -Bayý'Rwl, is a completion of God's Revelation since the 
obligatoriness is"based solely on the evidence of divine 
words. 
Al-Bayýawl emphasises that the prophets did not know 
the truthfulness of their message. except through Revelation. 
For al-Bayýliwl, this QurlUnic verse 152: 521 "Thou 
(Muhamiiad) knewest not what the scripture was, nor what 0 
the faith" providps strong proof to criticise az-Zamalchshatlls 
argument that the prophets knew their message by means of 
S 3 Reason. A question arises that if the prophets themselves, 
according to al-Bayý 
. 
aWl, did not testify their message 
except through Revelation, what about the common folk? 
Did they Imow God before the "sending of tho prophets, " 
through Reason? 
1. Anw-ar, 111,1989 vOl-' 119 P- 183 (6: 19); 
MisbUji, fol. 218a. 
2. lbid, 11,129; Tawlili', p. 12. 
lbids IV, 57- 
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Ac. cording to al-Ashlat-1, he who believes the truth 
on the authority of others (taql'Idan) is neither a 
polytheist nor infidel. Yet al-Ash'ar! does not in 
general apply the qualification "faithful" to such a one, 
and his doctrine compels him to admit that the sins of 
such a one may be forgiven, since he is neither a polytheist 
nor an infidel. 
1 
Al-Bayrawlx maintains that the belief in the authority 
of others is not permissible for a mukallaf who is capable 
of reflection (nazar) "7 -: 
361 2 but he does not consider 
the mukallaf who follows a prophet-or a mujtahid as 
muqallid. In fact, he calls him the "follower of what 
has been revealed. 
3 It is ve. ry clear that al-BayýTiwl 
. 
does not wholly share al-Ashlarl's view, since he 
affInnatively declares that the following ofthe right 
1111im is permissible. 
I- 
Good, evil and the best 
As we already know, the problem of reason and 
revelation is one of the most persistent problems in 
UsTU, p. 255-- 4 
2. Aniq7ir, 111,202,218 (18: 15) 
3. Ibid, 1,209 (2: 170), 11,172 (5: lo4) 
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theological discussion between the Multazilites and tho 
Ash6arites, sinco the opinions differ as to the right 
precedence of the criterion of*reason and revelation. 
According to the Multazilites, reason is the criterion 
of good and evil. God is good. He is all-wise. The wise 
can only do what is best for His servants. 
1 Thereforo, 
evil (qab-1h) cannot be the zieeation of His wisdom, since- 
the existence of it (i. e. e vil), is incompatible within 
a God who is at once omnipotent and benevolent. 
Az-Zamakhshar-i is in line with the view held by the 
majority of the Multazilites when he says that a thing is 
good or bad in Itself (qablhun aw hasanun bi-dh7ati-h-1) 
.0. 
through the judgement of reason. For instance, to fill up 
the measure (al-mizan) is good while to decrease it un- 
2 
justly is bad according to reason. Similarly ly: ing 
(al-kidhb) is also bad in itself as even the unbelievers 
realised who did not know the law (shar"Va. )3 
Even the goodness of God is judged by the same standard 
1. Milal, P. 30- 
2. Al-Kashshaf, 1,451 (11: 85) 
3* Ibidl II, 147-(27: 49)ý This verse refers to the story 
of the people of the prophet Slilih who planned to kill 00 
. him, but then did not allow themnelves to do so, owing 
to their unwillingness to become liars*(al-kUdhib! rl). 
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as that of men. He maintains tha: t God's deeds (af'Ul- 
All'ah) are all good and wise, even if there are some 
aspects of the goodness still hidden to human intellect. 
A2ý-Zamakhsharl. alludes to the Qur'Rnic 'verse 12: 30--31' 
He said: "Surely I know that 
taught Adam all the names. " 
(ash-shirk) and disobedience 
He encourages them to do goo 
which ye know not. And He 
God does not will polytheism 
'(al-malsil). 
In contrast, 
. 'A 2 
d things (jamili-hM) . 
As regards evil (al-qab-Iji), az-ZamakhsharM maintains 
that God did not even will evil actst it was only the 
Ifujbirites . who attributed such acts 
. to God. 3 He interprets 
the Qur'linic verse '7: 180' and leave those who 
blaspheme His names .... 11 by saying leave those who 
4 
attribute the evil acts to God alone, s. Lnce it Is 
inadmissible for God to do any act of evil (111 yajUzu 
alay-'hi l-qab-xli). 
5 
The inadmissibilLiy of Lt Him to do such 
an act is due to His having no incentive (a -d-AIM). 
------------------ 
1. Ibid, 1,51. 
lbidt Is 526 (16: 35); cf., vol. 1,316 (4.0.31). 
3. lbid, 1,556-7 (17: 75), 1,136 (6: 148-9) 
Ibid, Is 360-1. 
5. lbid, vol. 1, 1103 (9: 7). 
6. lbid, 1,326 (7: 28). cf., vol. II, pp. 188-9 (30: 27) 
in -which az-Zarnaldisharl equates qab-3-h (evil) with 
muhal (impossi ble) since both of them could not be 
applied to God. 
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Taklif -(The imposition of duty) 
Does God impose'some responsibility on man in 
consideration with the principle of good and evil? 
In order to avoid the attributing of evil to God, 
az-Zaniakhsharl, like other Multazilites, maintains that 
God does not impose duty on man beyond his capacity. He. 
bases his view on the Qur'linic verses such as '50: 29t "I 
wrong not my servants. " Of course, for az-Zamakhshar!, God's 
praising Himself that He can do no evil, would be useless if 
He imposed duty on man beyond his capacity. Another point 
given by az-2ýamakhshaxý! refers to the Qurlanic verse 116: 90, 
"Surely Allah bids to jOstice and good doing.... " in which he 
maintains that contained in the justice of God is the non- 
imposition of duty beyond His servants' capacity (fawqa 
tTiqliti-him). 2 
As regards "the best", az-Zamakhshar! in defending his. 
Multazilite view, maintains that God would not do anything 
for His servants but the best. He alludes. to some Qur'7anic 
1. lbid, 11,404. 
2. lbid, Ili 535; 
_ 
of., lIs 303 (39: 60) in which az-Zamak- 
hshar-1 considers that those who maintain that God 
imposes on human beings the impossible things arxt 
great liars against God, 
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verses as follows: 
116: 91 "And Allah is the direction of the way 
(walal'a-lllihi qasdu s-bab'll'), and soino (roads) go 
not straight (wa min-ha j7alirun). And bad lie willed 
-He would have I. ed you all aright. " 
AZ-Zamakhsharl says that the direction of the way 
loading to the truth is necessary for God. He clarifies 
the passage by citing 192: 121 "Lol ours it is (to give) 
the guidance (hud-a). " 
Az-Zamakhshaxý! places emphasis on the words wa min-h1i 
jR'irun. A question arises, why did God not say wa 6alayý 
h7a Jalirun? In answer to this, az-Zamaklishari states that 
such words are to declare that the unstraight way, should 
not be attributed to God. If it were true, as the 
Mujbirites said, he. continues, God would say wa 4alay-ha 
j7ilirun. As far as the proof-text is concerned az- 
Zaniakhsharl seems to have considered himself in this respect 
as a viýtor against the Mujbirites. Furthermore, he 
interprets the verse, "And had He willed He would have 
led you all aright" as weaning. "by force" (qasran), but 
God did not will to do so, since Ile granted them "free will" 
to distinguish between the right and the wrong as clearly 
stated in the verse. Therefore, God does only what is good 
for His servants. 
1 
------------------ 
lbid, vol. 1,522. 
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11 121: 231 "He will not be questioned as to that 
which He doeth, but they will be questioned. " 
Wd yuslalu lammil yaflalu wa hum yuslalUn). 
As far as this verse is concerned, az-Zamakhsharl 
tries to draw our attention to every day life. Ile says- 
that if it is customary not to question kings concerning 
their rules even if they do injustice (fasad), God the 
Almighty would not be questioned as to that which He does. 
It is especially conceivable that His deeds are reasonable 
(ma'qUl) and are motivated, by His wisdom (al-Iiikma). 
Therefore, any mistake or act of evil cannot be attributed 
to Him. I 
111 1-64: 21 "He it is who created you, but one of you 
is a disbeliever and one of you is a believer. " 
(Huwa-lradh'i khalaqa-kum fa-min-kum k7afirun -tira 
min-kum ! ýulminun). 
Az-Zamakhsharl maintains that human beings are the 
authors of their unbelief (al-Icuf . r)-and their being 
unbelievers should not be attributed to God, since lie is 
the wise the knower of all evils, then all His deeds should 
be considered good. Therefore, His creation of the author 
1. lbid, 11,43; cf. vol. 11, p. 351 (43133-35)v 
V01. III p. . 
32 (20: 88), V01- 'llt P. 1.119 (27: 62).. 
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of evil should be considered good and even if the aspect 
of goodness still cannot be. conceived by human intellect, 
yet it does not impair His goodness. In order to make it 
clear, az-Zamakhsharl sets forth an example by saying that 
"Likewise our ignorance of knowing God's motivation in 
creating some beautiful creatures, does not impair their 
goodness. " 
I 
IV '91: 7-8' "By the soul, and that which shaped 
it and inspired it to lewdness and godfearingl" 
(wa nbLfsin wa ma sawwli-ha fa-alhama-ha fujUra-ha 
wa taqwR-ha). 
Az-Zamakhsharl states that the right and the wrong 
have been inspired (alhama) by God, so it is up to Reason 
to distinguish between the two, and choose willingly. In 
supporting his view, he refers to the Qur'Tinic verses 
tgl: 9-101 "Prosperous is-he who purifies it, (qad aflaha 
man zakka-ha), and failed has he who seduces it"(wa qad 
khRba man aassU-Mi). He says that Re7ason is the cause 
of growth or the stuntIng of it, not God. The basis of 
his argument is that the "doer" ( al-flilil) in "zaklcU-ha 
and dassR-h'all is Reason (al-laql) not God. Furthermore, 
1. lbid, 119 463. 
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he says that only the Mujbirites attributed such a thing 
to God who is the exalted. 
I 
According to the Ash'arites, Revelation is the 
criterion of. good and evil. Reward and punishment are 
only the consequences of God's being well pleased or 
displeased, 
2 
AI-BayýUwM maintai*ns that a thing is good or bad when 
it is proved by law (sharl' 
. 
a) and not judged by Reason. 
3 
As regards the takl-If, al-BayýlhvM maintains that God 
can impose duty on man beyond his capacity (taklMf m7i Ya 
yutRq). Ile bases this view on the second part of the 
Qurla nic verse 12: 2851 ...... our Lord, do Thou. not 
burden us beyond what we have the strength to bear. " He 
says that if taklif is inadmissible, the invocation (dullil) 
- in the verse would be useless, while in his interpretation 
of the first part of the verse "Allah charges no soul. 
save its capacity" he maintains that God will not impose 
the taklif on man beyond his capacity, although He could. 
le lbid, 11,546. 
2. Milalq P. 30. 
3. Anw-dr, 111,7 (7: 28)' cf. 11,212-13 (6: 148-9) in which 
al-Bayýliwl admits that the verse supports the view of 
az-Zainalchsharl that God does not will the evil acts 
(f6lu l-qabalih). 
4. Ibid, It PP- 273-4; cf., vol. 1, p. 244 (2: 233)- 
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Judging from his two statements, al-BayjU" tries to 
balance his view between the attributing of evil to God by 
means of imposing duty on man beyond his capacity and the 
itrationale" of the taklIf itself as understood by az- 
Zamalchsharl. 
Al-Baydllw-i strongly attacks az-ZamakhsharIts view 
regarding "the best" (al-islTih) by s; ýying 116: 91 that 
it is not necessary for God to guide people to the right' 
way (ýarlq mustaq71m).. If He does so, it is a mere grace 
(fadl) and mercy (rahma) from Him, because-if He had willed 
He would have guided them collectively to the right way. 
Al-BayýTiwl argues that it is God's unwillingness that made 
them disbelieve, and not any misuse of their Reason. 
Therefore, God is not bound to do what"is best". 
1 
As far as verse 121: 23' is concerned, al-Bayýliwl says 
-that 
God will not be questioned as to what He does because 
He is almighty and is the sole. agent of power. Hence', He 
can do what He wills even if the act involves evil (i. e., 
the creation of unbelief). For aý-BayýZiwlj it seems that 
Good and evil are relevant only to hwnan acts and canno .t 
be attributed to God whether the consequence of His deed 
lbid, 111,176. 
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is good or not for His creatures since He will not be 
questioned about what He does. 
I 
Concerning the Qur'Unic verse 1611: 2t, al-Bayý! WI 
believes that God already created hLunan. beings whether 
disbelievers or not. If God willed someone to be a 
believer, He would have created something which would lead 
him to become a believer and so on. Therefore, the principle 
of "the best" according to al-Bayý7awlq remains 'as no 
obligation to God. 
2 
As regards verse '91: 7-81, al-BayýRwIl however, 
maintains that the inspiration of the wrong*(fujUr), and 
the right (taqwa) is dependent upon Revelationg not Reason, 
since the-"doer" (al-fHlil) in the said verses refers to 
God while az-Zamakhshar'! believes that it should refer to 
Reason. 3 
In the light of the, above arguments between az- 
Zamakhshar: l and al-DayýZiwlx, it caýi be concluded that 
az-Zamakhsharl, who was-a supporter of the Mu4tazilites, 
believes that human reason is capable of knowing the 
Vasan and the qablh without the assistance of any 
Ibidl IV, 38. 
2. Ibid, V, 134. 
3. Ibidt Vp 187. 
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prophetic revelation. In order to correspond to this 
principle, az-Zamakhsharl has to say that God is bound to 
do what is best Vorhuman beings. Goodness, according to 
az-Zamakhsharl is a real quality inherent in things which 
are rationally known to be good. Similarly badness is a 
quality that is inherent in things which are rationally 
known to be bad. Al-BayýUw-J, however, believes that 
goodness and badness are determined things (i. e. by God). 
Furthermore, the goodness or badness of a thing is not a 
real quality of things inherent in. them but a function of 
the divine will. Therefore, the principle of "the best" 
has no place in al-BayýRwlls theology. 
Sustenance (rizq) 
As far . as "sustenance" is concerned, az-Zwnakhshax, -3- 
maintains that God would not produce an "unlawful sustenance", 
since He attributes the rizg to Himself, and it is only that 
sort of thing (i. e. lawful'sustenance) which is called* 
"sustenance". 12: 3' and spend of that we have 
bestowed upoh them. " Az-Zamakhshar-I argues that God has 
granted everyone his own I's. ustenancell including food, 
drink etc. in the right way so that sustenance can only 
be called "lawful sustenance". Az-Zamakhsharl's argument, 
1. Al-kashshTif, 1,18; cf. (8: 22) vol. 11 495. 
\ 
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'ore, is taken to imply that God can igrant no there -L 
"unlawful sustenance". 
I It is very clear that az-Zamakhsharils 
strong defence that only "lawful sustenance" can be attributed 
to God, is to avoid attributing evil things to Him since lie- 
is the wise, and the wise always does what is best. On the 
other hand, his treatment of the subject is. rather peculiar 
which can be seen through his interpretation of the verse 
111W "And there is not a beast in the earth but the 
sustenance thereof dependeth on Allah" (4alTi-Illihi rizqu- 
h7a) 
The obvious meaning of the verse is that it is 
necessary for God to sustain His servants. 
however, tries to explain the text by saying that the 
words "6alR-IlUhi rizqu-hall mean a "grace" from God. 
Having assured that He would sustain them gracefully, 
however, it became obligatory (w7ijiban) as when someone 
2 
makes a vow. Of course, its obligatory nature, according 
to az-Zamakhsharl, is due to His promise that He would 
sustain them gracefully, since Go4 is truthful, az- 
ZainakhsharT argues, He will fulfil. His prorqiso. 
Al. -Bayý'Awlj however, maintains. that "sustenance" can 
be both lawful and unlawful sustenance, since it is God who 
Is lbid, Ils 350 (53: 32). 
2. lbid, it 436. 
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aA&&2kain-5., them both. God's attribution of sustenance to 
Himself, does not mean that only the lawful ones can be 
considered as "sustenance". Moreover, he says thatthe 
attributing of sustenance to God is merely for exaltation 
(t, alzim), and encouraging people towards"Icharity". As 0 
far as the verse '11: 3' is concerned, al-Bayýllwl admits . 
that the sustenance is taken to mean "Jawful: sustenance" 
because God admires it. Thus what really concerns 
al-BayýTlwl is not the verse itself, but the concept of 
ri7, SL in general, and whether or not it can be used in its 
general meaning. AI-Bayý'awl, however, declares that the 
term rizq can be generally applied to both the "lawful" 
and the "unlawful sustenance". He alludes t. oa prophetic 
tradition saying that "God has sustained you by what is 
good (ýayyiban) then you have chosen what has been -. 
prohibited by God from His rizq in place of what has been 
made lawful to you. " 
AI-BayýUw! [ arg, ues that if it were not called ri_aq 
(sustenance), the consumer in the. whole of his life, would 
not also be called "one sustained" (ghayra marzUqin), 
since God said '11: 61 "And there is not a beast in the 
earth but the sustenance thereof dependeth on Allah. " 
For al-BayýUwl, as far as. rizq is concernedp there is 
nobody who will escape from being sustained by God whether 
the rizq is lawful or not. 
Anwlir, 1,58. 
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More evidepce given by al-Bayýawl is that 15: 881 
"Eat of that whých Allah has bestowed on you as food 
lawful (haiTilan) and good (tayyiban). 
4# 
Al-Daydawl says. that if the rizq does not imply 
"unlawful" (al-haram) the mention of the word hallilan 
(lawful) in the verse would be useless. 
1 
The questions of the superiority of angels and prophets. 
Before going any further it is, perhaps, relevant to 
quote the important passage from al-Baghffadl concerning the 
angels and the prophets: 
"The large major. ity of our friends maintain 
the superiority of the prophets over the angels; 
they do not, however, mention anyone individually. 
The followers of Tradition do not teach the 
superiority of the angels over the prophets 
except al-Hasan ibn-al-Fadl al-Baj'all. The 
Multazilites are divided on this point. The 
majority of them are of. the opinion that the 
angels are mA), -re superior to every prophet. 
Others, however, say that those angels who 
have coinniitted no siri are more excellent than 
1. lbid, 11,166; cf., vol. V, 60 (53: 32). 
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the prophets, whereas those who have committea 
even the slightest sin, such as HarUt and MUrT! tl 
are inferior to the prophets. This is the 
opinion of al-Apamm. " 
Az-Zamakhsharq asserts (positively) that the angels 
have superiority over the prophets by referring to the 
following Qtxr"anic verse : 
1.14: 1721 "The Messiah will never scorn to be a 
slave unto God nor will the favoured angels-. who- 
so scorneth His service and is. proud,. all such 
will He assemble unto Him. " (Ian yastanlýzifa I- 
maslýu an XakUna labdan li-111hi wa la 1-mala'lkatu 
1-muqarra 
Cormnenting on the text, az-Zaniakhshati, however, 
_concentrates on 
the-words "nor will the favoured angels" 
wa 17i 1-mallilikatu 1-muqarrabUn. By this, he means that 
"not even those (angels) who are superior to the Messiah. " 
The. source of this interpretation which we have just 
mentioned, however, is based on the science of rhetorics 
(lilin al-inalUn! ) because it necessitates this particular- 
interpretation of the verse. On the other-hand, this verse 
was revealed to invalidate the Christians' claim of the 
UsTll , p. 2 95 Sq; cf., p. 166 Sq. 
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raising of Jesus' position beyond "slavery standard" 
(al-manzila al-'uWu'diyya). If this occasion "of revelation 
(sabab an-nuzUl) was correct, he argues, the -verse should 
be interpreted to mean that even the favoured angels who 
are not too proud to worship Him, will never escape from 
being called "slave" (6ub-udiyya), let alone the Messiah. 
Therefore, it is a clear proof for az-Zamakhsharl that the 
specializing of al-muqarrabUn in the verse was to indicate 
a special privilege given to them (bestowing superiority 
on them over other creatures). Finally, az-Zamakhshar! 
makes a short remark concerning the technicality of 
reciting the word 
. 
6abd(slave) in the verse. He says that 
the caliph 'All himself has his own technicality which 
differs from the text. 6AIM, however, is reported to have 
styled it (1abd) into "diminutive noun" (ism at-Tas, ghllr), 
therefore the word becomes 'Ubayd. It is obvious from his 
interpretation that az-Zarnaklisharits attempt to denounce 
- the superiority of. Vhe_Messiah, over the angels involves all 
of the other prophets in the text, and this has become a 
major discussion as contained within the Multazilite and the 
Ash'arite theology. 
11 121: 191 "And those who dwell in His presence 
are not too proud to worship Him, nor do they 
we aryll (wa man linda-h7u 1M yastakbir-un 'an 
libadati-hl wa 171 yastallsirUn). 
- ------------------ 
1. Al-Kashsh7af ,I1 241 - Sq. 
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Concerning this verse, az, -Zamakhaharl says that 
man linda-h-u are the angels, favoured and honoured by God. 
The reason for their being honoured and highly regarded, 
he argues, is a result of their constant obedience and 
hýmility to God as shown by the text. The prophets, 
however, have not possessed such behaviour. Moreover, 
az-Zainakhshari proceeds to argue that all the descriptions 
given to them were indicative of their superiority over 
other creatures. 
I Therefore, it is suitable, . according to 
az-Zamakhsharl, that they are positioned nearest to the 
kings where they are favoured, and preferred over others. 
111 112: 311 "This is not a human being., This is no 
other than some gracious angel. " (ma hadha basharan 
in hadha ill'a malalcun karlmun). 
As far as this verse is concerned, az-Zamaklishar-'! 
tries to draw our attention to the handsome and even 
beautiful physical appearance of Joseph. He also points 
out that the ladies were surprised to find Joseph 
physically attractive. As a result of this, he explained 
that they denied his "manhood" (al-bashariyy ) and affirmed 
that Joseph's beauty was not that of a human being but that 
of an angel. Az-Zamakhsharl even goes further by 
1. lbid, 1,42. 
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describing the basic nature of the creation of the angels 
and Satan which will lead us to his principle of good and 
evil. However, he states that there will be no more 
beautiful among His creatures than the angels, and their 
beauty, he argues, is by nature. Likewise,. there will be 
no more hideous than Satan by nature. Thereforeq it is 
not surprising that God always sets out examples of good 
and-evil with the angels and Satan respectively. Implicit 
in his statements is the very fact that he tried to make 
a fair justification between Reason and Revelation. 
Having explained all the points with regard to the 
verse, az-Zamakhsharl began attacking the Sunnites for 
their concept of the superiority of the prophets, over the 
angels, and accusing them of changing the realities 
Qiaq`aI iq), and denying OW "immediate S-e4e UlTim 
ad-DarrAra). 
.I 
IV 114: 3.01 "They said: Ye are but mortalg. like us. 
(QTilU in tum ilIR basharun mithlu-na) 
Their main argument in this respect is based on 
Reason (-Iaql); in other words "what. they have already in 
mind" regarding the superiority of the angels over the 
prophets. For az Zamakhsharl, the text this titne, is a 
1, lbid; is 471. 
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. clear proof 
to support his opinion. For example such an 
unsatisfactory attitude showed 'by the unbelievers asserts 
that they are mortals like them. If there is no difference 
between us and the prophets, they argue, why have they been 
bhosen as prophets and not us? Their doubts, according to 
az-Zamakhshar'l, at least, could be removed by sending a 
prophet from the angels. 
After a careful study of his interpretation in this 
respect, az-Zanialthshar-19 however, does not realise that 
what they had in mind concerning the subject matter did 
not occur (i. e. there was no prophet from the angels). 
So far as az-Zamakhshar-its explanation of this verse is 
concerned, his main emphasis is obviously to strengthen 
his view of the superiority of the angels over the prophets. 
v '7: 201 ". He said: Your Lord forbade you. from this 
tree only lest ye should become angels or become of 
.I- 
the immortals. " (wa 9'ala mR nah7a-kumýR Rabbu- 
kumli 'an hlidhih! sh-Shajarati ill1i an. tak-unavc1c&kv, --ýAr% tit'. 1 
mina I-khalidln). 
Az-Zamakhsharl's rational interpretation of the verse 
in this case is chiefly dependent upon the success'of 
Iblis in persuading Adain and his wife Eye to eat the 
Ibid, It 502; ' cf., vol. 3: 1,442 (54: 24). 
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forbidden fruit. The reason for "God's forbidding, the 
fruit" according to Iblis, is clear from the text that 
"Lest they should become angels (malakayni) or immortals 
(Iclialidayni). " According to. az-Zamaký. hsharlj Adam, however, 
has already conceived that by beina an angel he will be 
superior than his present position as a prophet. Adam's 
desirev and his act of transgression of the limit of God, 
according to az-Zainakhsharl, shows clearly that "angelhood" 
(al-malal,. -. iyya) is superior to the I'manhdod" (al-bashariXXa). 
' 
vi 121: 26, "And they say: The Beneficent hath taken 
unto Himself a son. Be He glorifiedl Nay, but I 
(those whom they call sons) are honoured slaves. -" 
(wa qalU t-takhadha r-Rahm'5-nu waladan subhana-1,17u 
bal gibUdun mukramUn). 
As far as this Qur'linic verse is concernedy az- 
Zamakhshar! maintains that the angels with their excellent 
gifts and characteristics (viz. lack of pride, and lack 
of weariness) make people think that they are the sons of 
God. But the very fact is that their claim was wrong as 
"strongly denied by the text. " "Nay, but they are honoured 
slaves. " However, az-Zamakhsharl's objective is merely to 
reflect the beauty of the angels by nature which is, 
1. Al-Kashshaf, It 324. 
therefore, superior to other creatures. 
VII '17: 70' "Verily we have honoured-the children of 
Adamýwe carry them on the land and the sea, and have 
made provision of good thing5for them, and have 
preferred them above many of those whom we created 
with a marked preferment. " (via laqad karramnR banl 
Adama. ..... wa f addalnA-hum 6 al'a kathIrin mimman 
khalaqna tafýllan). 
Az-Zamakhsharits strong defence of his view concerning- 
this verse is mainly centrod on the words "and we have 
preferred them above many of those whom we created" 
(wa. faddaln'51-hum I al'a kathIrin mimman khalaqna) To 0& 
him the words "kathirin mimman khalaqn " do not include 
the angels (al-malTilika). Perhaps, the same reason can be 
referred to the things we have already e. xplained.. Az- 
- Zamaklisharits bitter attack on the Sunnites with regard to 
.4- 
the subject-matter leads to his falsifying some of the 
prophetic traditions. For example, the tradition which is 
narrated by AbU-Ilurayra who reported that the prophet said 
that the believer is more honourable before God than the 
angels. Howeverv he accused the Sunnitesp in this respect, 
of being pr-e_judiced towards their "manhood" (bashariyyq). 
Another main controversial point is referred to the word 
1. lbid, 11,449* 
- 
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kathIrjmany). For the Sunnites, they mean jam! 
_'. 
(all of 
His creatures, including the angels). Az-Zamakhsharl, 
however, considers the case as a crime. Moreover, he 
points out that the Sunnites'committing of the crime is an 
aýt of their antagonism towards the angels. On the other 
hand, he says that they have no feeling at all. As a 
result they have defied the real meaning of the verse, 
VIII '38: 75' "He said: 0 Iblisl What hindereth thee 
from falling prostrate before that which I have 
created with both my hands? Art thou too proud 
or art thou of the high exalted? " (QUla yR IblIsu 
m7i manala-ka an tasAuda lima khalaotu bi-vadav-va 
astakbarta am Icunta mina 1-"Rllna). 
This Qur'Unic verse is concerned with az-Zamakhsharlts 
assertion that there are two main reasons-which made IblMs 
- refuse to prostrate. ýbefore Adarn. 
Firstly: Iblis' sole objective was to worship only God. 
One would suppose that Iblis would have considered bowing 
down to Adam to be a deviation from his ultima te goal of 
Worship. 
Secondly: This idea is justified by reference to the 
different nature of his creation compared to Adam, for he 
1. Ibid, It 555. 
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was created from fire whereas Adam was created from clay, 
because of thisq he (Iblis) considered himself better than 
Adam. If this is so, why should he fall prostrate before 
Adam? 
Az-Zamakhshar-x, however, considers Iblis' arguments as 
impropert since he has misunderstood God's command. For 
az-Zamakhshat!, God does noý conpand anything without any 
purpose. He points out that the suJUd in this respect, 
was not for libada (worship) as conceived by Iblis, but it 
was for respect and horrage (takrim ) to the new creature 
(i. e. Adam). According to az-Zamakhshar-I the bowing down 
(sujUd) does not imply that the person to whom the 
prostration was made (i. e. Adjam) (al-masjUdu la-ýhU) is 
superior to the prostrators (as-sUjidlin) since the sujlid 
was made out of respect (takrim wa tabjll). The angels, 
who are favoured by God, he argues, made 
-sujUd 
without 
any objection, because they merely followed the command. 
.S- 
In order to make it clear, az-Zamak-hshar! gives an example 
ý of everyday 
life. He equates God's command to IblIs and 
his refusal with that of a minister who has been commanded 
by his king to visit some areas which are full of poor 
servants, The minister refuses to do so, because he thinks 
he is better than them in rank, while they are in a low 
position. As a result the king becomes angry with him and 
says to his minister: What prevents you from visiting them 
as both you and they (the poor) are my subjects? 
------------------ 
1. lbid, 11,290. 
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We may deduce from this discussion that az-Zamakhshar-3. ls 
View of the angels is that they are superior to the prophets. 
However, from his treatment of-the verse concerning Adam 
and Iblis, it seems that az-Zam akhshar-I considered Adam as 
eyon inferior to Iblis. 
The Ashlarites, with the exception of Abli-Bakr al- 
Baqill1in! (d. 403/1013) l and 'Abd-AllUh b. al-11alIm! (d.. 
held that the prophets were superior to the angels 
Al-Bayýliwlls view regarding this point and whether or not 
he was a true adherent of the Ashlarite view, can be found 
in his criticisin of az-Zamakhsharl. 
Concerning the Qur'Tinic verse 14: 1721, al-7BayýUwl 
in his refutation, concentrated on the occasion of revel- 
ation of the verse since it became a central point of 
az-Zamakhshat-I's treatment of the subject-matter; Al- 
BayýU-. -I, M, ho-wever, makes a fierce attack on az-ZWnakhsharI- 
by saying that the'ýerse was to refute those who worshipped 
Jesus and those who worshipped the angels, and noi to 
refute the concept of Christianity which raised Jesus 
from "slavery standard". 
However, al-BayýZiwlls account relatýng to the occasion 
of revelation is very relevant to the verse which came before 
------------------ 
I. cf., 'Favr7ili$ , p. 92 . 
_iiL_ 
it, and is presumably correct. The verse runs as follows: 
14**171' "0 people of the Scripturel Do not 
exaggerate in your religion nor utter aught 
ý'concerning AllTih save the truth. The Messiah, 
Jesus, son of Mary, was only a messenger of 
AllRh, and His word which He conveyed unto 
Mary, and a spirit from Him. So believe in 
AllTih and His messengers, and say not 'Three' 
Ceasel (it is) better for youl - A1111h is 
only one God. Par is it removed from His 
transcendent majesty that he should have a son. 
His Is all that is in the heavens and all that 
is in the earth. And AllUh is sufficient as 
defender. n 
I- 
Supposing that this verse were to 
-deal 
with the 
-concept of the 
Christianity or raising the standard of 
Jesus from the "slavery level" as claimed by az-Zamakhsharl, 
he argues. t hat the conjunctive particle (ýurf al-idtf) 
"and" (al-waw) in the verse:, wa Iq 1-mal-alikatu 1-muqarrabnn 
-which is connected to Ian yastankifa I-Mas-ih an yak-una 
6abdan li-llUh would possibly give an emphatic meaning by 
means of Increasing the numbers (Ii-x: -takthlr), and not for 
the magnifi: catim(li-t-takb-Ir). Neverthelessq this does not 
serve az-Zamakhsharl's argument. Thereforog the meaning of 
the verse runs: 
The Messiah will never scorn even if he is-alone (shaklisun 
a 
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wýahidun) to be a slave unto God nor will the many. persons 
(al-ash1chas al-kathira)among the favoured angels. In order 0 
to make it clear (I. e. li-t-telýthllr), al-Bayýliwl, howeverv 
gives an-example from everyday-life. He states that when 
people say that "he has become the commander in chief, in 
which case neither the nor his subjects oppose 
him, " they only mean to multiply the numbers. Another 
supposition with regard to the emphatic meaning in the 
sense of takbir is also inevitably exposed to al-BaydRIVITts 
criticisms. If the "conjunctive particle", in-the verse 
was projected to emphasise the takb-1r, he argues, its object 
would lead to the concept of the sqperiority of the favoured 
angels over Jesus. So far, al-Bayýawl concludes, it still 
does not, in any way, entail the suPe. riority of-the angels 
in general over the prophets, 
Evidence given by az-Zamak-hsharl regarding the 
-Qur'Unic verse 
121: 19t "That their humble, and their 
constant obedience etc.. " makes them superior to the 
I. 4115, 
prophets, has-been unacceptable to al-BayýýRwl when he 
definitely confesses that they were favoured and honoured. 
2 
However, he states that such evidence - even though in 
Anwar, 11, 131. 
2. Ibidy IV, 37. 
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one sense is correct - is not a stronG proof compared to 
the arguments against their superiority over the Prophets. 
Al-Bay§Uwlts view with regard to the interpretation of 
the Qur'linic verse 112: 311 in one sense, is likely to 
support az-Zamakhsharl. For instance, his illustration 
concerning the special characteristics of Joseph or the 
angels; namely that they havd admirable beauty, excellent 
k4' f" ri- 
perfection and A(I 
ipma). But all of these 
attributes are, perhaps, not those which make the angels 
superior to the prophets. However, so far as this Qur'Unic 
verse is concerned, al-BayýRwl makes an indirect reference 
2 
to az-Zainakhsharl's vIews. 
Concerning the Qur'Unie-verse 114: 101, al-BayýUwl 
explained that it only refers to the unbelilevers' view 
that they would not accept a messenger unless he. was an 
angel. Thus, it seems that al-Bayýawl is following 
az-Zamalc. hshar-i's exýlanation of the verse. 
3 
Commenting on the verse '7: 201, al-BayýRwl rejected 
az-Zamakhsharl's assumption that the verse refers to the 
le P. 93. 
2. Anwlir, 111,132. 
Ibid, IV, 37. 
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desire of Adam and Eve to becoine. angels as in indication 
of their superiority to the prophets. According to al- 
Dayý'awl, such a desire w as not realised. 
1 Al-BaydRwli, 
0 
however, confesses that the Qur'linic verse 17: 201 implies 
the superiority of the angels over Adam only at the time 
of speaking (i. e. between Adam and Iblis). When Adam 
realised that such a remark was only a story related to 
Iblis, 'the verse (i. e. thesuperiority of the angels) no 
longer had significance. 
2 Therefore, it does not support 
az-ZamakhsharM's view. 
Al-BayýZiwlls "View with regard to the Qur'Rnic verse 
121: 26, is exactly as az-Zamalchsharils, even though he 
does not clearly state the reason why, the unbeli'evers 
3 
considered the angels to be superior to the prophets, 
Al-DayPwils emPhasis on the verse 117: 701 about the 
superiority of the angels over the prophets in general 
indicates his adoption of the moderate view between the 
Sunnites (the Ashlarites) and the Multazilites. However, 
he confesses that the archangels (khawivils), are superior to 4 
human beings (i. e. the prophets). Al-BayýRwl 3. n this 
EiSy-e-e-s 
respect, has- agr-e-, --d with az-Zwnakhsharl, but the general- 
1. lbid, Iliv 
Miýkb-aji, fol. 227b. 
Anwar, IV, 38. 
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ization of angels as a whole made by az-Zwiiakhshar! was 
the centre of controversy. Al-Bayý'awlj however, refuted 
it (i. e. the generalization) by saying that it is not 
necessary to consider the superiority of a group of the 
angels (balýu-hum) over the prophets in. the verse infers 
looking down on some of the prophets who are superior to 
the angels. 
Al-BayýRwlls disagreement with the view held by the 
majority of the Ash'arites in this case, can be drawn from 
his statement regarding the word kathIr (many) in the verse. 
He states that katlar does not mean al-Icull (all) as 
claimed by the majority of the Ashlarites. Moreover, he 
considers the interpretation given by the Ash'; Eirites as 
contrary to the obvious fact (khilTif az-ZUhir). On the 
other hand, the allocation of kathir, instead of kull, has 
no significant meaning at all (taiassuf).. 
' 
Al-Bayraw'I's attack on. az-Zamakhsharl's view regarding 
Iblis' refusal of sujUd, in the verse '38: 75' is mainly 
based on his view that Adam is superior to' certain angels. 
2 
Another reason he refers to is the nature of Adam's 
creation itself which consists of lust, etc. which is, 
according to him, better than the creation of the angels. 
Anu,: 7ir, 3: 11,207- 
2. Ibid. V, 22. 
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For al-BayýUwl, the bowing down (suJTId) implies inferiority 
such as the inferiority of the commanded angels (al- 
maImUrUn bi-s-sujUd) to Adam. He points out that the 
Wise one (al-hakim) would not 'command those who were 
excellent to serve those who were inferior to them 
(1'a ya'mur al-afdal bi-khichnati 1-mafdUl). 
2 
Bearing this 
view in mind, however, al-BayýUwl unconsciously follows the 
Ifulta-zilite principle of good and evil. So far as the 
verse in our discussion is concerned, al-Bayý'awlls 
description of Iblis' refusal of sujUd is proper (sah1h), 0*0 
since God has the power of commanding those whom he likes 
in the saine way as a master who has the authority of asking 
his slaves to serve his other slavesq because they are (all) 
in the same position before theirinaster. On the other 
hand, al-BayýRwl asserts that Adwn who has more prest-igO 
than certain angels (i. e.. the prostrators), dese rvedly 
received the sujUd. 
3 Whatever reasons are given about 
-IblMs' refusal of sujUd, al-BayýRwl maintains that IblMs 
was obliged to do so (i. e. suiUd) since he is also. a slave 
of God. However, the fact is that, as al-BayýRwl insistsl 
Adam is superior to some of the angels. 
In order to support his view regarding the superiority 
lbid, 1,141. 
2. Tawlilil, p. 92. 
3. lbids V, 22. 
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of the. prophets to the angels, he proceeds to refer to 
some Qur'Unic verses as follows: 
22: 31' "And He taught Adam all the names, then 
showed them to the angels saying: inform of the 
names of these, if ye are truthful. " 
-Al-BaydZiw! affirms that Adarn is superior to the 
connnanded angels (i. e. who fell prostrate) since he (Adam) 
knew better than them. Then al-BayýTiwl proceeds to refer 
to the Qur'Unic verse '39: 9' "And those who 1mow equal 
with those know not? "' 
11 12: 341 "And when we said unio the angels prostrate 
yourselves before Aden, they fell prostrate, all 
save IblMs. He demurred through pridep and so 
became a disbeliever. " 
I- 
Al-BayýTMI maintains. that Adam is superior to. the 
angels who fell pros. trate before him. (al-ma'm-urUn bi-s- 
sujnd). This, hourever, implies that some angels are 
superior to Adam. His moderate view in this respect is 
perhaps, due to the fact that there are among the angels 
AUVAN 
those who are not in-f-q-J=hiA53, e (ghayra mal Vurnin) even though 
the majority of them are. Likewise some people are also 
------------------ 
lbid, 1,136-1"40; of., TawRlil, p. 92.. 
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LNN ljru ev, '54 IN 1 
i-n-f-a-1-1-i-bl-e while the rest are not. 
A prophetic tradition declaring that the works of 
worshipp (lib7id ) most worthy of reward are those 
which are difficult to perform. 
Since human beings were not created naturally to be 
obedient like the angels, it would be difficult for them 
to fulfil the religious obligations. Therefore, their 
deeds are highly appreciated, and deserve great reward. 
2 
IV '3: 33' "Lol God preferred Adarn and Noah and the 
family of Abrahcdm and the family of $Imran above 
(all His) creatures. " 
Al-Bayýawl declares that those who were mentioned in 
this verse including Jesu s and the Prophet Mulýammad, are 
superior to the an gels. 
3 it is implied that those who were 
not chosen, are inferior to the angels. 
Judging from his arguments with az-Zamakhsharl about 
1* Ibidt it 141; Taw*alil, p. 92. 
2. Taw-alil, pp. 92-93; Misbah, fol'. 226b. 
3 Anwar, 11, " 14; TawRI i p. 93; 14isbah, fol. 226a. 
It, is noted that az-Zamakhshar-3. explains away this 
I 
verse without referring to the superiority of either 
the angels or the prophets. cf., al-Kashshaf, 1,143. 
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the superiority of the prophets over the angels, al- 
BayýRwI firmly takes a moderate^view between the Mu'tazilites 
and the Ashlarites. The opinion that al-Bayýawl is a true 
Ash'arite, however, is not compatible with his own view 
ýnd therefore, does not seem to be correct. 
The-miraclon of the saints. (karamat) 
In fact, the Mu4tazilites ptronf; ly oppose the view 
that the karama is possible for the saints (awliy- q*). They 
say that if the karTima is granted, it will be confusing to 
distinguish between the prophets and the non-prophets. On 
the other hand, karZma is against the natural course of 
things, and no human being c an cause any disorder in the 
course of nature. While the Ash'arites affirmatively 
maintain that the karama is possible for the awliy'al 
since it is not meant to silenco opponents. Therefore it 
is quite different'ýrom the mu'Jiza as the mu'jiza sought 
to silence opponents, and it was usually faced with 
opposition (tahadd7a) and da'wa (claim). On the other hand, 
for the Ashlaritest karlima is a favour from God which He 
can bestow on the awliy'a*, 
I 
Ar-Razl, Kitab al-Arba"In, PP. 384-88; UpUl, PP- 170- 
i6 - 
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In. order to investigate az-Zamalchsharits view 
regarding the Icarama, we had bettdr refer to his inter- 
pretation of some Qur'linic verses related to this point: 
13: 421 "And when the angels said: 0 Maryl 
Lol God has chosen thee and made thee pure, and 
has preferred thee above (all) the woman of 
. creation. 
" 
Az-Zamakhshar! places emphasis on the-incident which 
took place between the angel and Mary. Ile says that the 
incident was the result of Zachariah's miracle or the sign 
foretelling the prophecy of Jesus, and not Mary's karama. 
'307' "Whenever Zachariah went into the. 
sanctuary where she was, he found that she had 
food. He said: 0 Mary! Whence cometh unto thee 
this (food)? S. 4e answered: It is from God. God 
giveth without stint to-vrhom He will. " 
As far as this verse is concerned, az-Zwnakhsharl 
tried to explain away the verse, and left it without 
referring to whether or not the food which ewiie to Mary 
2 
was a result of her miracle or Zachariah's. 
Al-Kaslishaf, 1,146. 
2. Ibidt it 145. 
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'72: 26,27' "He is the Iciower of the unseen, 
and He revealeth unto none His secret* save unto 
every messenger (rasTU) whom Ile hath chosen, and 
then Ile maketh a guard to go before him, and a 
g"ard behind him. " 
Commenting on this versel az-Zamakhshar-x, however, 
emphasises the words "Save unto every messenger whom He 
had chosen" (illU man irtaýTi min-rasul). He points out 
that though the saints were chosen by God, yet they were 
not His messengers. Therefore, they are excluded from the 
obvious meaning of the verse. More. over, he says that this 
verse was to repudiate the miracles of the saints, since 
they were not the messengers of God, and God Gives the 
miracles only to His messengers. 
In order to make it clear, az-Zamakhshar-I proceeds to 
-give us an example by saying that this verse is also to 
.S- 
repudiate the divination (al-kahUna), and the astrology 
(at-tanjim). The reason for God's repudiation, according 
to az-Zamakhsharl, is due to the fact that both the 
diviner and the astrologer have not been granted the 
sanction of God (al-irtidUl), instead, they are subject to 
the wrath of God. 
le Ibid, 11,497. 
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Al-BayýTiw'!, in agreement with the Ashlarites. 
concerning the miracles of the saints, maintains that the 
karama is possible for the saints. 
I Concerning the Qur'Unic verse '3: 421, al-BayýUurl 
maintains that the angels "talking to Mary face to face" 
was the result of her kar-, -Ima and not Zachariah's miracle 
as claimed by az-Zamaklisharl. However, he asserts that* 
2 the kar7ima is not impossible for the saints. 
Al-Bayrawl's criticism regarding the Qur'! Lnic verse 
'3: 37' is obvious. He says that the verse itself, however, 
is indicative of the possibility of karMma for the saints. 
3 
Al-BayýZiwl, in his interpretation of the Qur'Tinic 
verse '72: 26,27', strongly repudiates az-Zamakhsharl's 
view. He points out that the word rasUl. (messenger) in 
the verse, means the angel (al-malak), and not the prophet 
as claimed by az-Zamakhsharl. On the other hand, he 
argues that the significance of using the words "ill7i man 
irtadii min rasUl" is to show that there is no intermediary 
(bi-ghayri wastin) between God and the angels if He has 0 
TaivUlill P. 93; Misbali, fol. 225b. 
2. Anwlir, 11,18. 
Ilýid, 11,16. 
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chosen them to know the unseen (al-ghaXb). In order to 
make his view clear, he states that the karama of the 
saints on the unseen*(al-mughayyabaý is through the 
intermediary of the angels. Likewise, our knowledge of the 
eschatological matters, he continues, is dependent on the 
intermediary of the prophet. 
1 Inevitably al-Bayý'awlls 
interpretation of the word rasUl to. mean the angel, however, 
implies that the karUma is not impossible for anyone who-has 
been chosen by God, even though he is not a prophet. 
Therefore, the karaina, based on al-Bayý! Iwlls argument, is 
also possible for the saints. 
I 
1. lbid, V, 156. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
INTERMEDIATE-POSITION, PROMISE AND THREAT 
This chapter is to examine az-Zamakhsharl's view 
regarding the fundamental Multazilite principles of 
"Intermediate Position" (al-Manzila bayn al-Manzilatayn), 
Promise and Threat" (al-Wald wa 1-Walld). On the other 
hand, it is to expose al-Dayýawlls criticism of az- 
Zam4lchsharlls r6garding the fate of the grave sinner (murta- 
kib al-Kab-Ira)q the concept of imlin, etc. 
A6-6ýr-dingto a widely accepted the doctrine of 
the intermediate position started with WUsil-or'Amr a 
declaring that the grave sinnexý was in an intennediate 
position and then withdrawing from al-Hasan's circle. 
Az-4"jamakhsharls support to this doctrine of the 
intermediate position can be seen from his interpretation 
of certain Qur'llnic verses: 
1 
. 
'17: 9-10' "Surely this Qur'Un guides to the 
way that is straightest, and gives good tidings to 
Milall P- 3.3; -cf., Mas'Udl, Murlij adh-Dhahabt vol. V1, 
p. 22, and repeated in vol. VII, p. 234; al-Baglid'adl, 
Parq', PP- 97-8-! al-KhayyUt, KitRb al-Intisar, pp. 118- 
9; Watt, Formative Period, pp. 209-11l 229-30. 
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the believers who do deeds of righteousness, that 
theirs shall be a great wage, and that those who 
do not believe 3. n the world to come we have 
prepared for them a painful chastisement. " 
. 
The verses integrally deal with two categories of 
people; the believers and the unbelievers without even 
mentioning the wicked. To this, az-Zamakhshar! maintains---- 
that people at that time belong whether to. believers or 
hypocrites, then come the follower of the intermediate 
1 
position. However, az-Zamalchsharits view suggests that 
the "doctrine" was not known during the revelation. 
12: 261 "He leads none astray save the wi'clced. 11 
(wa mU yudillu bi-hi ill a 1-fasiqln) 
Az-Zamalchsharl emphasises that fasiq is in the 
_intermediate position since 
he is disobedient to the law 
of God by coinmitting_grave sins. Therefore, he should be 
eternally punished- Az-Zamakhshar! states that. there are 
two verses in the Our'Un which have been used regarding 
fas-*Lq, - .1 149: 11, "An evil name is ungodliness after 
belief. " 
1: 1 19: 67' "The hypocrites they are the ungodly. " 
1. Al-kashslraf, 1,543. 
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Az-Zamakhshar! l states that this doctrine Is taken from 
W'Rsil lbn-l Ata$ 
Al-DayýZiwl agreed with az-Zarnakhsharl in defining 
fasiq as a man who commits an act of disobedience against 
the command of God, but he_disagregd with az-Zamakhsharl 
about the fate of, fasiq or the grave sinner in which 
az-Zamakhshar'l strongly maintains that he is in the 
intermediate category; neither a believer nor an unbeliever, 
and he will remain forever in the fire if he does not 
repent. 
In order to make his refutation clear al-BayýUwS 
divided the grave sinner (al-fasiq) into three categories: - 
-He who commits grave sin and considers -it 
ýý,, ab'6minable (musluaqbihan). lo this, al-Bayýawl calls 
it at- aghlibl. 
He who commits grave sin habituafly-without 
considering the consequence is called al-inhimlik. 
He who commits grave sin and considers it licit 
(mustahillan). is called al-juh7ud. At this fasiq, 
1. lbi4v Ip 49. 
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al-BaydRw! admits that he is no longer to be called 
a believer, while the other two are still believers 
since the name of a believer could not be removed so 
long as-it was ascribed to 'the tapd-iq of which was 
called im7in. Implicit in his statement is that the 
grave sinner is not in the intermediate category. 
Therefore, the fate of him is not forever in the fire. 
The third category of fasiq, howeverv will eternally* 
be punished on the basis that he is an unbeliever, 
not because he c ommits grave sin. 
"Gravel' (kab-alir) and "venial" sins (saghalir) 
The demarcation between &ave and venial sins as well 
as their punishment (4iq'ab) was the object of serious 
controversy in early Islatn. However, the term "kabalir" 
itself has its ori. - gin in the Qurlan 
"53: 33" "kablilir al- 
ithm wa 1-fawUhish" (heinous sins and indecencies) which 
has become the pivotal basis of the distinction of sins. 
P 
2 Perhaps, its first stage, as Wensinck says., may be 
found in the traditions in which the Prophet is asked 
about the greatest sin. The answer is: polytheism (shirk). 
1. Anwar, 1,127- 
V- 
2s Muslim Creed, P. - 36. - 
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Then it is asked: What next? The answer is: Killing one's 
own child, or: inhuman treatment of parents. The third in 
the list is either adultery or*false witness. 
I 
According to al-Ash'arIj the Multazilites in general 
recognised the basic demarcation between "gravel' and 
"venial" sins by saying: 
"Everything for which-there is a threat (walld) is 
"gravell, whereas any act of disobedience for which there 
is no wal'id is "venial". Others took the'view that not only. 
everything which i-s--the-direct 
- 
obj oct of 
. 
walId is 11 grave" 
but so is alsoeverything which is-similar to it in degree, 
and that everything for which there is no walld or anything 
analogous to it can be either entirely or partly "venial" 
and partly "gravel',, but it can never happen that such an act 
should be neither "venial" nor even partly "venial". Jalfar 
b. Mubashshir of the Baghdad School taught that all intention 
(to commit a sin) -Was-a. "gravel' sin, all those who committed 
an act of disobedience int6ntionally were grave s; Lnners. 
2- 
Az-Zamakhshar-i had, 4' somewhat dif f erent definition to 
give about the distinction between these two kinds ofains. 
He clearly states that a "gravel' sin is one whose punishment 
Muslim, Sahlli, vol. 1, p. 41; 
11.5-6, (25: 68). 
cf. 9 al-KashshUf, IIj 
llaýUlTit, vol. 19 P. 3o6. 
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could not be pardoned except by repentance (tawba). 
' 
Whilst al-Bayý! Iwl declares that the d% efinition of 
"cravoll sin (Icabira) is that for which. a definite legal 
punishment has been fixed by the lawgiver (ash-shliril), 
or the lawgiver threatens a punishment (walld). 
2 
Having explained the position of -Ilgravle" sin, it has 
become clear that I az-Zamakhsharlýlays stression'tawba. 
Later on, his definition will become the fundamental basis----' 
of his judgement about the fate of the "gravel' sinner 
(niurtalcib al-Icabira) as we shall di8cuss later. 
The fate of,, "grave sinner" (murtakib al-kabira) 
As a continuation of the concept of "al-manzila_bayn 
-al-manzilatayn", the Multazilites triainta--fl-ned that the 
"gravel' sinner would remain in fire forever unless he 
repented. W"--I-e -the Ash' arites asserted that he would not 
be eternally punished since sin did not remove the sinner 
from his belief. 
Al-Kashshaf, 11,418 (4: 31); cf. vol. -I, 2o4 (4: 31) in 
which az-Zamak-hsharl considers "gravel' or "venial" sin 
when it is compared to the disobedience or reward or 
punishment of. its doer (f-alilu-Mi). 
2. Anwar, 11,82. 
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In both his "Ib7ina" and "MaqRiTitll, 
1 
al-Ash' ari 
representing the people of Truth -and Sunnah, declares 
that, "We profess that ive do not exercise Takfir against 
any member of our community because of a sin he has 
c)ommitted.. Like adultery, drinking wine etc. while in 
his "IbZnall he adds that, "We teach, I that whoever commits 
a "gravel' sin, or anything like it, holding it to be 
allowed, is an unbeliever, since he does not believe in its 
prohibition. '' 
According to al-BaghdRdl, 
2 
people in the 11fe-hereafter, 
are divided into three categories: 7 
I SlibiqUn Muqarrab-un (The. outstrippers who are near 
stationed to--God. ) 
-! 
ýýt 
II Ashabu 1-Yamln (The. Cornpanions of the Right). 00 
-III Ashabu--sh-Shim2il 
(The Companions of the Left),. aa 
Al-BaghdUdl explains that the first category belongs 
to those who will go to Paradise without accountance (bi-la 
liis'ab). The second category consists of believers while 
the third consists of unbelievers. Moreover, al-Baghdlidl 
IbTina, p. 11; Maglillit, vol. I, p. _322. 
2. uslu- 1, p. 243.. 
0 
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maintains that the grave sinner among Muslims either- 
belongs to the Xirst category or the second one. At atly 
rate, he will finally go to Paradise with the mercy of God. 
I- 
The dispute between az-Zamalchsharl and al-Bayý-awl 
about "grave" sinners,. whether they will be eternally 
punished or not, can be seen through the following verses: - 
14: 481 "God forgivesnot that ýLught should be 
with Him. associated; less than that Ile forgives to 
whomsoever He will, whoso associates with God anything, 
has indeed forged a mighty sin. " (Inna Ilah 17i yaghfiru 
an yushraka bi-hi wa yaghfiru ma dUna dhalika li-man 
yashTP wa man yushrik bi-11-54hi faqad iftarli ith- 
man laziman) 0 
The explanation of az-ZamakhsharS 3-n_terms of thf) 
Multazilite 
- 
creed is that God would forgive the person who 
had associated some other deity (ash-shirk) provided that 
the person guilty of association repented (ba"da an yatUba), 
and that He did not forgive the remaining grave sins, 
except when the guilty person repented. Az-Zamakhsharl, 
however, conceives that the fate of the unrepented grave 
sinner remains the same as. the polytheist. ý In 
- 
interp reting 
this verse,. az-Zamalchsharl concentrates on the words, "Less 
than that Heýforgives to whomsoever He will" (wa yaghfiru 
mR dUna d1falika li-man yashTP). According to az-Zaniaklisharl 
the first part of the verse "God forgives not that aught 
should be with Him associated" (Inna 1ITiha Ili yaghfiru an 
yushraka bi-hi), refers to him who does not repent, 
_-Idlile 
the second part "less than that, He forgives to whomsoever 
He will" (wa yaghfiru ma dUna dh7alika li-man yash7a'), 
refers to the person who repents (Ii-man t7iba). Az- 
Zamakhshara. proceeds-to give an example from everyday life. 
For. instance, a person might say: The ruler (amIr) does 
not spend even a single dinUr for one person, 'but lie spends 
a heap'of gold for another person, if he wishes. This 
implie's that the ruler does not spend a dinlix, on a person 
who does not deserve it, but he is prepared to spend even 
a heap of gold for another who is i7eally deserving, 
Al, -Bayýliwl refutes the above argument of az-Zamakhshat-l 
and claims that the Qur'Mnic confirmation that God for- 
gives all else except association with Himself (ash-shirk 
- bi-hi) includes both "gravel' and "venial" sins whether 
before or after repentance. (qabla at-tawbati aw balda-hii),, 
and Godts assertion that li-man yasli7a-I (whomsoever He will) 
denotes that He forgives all the sins (i. e. except ash-shirk), 
not for all persons but for some since His pardon is not an 
obligation, but a "Grace" (tafaddul), and"beneficencell 00-- --- 
.--- 
A-1-Kashshaf, 1,210; cf. 9 1,167, Sidd-iqi, Mazher-ud- 
I 
Din, "Some aspects of the Multazili interpretation of 
I 
Qurl an" in Islamic Studies, vol. II, March, 1963, 
PP. 103 1011. 
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(iýsUn). Moreover, he considers that az-Za. -nakhsharl's 
interpretation of the first part'of the verse "Inna 1171ha 
la yaghfiru an yushraka bi-h! " as a reference to him who 
does not repent (huwa man lam yatub) and the second part 
wa ahfiru m7a dCma dhZilika li-man yash'al refers to the 
person who repents (li-man t"dba) as "reservation" without 
having substantiated it by burden of proof (taqyTd bi-lU 
dal1l), therefore, it implies weakness. In his TawRlil al- 
Anwar (p. 100), ' al-BayýRwl states that wa yaglifiru li-man 
yashal should be interpreted as qabla at-tawba (before 
repentance), otherwise, it makes no difference to the first 
part: Inna llUha lU yaghfiru an yushraka bi-hi In doing 
so, the verse 14: 48, is lný-compf&--Ce. opposition )to verses 
concerning threat (ayRt. -al-wa 3. d)-whose meaning'imply 
universality ('Umma), such as the verse 14: 931. Again, 
al-Bayýýawl, assume interpretation of az-Zamalchsharl ýjfhat the 
regarding the above proposition contradicted the Multazilite 
-views; the necessity of punishment 
(wujUb at-taldhib) before 
repentance, and the necessity of forgiveness after repentance 
(balda at-tawba) since both cases entirely depend on the 
will of God (mashilat AllTih) as clearly demonstrated by the 
verse, "Whomsoever He will" (li-man yasha'). Moreover, 
al-Bayýliwl argues that since theirclaimenta: ýls God's 
forgiveness of all else except association with Him from 
him who repents (li-man taba) is also dependent upon the, 
will of God, therefore, there is no obligation upon God 




14: 9-31 "And whoso slays a believer wilfully, 
his recompense is Geh_enna_,,, therein dwelling forever, 
and God will be wroth with Him, an4 curse himt and 
prepare for hint a mighty chastisement. 
(wa man yaqtul mulminan mutalammidan fa-jaz'älu-hÜ 
Jahannamu khalidan f'! -1, i7a, wa ghadiba-ll«ähu 4alay-hi 
wa lalana-hÜ wa aßadda la-hÜ"adhaban lazlinä). 
Froin the outset of his approach to the versejýaz- 
Zamakhshar! clearly states that the verse is loftily 
intended to warn "believers" (MUSminin) not to cause any 
bloodshed to. their fellow-brother5 by design (mutalammidan), 
since, by doing so, it consti-tutes a "gravel' sin, and thus 
will result in severe punishment for eternity. 
-. 
Az- 
Zamakhshar-39 hovrever, ýconceivesllýthat the verse in dis- 
cussion, strongly sub6t-i-tki-tes his claim, and emphasises 
that "it" has I great importance (amrun. la7, lm) to the 
believers. -In explhining the textf az-Zamakhshar! lays 
stress_ on the assumption of: the universality of the threat, 
and asserts that. the personal pronoun I'man" (whomsoever) 
in the verse, should include "any killer" (ayyu qRtil Mina), 
whether he is a believer or unbeliever, repentant or 
unrepentant. But the repentant, az-Zamakhshar-3 assures, is 
excluded from the effect of the universality of the verse 
by the previous verse t4 4_81. In order to make his view 
very clear, heýrefers to a fow traditions: 
-138- 
as Ibn-'AbWs is reported to have said that the 
repentance of him who kills-a believer (mutal ammidan) 
, will. not be accepted. I 
b,. ' Sufyan ath-Tha-wrll is also reported to have said, 
"The 'People of knowledge' if asked (about the killing) 
said, 'His repentance will not be accepted', etc. 11 
Az-Zamalchsharl gr-e presuires__I_, h'at, such, judgement 
(from them) is taken from the Sunna of the. Prophet, other- 
wise, he argues, all sins are forgiven by Tawba. 
Having explained the traditions, az-Zam-akhshar-I mocked 
the Ash'arites who believed that God would forgive him who 
killed a believer by design, even if he did not repent,. and 
accused them of wanting more than their right; either they 
did not study the Qurlan and the traditions or their hearts 
sealed. Furthermore, az-Zamakhsharl challenged them 
to bring svtýh stronger proof than the verse 14: 93' to 
refute his view. 
Cormnenting on the verse, al-Bayýaw'! states that the 
-verse Is purported to him who did not repent. For the 
repentant, he explains, God will forgive him. He alludes to 
a Qurlanic verse as- a proof 120: 821 "Yet I am all-forgiving 
------------------ 
1, Al-K'aslishaf. 1,. 223. 
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to him yho repents. " A question arises, why such a state- 
ment comes from an Ashlarite who affirmatively maintains 
that the Grave sinner (plihib al-kabira) will not be 
eternally punished? In settling the question, al-Bayý-wl 
explains that the verse is absolutely for him who kills a 
believer by design and considers it licit (mustahillan la- 
ha). According to al-Bayý'awl, this view is strongly 
supported by the occasion of revelation that Maqls b. 
Dababa found his brother, Hisham dead in the place of Ban!! 
an-Najjlr without having any knowledge about the killer, 
t)ien the Prophet (peace be upon him) asked BanU an-NajjRr 
to pay blood-money (diyya) to him. Afterwards, he (Maq1s) 
suspected a Muslim of killing his brother, then killed him, 
and went back to Mecca renegade (murtaddan). According to 
the Islamic point of view, he who considers illicit things 
as licit or-t-4-s-e, is uneligible to be a member of the 
Islamic community. - In other words, he is*an unbeliever. 
Therefore, the verse, shpuld be attributed in accordance 
with al-BayýTiwl Is view as wa. man yaqtul mul minan intýtal 
ammidan mustahillan - (considers it licit) fa-jazalu-IM 
Jahanam.... 
Another interpretation preserýteJ4ý by al-Bayýliwl in his 
refutation with az-Zamakhsharl is that the word. "khRlidan or 
al-khulTid" in the verse means "for a long - stay" (al-makth 
at-taw1l), not forever. Furthermore, al-BayýUwI affirms 
that there are many proofs which indicate that the grave 
-14o- 
1 
sinners will not be eternally punished as we shall discuss 
later. 
111 12: 275' "God has permitted trafficking, and 
forbidden usury. (wa ahalla-11ahu 1-bay'a wa harrama 
ar-riba). Whosoever receives an admonition from his 
Lord and gives over, he shall have his past gains, and 
his affair is committed to God; but whosoever reverts 
(wa manllda) those are the inhabitants of the fire, 
therein dwelling forever. (fa-ullilika ashTibu an-nar 
hum f-I-ha khalidUn). 
As far as this verse is concerned, az-Zamakhshar-x 
emphatically affirms that "grave" sinners will remain 
forever in fire. However, he clings to the words. "fa- 
ulUlika ashabu an-nar hum f-I-h7a kli7alid-un" and declares 00 
it as a clear proof to support his view. ' Moreover, he 
- interprets the wordýs "wa man'Tidall as a reference to "usury" 
(ar-riba). Therefore, whoin-soever reverts to "praqtising 
usury" he will be e'ternally punished, whether lie considers 
it licit (istihllil). or nott since "committing usury" itself 
is* a grave sin. 
2 
Vh-inl-e- AI-BayýZiwl strongly opposes az-Zamakhshar-3.1 s 
------------------ j 
Anwar, 11, p. 109; cf., vol. I, p. 166 regarding the 
word al-IchulUd; TaivUlil, p. 98. 
Al-KaslishUf,. 1,129. 
view and maintains that only the "grave" sinner. who 
considers "usury" as licit will 'remain in fire forever. 
Al-Bayraw-I interprets the words "whomsoever reverts" as a 
reference to him vrho considerý; "usury" as licit. Therefore, 
he*who commits "usury" alone, will not remain forever in 
fire as long as he is a believer. 
After refuting az-Zamakhshar-I about the fate of the 
"gravel' sinner, al-Bayýliwl proceeds to provide'his proofs 
which indicate that the "grave" sinner will not be 
eternally puniAhed as follows: - 
1 '99: 7' "Whoso has done an atom's weight of good 
shall see it (fa-man yalinal niithq7lla dharratin 
khayran yara-hU). 
AI-Bayý'awl explains that he who has *done an atom' s 
weight of good, should. not see it except after his 
punishment (balda 6iqTibi-h! ) . This statement, however, 
implies that-even-dn atom's weight of good done by a "gravel' 
sinner, will be rewarded, but this reward will take place 
after his being punished in the fire. 
2 
Whiý A-z-ZamakhsharI 
maintains that it is only "true believers" (susadal) who 
------------------ 
1. Anwar, 1,268. 
2. TawUlil, p. 99; Ilipblih, fol. 233b. 
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can sep "it", not the "grave" sinners. Az-Zainakhsharl 
at-t-r-l-bu-tes the verse as fa-man ya6mal mithq'ala dharratin 
khayran min farlqi as-suladlilp 
I therefore, the "grave" 
sinner, in accordance with az-Zamakhshar-1, will be 
; ternally punished. 
'3: 481 "God forgives not that aught should be 
with Him associated; less than that He forgives to 
whomsoever He will, whoso associates with God anything, 
has indeed forged a mighty sin. ,2 
-13: 
251 "But how will it'be, when we gather them 
for a day whereon is no doubt,. and every soul shall 
be paid in full what th. ey have'earned, and they 
shall not be wronged?. " 
Al-Baydaw-: L maintains that the fulfiUment of the 
believer's faith and his work will not take place in the 
fire or before entry into it, therefore, it should come 
after salvation. 
3 
IV t49: 9, "If tyo parties of the believers fight, 
I. Kashshaf, 11,556. 




put things right between them. '' 
He maintains that the grave sinner Is still a believer. 
It is pn these grounds 
ýhat 
MuqRtil Ibn-Sulayman and 
Miýrji'ites hold that they will not be punished. 
V The Prophet said that he-who uttered there was no 
2 
god but God, would enter Paradise. " 
V1 Consensus (ijmal) that God was fprgiving-em2. 
In order to show His forgiveness, He omits the 
3 
punishment from the grave sinners. 
The concept of imlin 
Az-Zamakhsliarl defines lin-an 
4 
as follows: - 
The true Imlin"coTisists in a manbeing convinced of 
the truth, then expressing his inner conviction by the 
tongue, and then confinning it by his deed. Therefore, a 
I. Ibid, V, 88,1,127; rrawRli6 , p. 98. 
2. Tawillil, p. 990 
3. Misbah, fol. -233b. 
4. For the 1-fultazilite 'views regarding lHinn cf. MaqUiat, 
Is' 303-5; Iqd-, -un, p. 474; 'Wa'tt,. "The conception of 
IniTLn" in Der Islam 43 (1960), po 1; 'cf., Watt, 
Formative Period, PP- 134-36. 
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man who lacks the inner conviction is a hypocritel. however 
much he may confess verbally and'do good works. He who 
lacks the verbal confession is an unbeliever, while he 
lacks "doing" is a fas3. q,, 
I 
Az-Zainakhsharl, however, maintains that lm'Em which is 
accompanied by good work alone will deserve "divine guidance". 
He bases his view on many Qurllinic verses' such as 
2 11.0: 9i 
"Surely those who-be-li. eve, and do deeds of righteousness, 
their Lord will guide them for their belief (bi-ImRni-him) 
beneath them rivers flowing in gardens of bliss. " 
As far as this verse is concerned, az-Zamakhshar-I 
concentrates on the words "for theirbelief" (bi-imani-him) 
J. n-which i-t-should be understood as referring to-good deeds 
since it is mentioned clearly after the words "Im'an and 
good work". 
In fact, the definition of good work (6amal s'alih 
given by az-Zama1hsharM is controversial to the Ash'arites 
in which he defines it as "what. is fairly right, as given 
1. Al-KashshRf, 1,18 (2: 3) 
2. lbid, 1,417,1,267P verse (5: 65); c'f., 11,410 
(51: 5)"in which he considers good-work and TmTin as 
inseparable from one another. cf., : 11,413 (52: 21). 
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evidenc. e by reason, the Qur'Un and Tradition. "' A. 1-13ayý7-Wrlx 
gives a different definition by saying that "good work" is,, 
2 
what the law has approved and considered it to be good. 
At any rate, al-Bayrawl stressb, s the good work on sharýll a 
wh3' le az-Zarnakhshar-'! on reason first, then the Qur'Tin and 
Tradition. 
. 
Az-Zaniakhshaxqts stress on good work. inevitably leads 
to saying that the right to enter Paradise is hot as the 
result of tafaddul (grace) any more, since. it totally 0a 
depends on merit (i. e. good work). 
In fact, al-Ashlar-1 as -an eponyM of Ashlarites, has 
two definitions of ImUn: 
In his Lumal, he defines ImUn as an assent'(tasdlq). 
Al-Ashlarl maintains no "saying" nor "doing" as iajart of 
ImEn. 3 Wh-i-l-e In his Iblina, he defines im'an in the flanball 
4 
tradition as "word" (qawl) and work. Perhaps, his former- 
definition was to refute the Multazilites who maintained 
that confession and work are included in lmTin, while with 
the latter, he tried to please the Hanbalites. 
------------------ 
Ibido 19 43 (2: 25) 
2. An-War, 1,118 (2: 25) 
3- Lumal, P- 75- 
4. lb,: ina, p. 11. 
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However, later Ash'arites attribute to him the 
definition of ! mUn in different ýqays. AI-Bajý7awl states A& % 
that Abu-Hasan al-Ashlarl says, "Im'an is an assent to God, 
and to His rusul (messengers), with regard to their reports; 
Ot 
but'this tapd7iq (assent) is sound unless accompanied by 
JA -- 
"knowledge of God". Wh-i-le Ash-ShahrastMn! defines lm'an 
in accordance with the Ashlarite view in his "Milall' that 
Inian is an assent to God while saying and doing are only 
2 its branches. 
Al-Bayý'awlls definition of ! m7in is that "Imlin is an 
assent to what is known to have come from Muhammad (peace 0 
be upon him) such as the unity of God, the prophethood, the 
resurrection, and the reward. In-order to attain the 
perfection of lm'an, al-Bayý7iwl concludes that Tm7an should 
consist of inner conviction, confession and . work. 
3 Yet 
-UsTU, p. 248. cf., Farq, p. 343, in which he points 
out that the central controversy refers to the question 
whether Igrar and the acts. of obedience should be called 
! m7in 
2. Milal, P. 73. Pf-, IqdRmv p. 472. Ash-Shahrast7in! 
sometimes defines lmýin as "knowledge of God, pre- 
existence and the attributes of the Creator and 
sometimes, he defines it as mental speech ( qaivl bi-nafs) 
which contains the knowledge of God. 
Anw7ir, 1,55.; Misbilh, fol. 234b. 
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"work" for al-Bayraw'! is not part of ! m7in. In strengthen- 
ing his. view, he alludes to several Qur'Unic -verses which 
indicate that ! m7in ib only tasdlq as follows: 
The inscription of lm'an -19ý' the- heart: 
a. '58: 221 "Those - He has written faith 
upon their hearts*" 
116: 1061 "Whoso disbelieves in Ggd, after he 
has believed - excepting him who 
has been compelled, and his heart 
is still at rest in his belief. " 
ce 15: 41t "0 messenger, let them not grieve 
thee that vie with one another in 
unbelief, such men as say with their 
mouths 'We believe but their hearts 
believe not. ' 
149: 14, "The Bedouýns say, 'We believe'. 
Say: 'You do not believe'; rathor -pý, 
say, "We surrender. (aslama ). 
I 
The meaning of 6slama is discussed by M. M. Bravmann 
under the title "On the spiritual backdround Of early 
Islam and the History of its principal conceptls" in 
Meseon 64 (1951) PP 8-27; cf., The spiritual background 
of earlX Isl by the same auth Or, PP. 7-26; 
Watt, Formative Period, PP. 130-1. 
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The accompaniment of "good work" with 
Imlin in 
many places such as 12: 251 "Give thou good tidings 
to those who believe and do good work. " 
The link of the faith (! m'an) with the s/ins in 
the sarne verse such as: 
a. 12: 178' 110 believers, prescribed for you is 
retaliation, touching)the slain... " 
b. 16: 821 "Those who believe, and have not 
confounded their belief with evil 
doing... 
IV A prophetic tradition saying that Iiii7in consists 
of seventy odd parts, the most excellent of which 
is the testimony that there is no god but God and 
the lowliest is the removal of harm (irnlitaý al-adh-a) 
from the road. its According to al-BayýRwl, this 
tradition means "branches of Iman"(not part OP it); 
because the removal of harm is unanimously agreed 
by Muslim Ulam'al to be not a part of Iman. 
2 
All these verses, he says, even'thouah, they are 
slightly different indicate that lm7ln is only an assent 
(tasdlq). 
------------------ 
1. AmvUr, 1,55; Misblih, fol. 234b. 
2. Tawillil, p. 102; Misbdh, fol. 234b. 
r 
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AI-BayýTiw'lls emphasis on the essentiality of. tasdlq 
is similar to al-AshlarMts defini . tion of ! mRn in his N 
"Lumal". This, however, raises a question. Is tapd3. q 
ý-C'- CýV-S-OvUl- 
alone sufficient q 
to be called 6 mulmin or should it be 
ace I ompanied by confession (iqr-ar)? 
----Al-BaydRx, r! 
Is solution to this' question is that 
"confession" is inevitable for him who is capable of 
professing himself publicly. The very basis of his view 
is due to God's condemnation of the obstinate (al-mulanid) 
I 
being more than the negligentignorant (al-jilhil al-muqassir). 
Even though al-BayýRwl maintaiýis that "work" is not 
part of Iman, only as a token (dal1l), 
2 
he admittedly 
states that it, sometimes, includes "work", because "work" 
comes to confirm iman. 
3 In another word, work for al- 
DayýTiwl is a perfection of Imlln. It is on-these grounds that 
Im7in varies in degrees, increases and decreases. 
.S- 
Since al-BayýMwl believes. that work is In le, 
as part of Infan, it is not surprising that Imar; for him, 
can increase and decrease. 
I. Ibid, 1,55 
ý(2: 
2) 
'Fawillil, p. 99. 






There is no disagreement 
I between al-Bayýllwl and 
az-Zamalchsharl regarding the ipcrease or the decrease of 
YmRn, sin ce al-BaydUwT maintains that the avoidance of 
work Is almost inevitable. 
The real centre of controversy ý)etween him and 
az-Zamakhshar'! as far as the conception of ! mRn is 
concerned refers to the question, who is 
)a mulmin? 
Certainly al-Baydawl's concentration on tasd'lq is to 
include the grave sinners in the community, therefore, it 
is an attempt to reject az-Zamakhsharl'-s view of the 
Multazilite influence. 
1 




The conpopt of lhb'lt and Takflr, 
The general mebming of the Mu6tazilite's concept of 
ihb'dt and takf"Ir concerning "obedience"' (tAla) and 0V0 
7disobodience" (ma6ýia) is given by gAbd-al-Jabbar al- 
Multazili (d. 1024) in his book "-UsUl al-Khmsa". He 
states that a mukallaf has two alternatives; either he 
deserves to be rewarded$ or else punished. In both cases, 
he explains, if the "act of obediance" is greater in quality 
than the "act of disobedience" or the contrary is the case, 
the smaller will be removed by the greater. 
2 
Az-Zamakhsharl, in conformity with the Multazilite 
I 
view, declares that takf"Iris the removal of a punishment 
from him who deserves to be punished either by means of 
increasing his reward or due to his repentance. 
As to tho dGfinitoion of ihb-at, az-Zamakhshari states 
------------------ 
1. According to al-Baghdildl, ýWa means that a man acts 
in conformity with what somebody else has commanded 
him to do. Anyone who does so is "obedient" (muýll), 
while malsil means that a man acts against what he 
has been commanded to do, and does what he has been 
prohibited to do. " UID19 pp. 251-252; cf. Izutsu, 
The Concept of. Belief, -P. 36. 
2. UsTU al-Khamsa', p. 624. 
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that, "It is the removal of the reward (which is opposite 
to takflr) by means of increasing his punishment, or due 'to 
his regret for his "act of obedience 
It is obvious for az-Zamakhsharl that the concept of 
ihbat and takf'lr plays a major role in deciding the fate of 
grave sinners. However, az-Zamakhshar'lls view can be seen 
through his interpretations. of certain Qur'Unie've-rses: ---------- 
12: 251 "Give thou good tidings to those who 
believe and do deeds of righteousness, that for 
them await garderLc.. n (anna la-hum janniltin ) 
In his interpretation o. f the* verse, az-Zamakhsharl 
maintains that the mukallaf will deservo his reward by his 
"faith" and "good" worký Moreoverv he-states that there 
are two things which can fail man's reward: "unbelief" 
-F, VUL-, 
(kufr) and "grave"., sin, s (kabira). On-the-a-ther-hand, he 
should not regret what he has done for the act of obedience 
and his unperformed act ofdLsobedience. Concerýing ihsRn 
(the act of righteousness), az-Zamakhahar'l'conceives that 
he who performs "it", will definitely deserve a reward and 
praise (thanIP) so long as he avoids what will damage his 
ilis'an. In order to strengthen his view, az-Zamakhsharl 
1. Al-Kashsliaf , 1,2o4 
(4: 31) 
Al-Kasholilf , 1, 
Ic 
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proceeds to refer to another Qur'Rnic verse 139: 65 1 
thou associatest other gods with God (la-in ashrakta 
thy work shall surely fail (la-yahbatanna lamalU-ka.. 
Az-ZwnakhsharT asserts that, if this verse was 
ýntended for the Prophet, who is the noblest of creature_s_---. 




-fully --aw-ar2e)"ihat the 
Prophet would never associate other gods with-God and his 
work would never fail. But, he states that the verse is a 
hypothetical one though it is impossible for the Prophet. 
Moreoverl az-Zaniakhshari states tlýat such "impossibility" 
can be presumed for certain purposes. Furthermore, he 
intorprots the w"ords (wa Ic-L-tak-unanna mina 1-kh7asir-in) 
(thou wilt be aniong the losers) as a reference to the 
failure of their work (liub7tp al-lamal), 
1I 1449: 2t 110 believer, raise not your voices above ýý/the 
Prophet's'V*oicev and be not loud in yo . ur speech 
to him, as you are loud one to another, lest your 
works fail (an tahbata a6mTilu-kum)j while you are 
not aware (wa. antum 111 tashlurUn). 
In his explanation of the verse, az-Zamakhshar*l 
Ibid, 11,305, regarding az-Zainalthsharl's remark 
following the verse (39: 65). 
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clearly states that the verse concentrates mainly on two 
things: the act of committing grave sins will fail the 
work, and some of the sins which are not being realised, 
also wili fail the work. Therefore, believers should be 
very careful in their daily life; likewise those who walk 
on a "thorny way " (parIq sh7alik). What az-Zamakhsharl 
really means is that if a believer cominits a grave sin, it 
will-fail his "good work", therefore, he shall be eternally 
punished even if he did not repent. 
1 
111 147.: 331 "0 believers, obey Godq and obey the 
Messenger, and do not make your own works vain 
(wa IR tubtilU alm'ala-kum). 0 
As far as this verse is concerned, az-Zamakhsharl 
lays stress on the words wa 11 tubtilU a'm'ala-kum. He 
says that the verse . ýhouild be interpreted as "Do not fail 
your works by committing "grave sins" (11 tuhbitU at- 
ýRlfit bi-l-kaba'ir). In order to support his -view, az- 
Zamakhshar! proceeds to refer to some sayings of the 
Companions of the Prophet as follows: 
Abu-l-'Xliya is reported to have said that the 
Companions of the Prophet maintain that sin does not 
1, lbidt 11,391. 
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dp any injury where there is "faith"g just as acts 
of obedience are of no use where there is shirk 
until the verse was revealed "wa 11 tubtilU a4m'ala- 
kum". Then the Companions of the Prophet became 
afraid of "grave sins" that would fail their works. 
II QatIda is reported to have said that God will 
bless His servant as long as his-bad work does not 
fail his good work, etc. 
Al-Bayrawl refutes az-Zamalchsharl regarding the 
concept of iýbap 12: 251 by saying that grave sins will not 
fail a believerts work. Therefore, -he is not eternally 
punished. AI-Bayý'awll has-str. ong grounds for believing 
that since "faith" (Iman) in accordance with him, does not 
include "work" it is only an assent (tapdlq). Al-BayýAwli 
also maintains that God is not bou nd_to reward tho'believer 
even-- if he does "goo4" work since "reward". (thaw-ab) is a 
more "grace" of God (fadl Al-lAh). But he believes that God 
will grant'His reward on the basis of His promise. As far 
as the concept of ihbat is concerned, al-Dayý'&wl declares 
that it only happens to a man in his state of unbelief. 
In strengthening his views he refers to the verse 12: 217' 
"And whomever of you turns from his religion, and dies 
I* lbi(Iq Ilt 381. 
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disbelieving (fa-yamut wa huwa kafirun) their works have 
failed (fa-ulRI ika habitat a6mUlu-hum). 0 40 
Al-Bayýllwl says that God has restricted him who dies 
di. sbelieving - his work has failed but not the Grave sinner. 
Furthermore, lie concludes that since God did not mention 
the ihbat in the verse in discussion 12: 25t, it means that 
grave sins will not fail their works. 
Concerning the verse 149: 21 al-Bayrawl clearly states 
that the verse concentrates on those who raised their 
voicesabove the Prophet's voice scornfully, since such an 
act leads to'unbelief. According to al-Bayýliwl, this 
versa, however, 'has nothing to do with other grave sins. 
2 
Commenting on the verse 147: 331 al-BayýUwl strongly 
refutes az-Zamakhsharl by saying that this verse-hpLs 
nothing to do with az-ZamakhsharM's claim, since "unbelief" 
and hypocýricy of co'ýrse failed their works, not the grave 
sins. 
3 
The following are some of. the examples presented by 
AnwRr, 1,118-119,1,108 (2: 21)9 cf-t vol- Vi 32 
(39: 65) in which al-Bayd7iwl declares that this verse 
is definitely for the Prophet only.. 
2. lbidt V, 86. 
3. lbid, Vt 80. 
r- 
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az-Zamakhshar'l in conformity with the Mustazilite. concept 
of takf! Er: 
14: 31, "If ye avoid the grave sins which ye are 
forbidden, (in tajtanibU kabalira ma tunhayna 6an-hu) 
we will remove from you evil deeds (nukaffir 6an-kum 
sayyi'Rti-kum). " 
Az-Zamakhshar'l affirmatively maintains that the 
avoidance of grave sins nullifies divine punishment for 
venial sins. In order to strengthen his view, he interprets 
the words "nukaffir 'an-kum sayYi'. 7! ti-kum" as to mean "we 
will remove from you what makes you deserve to be punished 
among the venial sins by increasing-the reward-as a result 
of your avoidance of grave sins. Howeverg az-Zamakhshar'lls 
remark seems to imply that. it is necessary for 6od to 
forgive a mants venial sins just when he. avoids the grave 
- sins. 
191 '-71 -"And those who believe, and do rilghteous 
deeds, we shall surely remove from them evil deeds. 
'an-hum sayyi'Titi-him). 
As far as this verse is poncorned, -az-ZaniaIchsharT 
------------------ 
Al KashshTif, 1,204; cf., vol. 11, p. 418 (53-03). 
hL 
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states. that the verse is intended either for the believers 
who do good works then commit venial sins, or it is 
intended for the polytheists who become believers and do 
good works. For the former, az-Zamakhsharl maintains that 
their (venial) sins are forgiven by their avoidance of the 
grave sins, while for the latter, he states that God will 
remove their previous sins; unbelief, disobedience, etc. 
1 by increasing their reward. after being Muslims. 
As we already know, the Ashgarites deny the concept 
of takf1r. Al-Bayý'awl, howeverg maintains that it is not 
necessary for God to forgive the venial sins when the 
Grave sins are avoided. In strengthening his viewq he 
interprets the verse 14: 31, 
. 
"nukaffir $an-kum sayyiRti-kum" 
as to mean "naghfir lakum. sagh7alira-kum" (we will forgiv6 
your venial sins). His interpretation, however, implies 
that "forgivenesslt. is up to God. Therefore, there is no 
obligation for God ý. o forgive. Al-Bayý1wl, however, does 
not deny that God will forgive the venial sins when the 
2 
grave sins are avoided, since it is dependent upon God's will. 
Commenting on the verse 129: 7t al-Bayýnwl maintains 
that God will remove evil deeds from a believer when he 
(4 
1. Al-Kashsh7if , lIt 174. 
2, Anwrtr, 11,82;. of - 'VOI,, Vp P- 3.03 (53: 33). 
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performs the acts of obedience. Likewise He will. removet-, viltult 
from an unbeliever, when he becomes Muslim. AI-Bayý'Awjtjg 
interpretation of the versev at this timet howeverg seems 
to support az-Zamakhshar-I's view, but if his previous 
interpr etation of the verse t4: 311 is justified, it is 
certain that God has no obligation to forgive him who 
commits even venial sins. 
After refuting az-Zamakhsharl's arguments, al-Bayý-awl 
refers to quote, "a Qur'Unic verse in order. to support his 
view 1.3: 25/1 "When every soul shall be paid in full what 
it has earned and they shall not b. e wronged. " (wa wuffiyat 
kullu nafsin niý kasabat wa htun la yuzlamran). 
AI-DayýRwl maintains that "obedience" will not be 
failed by "disobedience" and the grave sinner will not be 
punished forever, since the fulfilment (t, awfiyya)'. of his 
"faith" and his "work"-should not take place except after 
2 the punishment. 
I* Ibid, IV, 135. 
Ibidg 119 11, cf., vol. III, p. 202 (17: 36) in which 
he maintains that a mere intention to do the act of 
disobedience (ma'sx3a) is even sinful. 
I* '4 
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The concept of Repentance (Tawba) 
As we already "ow from the Mu6tazilite concept of 
ilibat and takf1r, a mukallaf has two alternatives: either 
his "act of obedience" is greýatwr- in quality than his 
IIzLct of disobedience" or else the contrary is the case. 
For the former, it is not', necessary for him to repent since 
he is not a grave sinner. For the latter, it is'necessary 
for'him to repent in order-to escape from the fire, and 
God is bound to forgive when a repentance is made. 
AZ-Zamakhshar'l, in conformity with the Mu6tazilite 
creed, defines tawba as return fro*m the evil (al-qablh) 
Euid the breach of what is necessary in Islamic law 
(ikhl'al bi-l-w'ajib) with regret (nadam) and the determin- 
ation not to return to it in future (an la yullawida). 
3' 
Repentance, Por az-Zamakhsharl, is the only way to 
escape the grave sinner from the punishment. Az-ZwnakhsharM 
maintains that if he dies dnrepentant, he should remain 
forever in the fire since there is no difference between 
him and the unbeliever. In strengthening hi esis, he 
proceeds to quote a Qurs7inic verse 14: 168 1 
"Surely those who disbelieve and act wrongfully 
(?: alamTi), God would 'not forgive theml neither guide 
them on any road... " 
1. Al-Kaslishlif, 11,340. 
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Az-Zarnakhaharl, however, asserts that the verse is 
mainly intended for the unbeliev6rs and the grave sinnersfk 
since there is no difference between them without tawba. 
Az-Zamakhshar'lls arguments concerning tawba can be 
seen through his interpretation of the followi ng verses: 
139.531 "Say: 0 my people who have been prodigal 
against yourselves, do not despair of God's mercy; 
surely God forgives sins altogether;. surely He is 
the All-forgiving, the All-compassionate. " 
Commenting on the verse, az-Zamakhsharl maintains 
that God is not disposed to grant-foreiveness except to 
those who repent. He emphasises that the condition of. 
"repentance"--is- frequently mentioned in the Qur' . An, even 
though it is not stated in this particular verse, yet it 
-has been a common judgement Qxukm) since it is impossible 
to be contradictory to one another. In strengthening his 
argument, he proceeds to refer to the technicality of 
reciting (q'ira'71t) of Ibn-'Abbds in which he has a slightly 
different interpretation. He reads yaahfiru dh-dhun-uba 
AtELmllan li-inan vashTil by adding the words li-Man yashRI 
(whomsoever He will)-to the original verse, then interprets 
Cý5 
Ibid, It 241. 
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it to mean ". li-man V&balm (those who repent). Az-Z. amakhsharTj 
howevert gives a special reason for his own reservation o? 
tawba in the verse by saying that the "willing of God" 
follows His wisdom, and His justice, not His ownership and 
His sovereignty. 
13: 61 "Thy Lord is forgiving to men, for all 
their evil doing (sal"A zulmi-him), and thy Lord is 
terrible in retribution. " 
Az-Zamakhsharl interprets the words 116al'A ? sulmi-himll 
to mean "z'Rlimln li-anfusi-him". Then he gives three 
alternatives for its interpretation*. - 
a. God would forgive the venial sins if the grave 
were avoided. 
-b. God would forgive the Grave sins after a 
repentance was made. 
MaChfira (mercy) in the verse was to mean 
2 "concealment" (as-satr) or "delay" (imhIll) . 
91. 
1. lbid, 11,302. 
2, lbidp 1,491. 
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Az-.: Zamakhshar'l, however, lays stress on tawba,. 
since it is inevitable. Otherwise*, they are included 
among the Flilimin. 
With regard to the repentants who remember their sins, 
az-Zamakhsharl maintains that they should renew their 
V%-ý -0-5 
repentance since az-Zamakhaharl believes that the re-pentarLts 
should remain in a state of Constant reg-retýuntil their 
death. 
1 
Even though az-Zamakhsharl did not mention the 
re"pentants who returned to their normal states, it is 
understood that it is more necessary for them to renew 
their repentance when they returned-to the sins. It is on 
these grounds that az-Zamaklisharl was probably wnong those who 
maintained that those who repented, and then returned to 
their former state, should repent of their sins from the 
beginning. 2 
According to az-Zamakhsharig a true repentant is one 
.I- 
who has to fulfil three conditions: 
To give up all the acts of disobedience. 
b. To regret his sins constantly. 
C, To do good work. 
3 
lbid, 11,91 (24: 31) 
2. Maqýillits Iv 307. 
3. Al-Kashah7if, 11,116 (25: 71)- 
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ALI-BaYPwIls definition of tawba is as follows: - 
Confession of the sins (al-igtirlif), regret for 
them and a firm determination not to return to them again. 
AI-BayýTiwlls definition of "repentance" is "to return" 
but when it is described to God's servant, it means "to 
return" from the act of disobedience, and when it is 
described to God, it means ". to return" from punishment to 
2 forgiveness (al-maghfira) 
Al-BayFawl,, however, states that repentance is not 
from 
the only way for the grave sinners-to escape/the fire, 
since it is dependent upon God's iiill whether or not He 
forgives the repentants since. "His'will" follows His 
sovereignty and His omnipotence. Al-BayýTiwl quotes certain 
Qurl"dnic verses as proofs:. 
--,, 
(48. -141 "God, ts is the kingdom of the heavens 
and the earth. He pardons whomsoever He will and 
punishos whomsoever He pleases. God is forgiving 
and merciful. 113 
1. Anwdr, 1,143 (2 "37) 
2. lbid, it 144 (2: 37) 
Ibid, V, 8-3. 
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11 '3: 1291 "His is all that the heavens and the 
6arth contain. He pardons whom. He will and punishes 
whom He pleases. God is. forgiving and merciful. " 
AI-Bayý7iwl refutes az-Zamakhsharl regarding the 
nocessity of tawba in order to escape from punishment. He 
says that the two verses are contradictory to the necessity 
of punishment before a repentance is made as well as 
forgiveness after repentance. 
Commenting on the verse t39: 531, al-Bayý*Awl refutes 
az-ZamakhsharT. by saying that it is not true that for 
forgiveness of sins, tawba is neces . sary. H-owe-ve-rv Al- 
BaydZw'l declares that tawba is only required for shirk. 
Moreover, al-Bayd'awl says thAt to restrict tawba for 
forgiveness is contradictory to the obvious. mearýing of 
the text which gives the universality of its meaning, 
except shirk, 
2 
With regard to the veýse '13: 611 al-BayýMwl -affirm- 
atively maintains that the text is a clear proof to show 
the possibility of forgiveness before repentance, since 
the repentant, he argues, is like one who has no sin. 
3 
lbidl 119 42. 
2. lbidg V? 
. 
30. 
3. lbid, 13: 1,147. 
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Therefore the verse should mean that forgiveness before 
tawba Is permissible for the grave sinners. 
Al-BayýRwM did not mention the repentants who 
returned to their former state. Perhaps he agreed with 
the Ashlarito view that "They should renew their 
repentance from the second commitment, since the first 
commitment had already been forgiven. 
I 
Intercession (Ash-Shafala) 
It has been maintained by the'Multazilites and the 
Ash'arites that the intercession should take place in 
the next world since the idea of intercession occurs in 
the Qur'Un many times. But the question is to whom it 
would be granted and what. its objective would be. 
Wensinck suggep, ýs 
-that 
the orthodoxy's adoption of 
the doctrine of intercession is due to the need for some- 
thing to counter balance predestination and the influence 
2 
of Christian idea, while Professor Watt maintains that, 
"It is to serve the purpose of relieving the despair 
caused by excessive moral earnestness. 
------------------ 
1. For instances- Irsh7ad, p. 230; cf., Tujifat al-Murld, 
pp, 122-3. 
2. Wonsinck, Muslim Creed, p. 180. 
Watt, The Pormative Period, P. 138. 
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In fact, az-Zamakhsharl does not reject the -nature 
of intercession, but what has become a central discussion 
is the Ashlarites' excessive use of the intercession for 
all Muslims including the grave sinners. 
To study his views on the matterp let us examine his 
interprotation of certain Qurslinic verses: - 
12: 481 "And beware of a day when no soul for 
another shall give satisfaction, and-no intercession 
shall be accepted from itp nor any counterpoise be 
taken, neither shall they be, helped. 11 
(wa t-taqU yawman 1R tajzl nafsun 'an nafsin shaylan 
wa ITL yuqbalu min-ha s4afalatun wa 17A yu* khadhu min- 
h7a- 6adlun wa IR-hwn yunparUn). 
AZ-Zamak-hsharat in conformity with the Mu4tazilite 
- creed, maintains that the Intercession shall not be 
accepted for the grave sinners (al-6usat) since God clearly 
states that the soul (an-nafs) fails to give satisfaction 
to mother (soul) (la tajzl nafsun 'an nafsin). This, 
however, implies that. the soul has a limited capacity 
which is sufficient for itself when it does reach the 
standard needed, otherwise it will suffer and hope for no 
intercession. The'refore, it varies in de . gree in accordance 
with its deed. Another statement given by az-Zamakhsharl 
is thatý God denies the acceptance of any intercession for 
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the grave sinners and nor should any counterpoise-be taken 
(wa IR yuqbalu min-ha shafalatun). 
In order to strengthen his view, he tries to explain 
the -grammatical. stru tr of the verse by saying that the 
pronoun "it". in the verse "nor intercession shall. be 
accepted from it" can be referred either to the second 
soul. (a: n-nafs ath-tli7aniya), "nor soul for another (soul)" 
(nafsun 'an nafsin) which is the "disobedient soul" (an- 
riafs al-llisPa) which deserves no intercession, or it * 14 
refers to the "first soul" because if it were interceded 
fory it would be rejected by God. "In both cases, az- 
Zamakhshar'l argues, the intercession is impossible for 
the grave sinners. 
1 
ý-ý'3: 192t "The evildoers shall have no helpers" 
(wa m! a li-z-zalim'lna min ansar). 000 
As far as this verse is concernedv az-Zarnakhshar-oL 
maintains that there will be. no helper (nTisirun) for the 
evildoers, neither by intercession nor by others. 
2 
For 
az-Zamalchsharl, since God Himself has denied any sort of 
help (nupra), intercession is impossible. 
1. Al-Kashshlif, 1,55-6. 
God's denial of 
2. lbidt 11 119. 
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nusra (help),,, "implies., also His denial of intercession since 
the word nusra-is universal. 
111 02: 541 "0 believer, 
_ 
expend of that wherewith 
we have provided yous before there comes a day 
wherein shall be neither trafficq nor friendship, 
I 
nor intercession (wa IR shafala); and the unbelievers 
- they are the evildoors. " 
Az-Zamakhsharl asserts tho impossibility of having 
friend or intercessor to intercede for the grave sinners, 
as the intercession on that day will be only to increase 
the grace By this, he means that the intercession will 
not free the igrave sinners from pun ishment, because there 
will be no intercession for ihem at all on one hand, end 
on the other the intercession on that day will be to 
increase the grace for the believers. 
IV 140: 18, ...... and the evildoers have not one 
loyal friend, no intercession to be heeded. "' 
Theýfi-ypothesis'given by az-Zamakhsharl regarding the 
impossibility of intercession is that the intercessors, in 
accordance with az-Zamakhsharl, are tho frionds of God 
(awliyIP Aillih), and t hey will only love and sanction 
1. Ibid, 1,183.. 
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those whom God loves and sanctions. Indeed, God will not 
love the evildoers, henco they will not help and intercede 
for the grave sinners. Moreover, he says that the purpose 
of intercession is to increase'the grace for the adherents 
of reward (i. e. believers), He. bases his view on a 
Qur'Unic verse 1240*37' God may recompense them for 
their fairest works and give them increase of His bounty.. " 
v 174: 481 "Then the intercession of the intercessors 
shall not profit them. " 
Az-ZamakhsharT maintains the-complbte rejection of 
all sorts of intercession for the gr&ve sinners, whether it 
comes from the angels, the prophets or others, by saying 
that it will be worthless. since the intercession in the 
next world is only for those whom God sanctions, and in 
order to increase the grace* 
2 
VI 178091 "Upon the. day when the spirit and the 
angels stand in ranks they shall speak not, save 
him to whom the All-merciful has given leave, and 
who speaks aright. " 
In dGaling with this verse, az-Zwnakhsharl states 
1. Ibid, 11,312-3. 
2. lbid, II, 5o6. 
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that since the spirit (ar-RT! h-) and the angels who are the 
noblest, tho most respectable and the closest creatures to 
God, should not speak before Him, what will be the position 
of others among the natives of heaven and earthl Of course, 
V, 
az-*Zamakhsharl's remark is to ridicule the Ash'-arites-who 
declared that the intercession is possible for all Muslims 
including the grave sinners. However az-Zamakhsharl 
explaips that there are two conditions for the intercession 
to be accepted as follows: 
a. The speaker (al-mutakallim) should be given a 
sanction to speak. 
b, He should speak the truth. 
The implication of these two conditions Is that the 
intercessors should receive leave from God. ýbeforehandj and 
AhGy should not, intercede for those to whom God does not 
give His sanction. 123-: -27' "They intercede not save for 
I him with whom he is well-pleased.. " 
Before examining al-BaydUwM's view regarding the 
------------------ 
1. Ibidt 111 520; cf. vol. III p. 300 (3§: 44) in which 
az-Zamakhsharl affirms that the two conditions for 
the intercession are not aligible for the grave 
ainners. 
- --------- C, 
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intercession, it will be better to know theýmain bod of 
orthodoxy's idea of intercession* AbU-HanIfa in his 
Piqh Ak. bar II, art 20, states that the intercession of 
the Prophet Muhammad (peace be-upon him) is a reality for 
all thos-ewho-belong to the inhabitants of Paradise, even 
if they should be guilty of mortal sins. 
I Al-Ash'arl in 
his I'MaqR11it" firmly maintains that God will release a few 
I 
out of Hell, on account of Muhammad's intercession after' 
2 they havo been scorched thero, 
AI-BayýAwl, as an Ashlaritel maintains that V-1ta 
intercesslon is for the grave sinnqrs. This view, 
contradicts az-Zamakhshar-3's2 and becomes the'contral Point 
of disagreement between the two scholars. 
To study al-Bayýawl's refutation ag-a-iallst az-Zamakhsharl, 
wo have to go through the above-mentioned. verses. 
In referring to the verse 12: 481, al-Bayýlwl refutes 
az-Zamakhshar'l by saying that the denial of nusra (help) a 
does not negate the intercession since nupra is rather 
specific. Another argument Given by al-Bayýliwl is that the 
vorse in discussion is specially intended for the unbelievers 
Wensinck, Muslim Creedl P. 130a 
MaqAlat, vol. 1, p. 322; cf,, Macdonald, Muslim 
TheoloMý, p. 296. 
.1 
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as it was shown to refute the belief of the Jews who 
claimed that their ancestors would intercede for them, 
but not the grave sinners among-the MuSlims. 
A somewhat similar argument is alsolpointed out/by 
al-Bayýldwll concerning the verse '3: 192t in which he 
recognises that-the reason for their being in Hell, and 
out off fro Im receiving the help (nusra) is due to their 
wrong deeds (zulmi-him). But he disagrees with az- 
Zamakhsharl's conclusion of denying the intercession for 
the grave sinners. Ile argues that the denial of nusra 
in the verse, howexer, does not imply the negation of the 
intercession since nupra, according to al-BayýUwl, is to 
2 
mean "a forceful prevention" (daflun bi-gahrirl)v therefore, 
it differs from "intercession". 
As far as the verse 12: 2541 is concerned, al-Bayý'awll, 
_howa-wex, 
maintains that the intercession for the grave 
sinners is not impossible by the sanction of God since the 
intercession is to free the grave sinners from the punish- 
3 
ment, and not to increase the grace of the believers. 
1. Anwar, 1,152. 
lbid, 119 520. - 
Ibid, 1,257. 
--- -- .-- -- --ýf, 
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A, 1-Bayý'awlls commentary on the verse 140:. 481.1 as 
2 
well as the verse '74: 481 is that they were specially 
revealed for the unbelievers, and nothing to do with the 
(; rave sinners whatsoever. 
With reference to the verse '78: 39', al-Bayý7jwT- 
holds that this verse is to confirm the verse which 
preceded it, 178: 371 "Lord. of the heavens and earth, and 
all that between them is, the All-merciful of whom they 
have no power to speak. " Nevertheless, it-does not imply 
the rejection of the intercession for those to whom God 
gives His sanction. 
3 
To refute az-Zamakhsharl's views about the intercession 
in generaly al-Bayrawl states that the intercession is not 
for all people nor for all time. Moreover, he s ays that 
if the interc ession is general as considered by az" 
-Zamakhsharl, he believes that "it" is restricted by virtue 
4 
of certain Qur'Mnic verses.. 
In strengthening his views, al-BayýZlwl quotes certain 
Qur'Unic. verses and prophetic traditions as follows: 
1. Ibidl V, 37. 
2. lbid, V, 161. 
3. lbid, V, 171. 
4. Tawalil, p. 101; cf., I-latalil al-Anzdr, p. 460. 
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God ordered the Prophet to implore His pardon 
on behalf of his community (umma) for their sins. 
147: 19' "Ask-forgiv enes-s for thy sint and for the 
believers, men and women. " 
The grave sinner is a believer, 
I 
hence the 
Prophet implored God for pardon for the sins in 
order to show obedience, and al-Baypw! concludes. 
that God will accept his seeking pardon. in order 
to fulfil His good pleasure.. '93: 5' "Thy Lord 
shall give thee, and thou shalt be satisfied. " 
ThiB Prophet is reported to have said that his 
intercession shall be on behalf of those. of my 
community who have conunitted grave sins. 
2 
IV The "honourable station" (al-maqW al-Ma>Ud) 
±s the . station of intercession (maq% ash-ShafR'a) 
'17: 79' "It'ýay-be that thy Lord will raise thee 
up to an honourable station. " The Prophet is also 
reported to have said that the "honourable station" 
was the station, at which he would intercede for 
his community. 
3 
Moreover, al-Bayý'Awll maintains 
I, Tawlil 14 f P. 98 
2. lbid, p. 101. 
. 
3. Anwlir, 111,209. 
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tjiat the intercession is among the duties of the 
I Prophet to intercede for the grave sinners. 
Conclusion. In az-Zamakhsharl's view, intercession 
will be Granted only to the believers whom God sanctions. 
It is understandable'that-any intercession for the grave 
sinners will be rejected as they are in the intermediate 
po - sition, and the purpose of the intercessiont for him, is 
only to increase the grace among the believers. Al-Bayrawliq 
however, maintains the intercession is for the believers 
including the grave sinners, because the grave sinners, 
according to'him, are believers also, therefore the 
intercession should be accepted for the grave sinners to 
free them from punishment. 
An-interesting remark given by al-Baydliwl is that 
"intercession" is wr. ong the duties of the Prophet. Howevert 
this implies a greai hope for the idea of intercession. 
I* lbid, 11,97 (4: 64). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE CONCEPT OF JUSTICE OF GOD 
Free will (jiuriy-yat al-IrZada) 
The principlo of justice (al-ladl) is one of the five 
Multazilite principles which stands primarily with the 
doctrine of free will. Their self-entitlement "People of 
Justice and Unity" (Ahl at-TawhTd wa l-6Adl) is closely 
connected with this principle. 
Az-Zamakhshar'l follows this principle and praises 
the Mulltazilites for their strong defence of "Justice and- 
unity" by-means of introducing very clear proofs and 
rational evidence. 
I 
Al-Kashshafq 119 139 (3: 18). "Allah (Himself). is 
witness that there is no God save Him. And the angols 
and the men of lbarning (Ulra 1-4ilm) (too are witness) 
main His creation in justice. There is no God. save 
Him, the Almighty,. the Wise. " Az-Zamakhsharl, 
however, interprets "GIrl 1-1ilm" as the people of 
justice and unity. For his praise for them cf. 
vol, 1,121 (2: 225), vol. 1,271 (5: 77), vol. It 326 
(7: 28) in which he also defines "Justice" as what is 
uprightly good (mustaq-imun hasanun commonly held by 
reasonable persons. cf. voi. -I, 556-7 (17: 75), vol. 11, 
24o (4: 165), vol. 11,568, for his invoc ation (du$'Al) 
for the part of the Surah 112. 
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In accordance with his belief in the freedom of 
human willq az-Zamakhsharl sought to explain away the 
verses ofthe Qur'Tin which str6sseak God's omnipotence UL 
and make man a self-sufficient being. 
It will suffice to examine az-Zamakhshar'lls view by 
giving some passages which are regarded as ad-verse to the 
principle of human will as follows: 
16: 126-7' "And whomsoever it is Allah's will to 
guide, Ile expandeth his bosom unto the surrender 
(yashralL ý; adra-haa li-I-Islim), and whomsoever it is 
His will to send astray (wa man yurid'an yudilla-h7u), 0 
He maketh his bosom close and narrow (yajlal sadra-hU 
Oayyiqan harajan) as if he were engaged in sheer 
ascent. Thus Allah layeth ignominy upon those VAb 
believe not. This is the path of thy Lord, -a straight 
path. 11 
I- 
The meaning of the text plainly describes the 
almightiness and the omnipotence of God while men are 
completely subordinate to this over-ruling power of God. 
Whetherthey are to become believers or not, that is not 
their question since it is God alone who. determined their 
inner feelings. This text, of course# contradicts the 
majority of the Multazilite view which maintains that 
faith-(ImLan) is a man's acquisition, and not a divine gift. 
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Az-ZamalchsharTt however, tries to explain away the obvious 
meaning of the text by saying th&t whosoever God wills to 
grace, He expands his bosom to Islam by granting to him 
His grace (al-lulf) which will: make him love Islam and 
feel at ease to it in order that he accopt it (Islam). 
Contrary to whom God abandons (yukhdhilu-ha), He discontinues 
His grace by making his heart hard to accopt it, then goes 
away. from the reality in order that he will not become aE 
believer. Az-Zamakhshar-I goes on to explain the words 
"This is the path of thy Lord" by saying that this is the 
path of God which always follows the wisdom and custom for 
succour (tawflq) and abandonment (. khidhlUn), 
3' 
For az-Zamakhsharl "guidance" 
2. (hud'a) or-"leading 
astray"3 (dalal). should not be really attributed to Godp 
1. Ibidq It 311. 
2. Az-Zamakhsliarl.. states that God's guidance must be 
taken to. mean Godts succour and His grace. cf., 
vol, 1,500 (14: 4), 119 292 (39: 3). cf., the' 
Qur'Rnic verse (2: 2), vol. 1,16. However. -az- 
Zamakhsharl maintains that the Qur'lin is to be said 
as a "guidance" (hudan) only for those who are on the 
point of accepting the guidance, and not those whose 
hearts have already stamped "unbelief" (al-kufr). 
3. Similarly the word "leading astray" means 11takhliya" 
and prevention of the grace. cf., vol- It 500, 
It 526 (16: 37). 
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since it implies the invalidity of human freedom. In order 
to maintain his viewl he replaces-the words "guidance" and 
"leading astray" witft "grace" and "abandonment" respectively. 
As far as the verse is concerned, az-Zamakhsharl sdems to 
have difficulty in defending his Multazilite view since the 
text is self-sufficient to stand against the view of human 
freedom. Anyhow, his. self-styled interpretation could come 
a little bit closer to his view of human responsibility.. 
IT 15: 41, "He whom Allah wills to expose to trial, 
(wa man yuridl-llAhu fitnata-ha) thou (by thine efforts), 
wilt avail him naught against Allah. Those are they 
for whom the will of Allah is that He cleanse not 
their hearts (lam yuridi-11ahu anyuýahhira quIUba-hum) 
theirs in the world will be ignominy, and in the 
hereafter an awful doom. " 
This verse is concerned with the sins (al-malarl 
which though committed by man, are due to the will of God 
(iradat All'dh) and His predetermination. Therefor*eg a man 
has no alternative to do what he really wants to, since God 
already pre-ordained his destiny. In strengthening his 
Muitazilite view, az-Zamakhsharl maintains that God does not 
will anyone to be a sinner in contrast, He wills 
him to be obedient (al-mut-il) and have a cloar heart, 
According to az-Zamakhsharl, the sin "Committed" is a result 
of his-own deedv therefore, he is hold responsible for it. 
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Moreover, az-Zarnakhsharl states that his comi-nitment of the 
sin occurred by means of God's exposing him to the trial 
(fitna) and his abandonment (khidhlMn) of him and not by 
directly making him do it. He-whom God does not will to, 
cl eanse his heart, He will not grant His grace since He 
already knows that His grace for him would be in vain, 
because he would not make use of it. 
1 
III '3: 8t Lordl Cause not our hearts to stray 
after Thou hast guided us, and bestow upon us mercy 
from Thy presence. Lol Thou, only Thou art the 
Bestoifer. " (Rabba-na 1'ä tuzigh qulnba-na bagda 
idh hadayta-na wa hab la-nh min ladun-ka rahmatan 
Implicit in-this text is that it is God who leads 
astray a man or guides him while a man just follows the 
will of God. Az-Zamakhsharl's interpretation of this 
Qur'Mnic verse "Our. jordl Cause not our hearts" is that 
Our Lordl do not withhold your grace from us since you 
have already granted it to us.. It is obvious that az- 
Zainaklishar-i's explanation is merely to correlate it with 
his view of human will. The idea pf attributing "evil 
1. lbid, It 258. 
ý 
cf., vol. 1,317 (6: 148) in which he 
states that whoever says that the evil of unbelief 
and. malliý3- are the result of God's will is a liar 
against God, His books and His prophots. 
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things" to God can, however, be avoided since He is not 
the directly responsible agent (i. e. for unbelief). 
' 
IV 12: 2721 "The guiding-of them is not thy duty 
(0 Muhammad), but Allah guideth whom lie will. " 
(laysa. 6alay-ka hud'a-hum wa lakinna-11aha yahdl 
man yashRO). 
This verse describes the function of tho. Prophet as 
limited to conveying the message to people, The Prophet, 
however, could never have the power to guide them by means 
of making them believers since Go4 is the only sole agent 
who can guide whom He likes to the truth. 
Az-Zamakhsharlp in consistence with his view, states 
that God will guide whomsoever He already knows-that His 
grace would be'frqitful for them (by granting to'them His 
grace). For az-zamakhshar-1, the "granting of the grace" 
II- 
is a matter of completion of their good deed. Moreover, 
"hudR" is not the creation of God, but is for the men 
themselves who have to acquire it. 
2 
v 118: 17' "He whom Allah guidethv he indeed is 
led arightl and he whom He sendeth astray, for him 
1. Ibidt It 137 
2, Ibid, 11 127; cf., vol. 1,500 (14: 4). 
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thou wilt not find a guiding friend. " 
(man yahdi 11'ahu fa-huwa 1-muhtadi wa man yudlij 
fa-lan tajida la-huu waliyyan murshidan). 
Az-Zamakhsharl maintains that this. ver se is concerned 
with the "people of the cave" who arebeing praised by God 
for their hard struggle and full submission to Him. As a 
result, God granted His grace to them and led them aright. 
Furthermore, az-Zamakhshar'l emphasises that whoever chooses 
the way adopted by "al-muhtadln" will attain the salvation 
(al-fal'aji). On the contrary, whosoever is opposed to 
"khidhlRnII, will not find a guiding friend who will lead 
him (after God's abandonment). According to az-Zamakhsharl, 
a man cannot have a guiding friend when he is abandoned by 
God, but it is not God who 1 eads him astray. Therefore, 
the factor leading to going aright or astray is-the attitude 
chosen by man himself; and the involvement of God's will 
cannot be described as arbitrary. God's pre-knowledge, 
.I- 
however, does not affect his being led astray since he goes 
astray by his own choi ce and is provoked by Satan 
2 
VI 116: 93' "Had Allah willed Ile could have made 
you (all) one nation, but He sendeth whom He will 
astray and guideth whom He willt and ye will indeed 
1. lbidp 1, 565. 
2. lbidt 1, 326 '( 7 : 30). 
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be asked of what ye used to do. " 
(wa law shal AllUhu la-jal. ala-kurn ummatan 
wlhidatan wa: llikin yudillu man yashal wa 
yahdi man yash7al ... 
Az-Zamakhsharl's interpretation of the verse is that 
had God willed, He could have. made you (all) one nation by 
force (qasra-n), but God had not. willed to force them to 
believe even if He could do so since He gave them "free 
choice" . Moreover, he declares that God will grant His 
grace to those whom He already knows will choose the faith 
(ImMn). On the contrary, He will abandon (yakhdhula) those 
whom He alrdady knows will choose the "unbelief" (al-kufr). 
For az-ZamakhsharT-,, the faith or unbelief is a matter of 
man's choice and not alread*y predestined. 
The last words "Ye will indeed be asked of what ye 
uced to do" is a strong proof for az-Zamakhshari in 
defence of human responsibility. Ho points out that if 
God had forced people to believe or disbelieve, what is 
the point of asking their deed when they had been forced 
tol 
Az-Zwnakhshar'lls rational a rgumentv-h-owever, has 
led to the conce-pt that God is bound to do what is best 
for man. Therefore, it would have been unwise for God to 
-JL85 - 
punish anyone whom He had force d to disbelieve. 
Al-BayýRwl on this problem represents the view 
attributed to Ahlcs-Sunna. According to ash-Shahrastanl, 
the people of the Sunna maintain that the justice of God 
lies in His dealing as possessor and Lord, and in making 
decisions according to His will as He pleases. Justice, 
in fact, consists in giving things their place, and this 
implies acting as Lord according to His pwn will and 
knowledge. The opposite is injustice and it is inconceivable 
that He should be wrong in His decisions and unjust in His 
dealings. 2 Al -Ash6ari himself says .... Allah, therefore, 
is master of His creation. He does what He wishes and 
decides what He desires, and if. He were to send all created 
beings to Paradise there would be no injusti ce done, or if 
He sent them all to Hell there would be no tyranny. Wrong- 
-hings one does not doing (zulm) consists of disposing of 4. 
ourn or misplacing them. But since He is the absolute 
owner, no wrong-doing can be imagined of Himq nor can 
3 injustice be ascribed to Him* 
As far as the verse 16: 126-7' is concerned, al-BayýAwl 
lbidt It 536.1,433 (10: 100), 1,459 (ll.. ll8-9)9 
11,411-412 (51: 56). 
2. Milall, p. 28. 
3. lbids P. 73 f. 
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affirmatively-holds that he whom. God wills, lie guides him 
to the truth (al-haqq), and makes him acce t it. For p 
al-Bayýldwl the words "yashrah sadra-hU li-l-IslUm" have 
metaphorical meaning since. they refer, in fact, to God's 
making the soul accept the truth. In explaining the real 
meaning of the verse, al-Bayý'&wM alludes to a prophetic 
tradition saying that, "It is a light which God has thrown 
into the heart of the believer through which he becomes a 
believer. " On the contrary, al-Bayýliwlx continuesq whomso- 
ever it is God's will to lead astray Ho sways away from 
accepting the truth and then he will not accept it. 
However, al-BayýAwl maintains that belief or unbelief is 
already predestined by God. Therefore, ther. e is no room 
for human freedom in choosing the right or the wrong. 
Al-Bayýlwlls bitter attack on az-Zamakhsharl's view 
of human freedom is obvious in this verse 15: 41, maintaining 
- that he whom God dooms to "strayl'ý (ýalMl) or "disgrace" 
(faý"Iýatu-ha), will be unable (lU yastaý! ') to refuse* it 
s ince it comes from God. Al-Bayý'awl, however, has a firm 
roason for refuting az-Zwnakhsharl saying that "ZilUlika- 
Iladh*l)alwn yuridi 117ihri an yutahhira qulUba-hum" is a clear 0 
proof for invalidating az-Zamakhshar'I's view. According 
Anydr, 11,207P 1119 8 (7: 30); cf., V, 26 (39: 18) 
in which al-Bayýliwl states that "guidance" is obtainable 
by the act of God and the readiness of the soul to 
accept it. 
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to al-Bayý'awl if God had willed it he could have been a 
believer-. Al-Bayý'awlls interpretation of removing the 
rationalistic view of az-Zamaklfsharl-. makes the scope of 
understanding the verse more orthodox, dependent merely 
orfýlGodls will, without giving now effort to man to. improve 
his ow-n responsibility. 
I 
As far as verse 1_3: 81 is- concerned, al-Baydliwl 
maintains that it is God who leads man astray so a man 
has always to pray to God. for His "guidance" in order 
that He will not discontinue it (i. o. guidance). It Is 
understandable that without the continuity of His guidance, 
human effort in keeping it,: will be in vain. For al- 
BayýawT guidance is a divine gift, and not acquired. In 
order to strengthen his view, al-Bayraw-i refers to a 
prophetic tradition saying that the heart of the believer 
is between the fingers of the Merciful. 
2 Therefore, it is 
------------------ 
1. Ibidq 111 150; cf. p 11; 207-8 
(6: 126) in which al- 
Bayý7iwll maintains that everything that happens in this 
world is due to God's predestination since the able 
is God alone. cf., IV, 91 (25: 20), al-DayýTiwl states 
that "fitna" (test) to particular people such as the 
prophets etc. is already predestined by God. 
lbidt lIg 
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not surprising that al-Dayý'awM denies the concept. of 
human freedom since he beli'oves that all things are 
already fixed by God while man only follows what. has been 
predetermined. 
Commenting on the Qur"5nic verse t2: 2721 al-Bayýllwl 
says that. "guidance" comes only from God, and He guides or 
leads astray whom He likes. The task of the Prophet is 
restricted to telling people the truth-and cannot make 
them become believers since God alone is the mainstream of 
guidance. 
1 
As far as verse 118: 17' is concerned, al-BayýUwli, 
hou--aNse_r, places emphasis on God's -stýccour (tawflxq). He"who 
is granted the. succour will-become a believer, otherwise, 
he will be led astray. 
2 
With regard to the verse '15: 931 al-Bayý'awl maintains 
that God had not willed all people to be believers, other- 
wise they could have been Muslims. Al-BayýjiwVs inter- 
pretation of the wordsl "And ye -wrill indeed. be asked of 
what ye asked to do" is rather peculiar compared-to 
previous ones, since he underptands that the verse should 
Xbid, 19 266; cf., 111,147 (13: 7), al-Baydii, 171 
states that God did not will to guide them because they 
were 
I 
already predestined to be disbelievers. cf. IV, 
156 (32: 13). 
lbidq 1119 218. 
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be taken as metaphorical expression and as a matter of 
rebuke. While az-Zamak-hshar-i has interpreted the verse 
in discussion literally, it Is obvious that al-Dayý'awlls 
avoidance of such interpretation is primarily to widen 
-the way to the omnipotence of God by narrowing it to 
human freedom. 
Here are some passages from the Qur'linic verses 
used by az-Zamakhshar-I in conformity with his.. view of 
the human free-will and al-BayýUwlls refutation against 
it: 
'25: 17-181 "Upon the day when He shall muster 
them and that they serve, apart from God, and He 
shall say, 'Was it you that led these My servants 
astray, or did they themselves err from the way? ' 
(fa-yaqUlu a antum aýlaltum. gibad-i halullili am hum 
dallU s-sabila? ) They shall say, 9GIory be to Theel 
it did not behove us to take unto ourselves protect- 
ors apart from Thee; (q-alU subliana-ka ma k7ana 
yanbaghT lana an nattakhidha min dUni-ka min awliyRI) 
but Thou gavest them and their fathers enjo3, ment of 
days, until they forgot the remembrance, and were 
a people corrupt., m 
Ibid, lIlf 190. 
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These verses clearly show that the angelat the 
prophets, etc. are not responsible for leading 
people astray (idlfil). It is up to them to decide their 
own destiny. This, howeverp gives a real support to 
az-Zamakhshar'l in which he maintains that if the attribu- 
tion of leading astray is strongly denied by the angels, 
the prophets and what they serve apart from'God (wa m"A 
yalbudan) in their own words, "Glory be to Theel it did 
not bohove us to take unto ourselves protectors apart 
from Thee" while replying to God's question, "Was it you 
that led my servants astray..? I, az-Zamakhs4arI argues, God 
is definiiely far removed from it (idlMlý. According to 
az-Zamakhshar-1, the very nature of Godts question f ollowed 
by their own answer is to show the falsity of their 
attributing dalRI to their worshipped things (rna'bT! d'ati- 
him) sine e God already knows everything from-its eternity. 
Az-Zamakhsharl, however, maintains that God does not lead 
poople astray in reality (haqlqa'Lan) because it Is a wan's 
own choice besides the initiative of Satan. If dalR1 is 
applied to God, It should be understood as metaphorical. 
Further, az-Zamakhsharl argues that*if God does lead man 
astray in reality, the answer to God's question in the 
verse should be, "it was You (God) who led them astray" 
(bal anta aýlalta -hum). Therefore', man must have free 
will in det ormining his own destiny. 
1. Al-Kashshaf, 11,105. 
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214: 221 "And Satan says, when the issue is 
decidedt God surely promised you a true promise; 
and I promised you, then 'I failed you, for I had 
no authority over you, but that I called you, and 
you answered me. So do not blame me, (fa-I'd talrunTi- 
n1l), but blame yourselves; (wa lUma anfusa-kun, ) I 
cannot aid you, neither can you aid me. I disbelieved 
in you associating me with God aforetime. " 
As far as this verse is concernedt az-Zamakhsharl 
strongly maintains that man is a free agent to. act 
according to his own choice; whetlýer to choose "bad luckn 
(ash-shagilwa) or "good luck" (as-sal5da). God plays no 
major role in deciding man's fate as. well as Satan. 
Az-Zamakhshar-I calls the role played by God as "at-Tamkln" 
(to make it able) while the role played by'Satan is called 
"at-Tazyin" (to decorate). The pivotal point of'az- 
Zamakhsharits concentration, however, is on the words 
"So do not blame me, but blame yoursel; f" in which he 
argues that if the case, as it was claimed by the Ash'arites, 
that God is the creator of dal'&l and so on, Satan would 
have said, "So do not blame me and yourselves" (Fa-la 
taltimUnE wa III anfusa-kum) since God had predetermined 
your Luibelief and compelled you to it. To prove that 
Satan has, at least, the role of tazy'ln, az-Zamakhsharl 
equates the words, "I had no authority over you" (wa mA 
k7ina 11 4 alay-kwn min Sulýlin) with the verse 115: 421b v-. k-My 
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servants thou'shalt have no authorityg except those that 
follow thee, being perverse-(illli man ittaba6a-ka minal- 
gh"dw'In), 
'L However, az-Zamakhsharl is convinced that 
Satan's argument in the verse is real and supports his 
vIew of human free will. 
Al-Baydawl in confrontation with the verses which 
.0 
indicate human free will, tries to use the intennediate 
cause between God and man as a means of-finding a solution 
to his predestinarian view. This is what he calls 
"al-kasb" (acquisition ). 2 
As far as the verse 125: 17-181 is concerneds al- 
Bayý! Wl maintains that the attribution of dal'dl to God as 
well as to the unbelievers through their own deeds (bi- 
kasbi-him) in the verse, is the belief of the Ash'arites. 
Therefore, it does not fully supp ort the view of human 
- free will since dalR1 is a product of both God and man. 
3 
However, al-Bayd'awli seems to have difficulty in defending 
his view of God's pre-ordination, and has to admit that 
1, lbidg 1,505; cf. vol. 19 pp. 316-17 (6: 148-9), for 
az-Zamakhsharl's rejection of the causative role of 
Satan, cf. 9 for instance, vol. 1,144-5 (38: 82-3)9 
vol. 1,134 (2: 386). 
2. AnwAr, 1,273 (2: 86), Irr, 93 (lo: 44), 111,98 (10: 74), 
111,189-90 (16: 90). 
1 
3 Ibid, IV9 91. 
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the verse in discussion is against the Pure Predestinarian 
view. 
The same difficulty faces al-BayýRwl concerning the- 
verse 
1 114: 221 in which he says that the verse is not a 
good proof for the Mu6tazilites in supporting their view. 
Porhaps it refers to the fact that man's capacity in 
choosing OalTil, according to al-Bayý'awi. is endowed by 
God to man while man acquires It, therefore man is not an 
absolute agent of free will. 
Human acts (aflTil al-libad) 
As ash-ShalirastMnl says: The Mu6tazilites are agreed 
that man can and does create his good and evil deeds, so 
as to merit reward or punishment in the next world. 
- 
Therefore, the Mult. azilites had to deny that God wills all 
the acts of men, good as well as evil, for they maintained 
that God cannot will the disobedient acts of men. 
As far as human acts are concernedt az-Zamakhsharl 
Ibid, 111,1599 cf., vol. lIt pp. 312-313 (6: 148-9) 
in which al-Bayýliwl admits that the verse is a good 
proof for tho Mu6tazilites in supporting their view of 
free will. 
2. Milal, P. 30. 
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4-1-C 
maintains that man is, && author 
a his own doeds since he 
is to be hold responsible for reward or punishment* The 
main focus of concentration regarding the subject-maiter 
refers to the Qur'Mnic verse '37: 962, "When Allah hath 
created you and what ye make. " (wa*mll talmaltin). in order 
to explain this, az-Zamakhsharl endeavours to set forth 
the 'verse before it '37: 95'. "Ile said: Worship ye that 
which ye y*ourselves do carve (ma tanhattin). After all, 
he declares that this verse '37: 95' is equivalent to the 
verse 121: 561 "He said: Nayt but your Lord is the Lord of 
thy heavens and the earth, who created them (idols) 
(alladhT faýara-hunna); and I am of those who testify 
unto that. " 
Az-Zamak-lishar'lls main purpose in bringing the two 
verses together is to maintain that "m'all in'the verse' 
137: 961 as "al-mawpUli3rya" (definite conjurictive) -4s 
similar to "alladh'i fatara-hunna" in the verse 121 : 56t 
and not "al-masdariyya" (infinitive noun) as understood by 
the Ash4arites. Therefore the vorse should mean God 
createct you and created your idols in particular, not (all) 
that you do (i. e. your acts). Az-Zainakhsharl admits that 
the substance of the idols was created by God, while man 
only carved them. 
In order to maintain that "mW in the verse as 
"al-maws'Gliyya" and not "al-mapdariyyall, az-Zamakhsharl 
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introduces the following arguments; 
)I He says that it is contradictory to Reason 
(al-gaql) and the Qur'lin, since if it is thought 
that God has stated that the worshipper (al-gabid) 
and the worshipped (al-malb-ud) (i. e. idol) are His 
creation, how can a creature (al-makhlEa) worship 
another creature (al-makhlTlq) while one of them 
carves and decorates the otherl 
ii- To say t1lat nGod. has created you and (created) 
your deed" is not reasonablq. since it is not an 
argument against them (i. e. disbelievers). On the 
other hand, it has no conformity (ýibAq) with what 
you have already said, especially the words "wa ma 
talmallin" which are an interpretation of the words 
"wa mR tanhattin". Furthermore, az-Zamakhshari 
v 
considered that those who make I'mW as the "al-masdariyyall 
are prejudiced without having enough knowledge of the 
science of rhetoric and the style of the Qur'lin. 
In contradistinction. to the Multazilites, the Ash'arites 
reduced human acts to the point where i-t- became almost 
1. Al-Kashshaf, 11,266-7; cf., vol. I, p. 494 (13: 6) 
11,477 (67: 13). 
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illusion; they maintain that an act is created by God and 
acquired by man, then they call it"a'cquisition"(al-kasb 
As far as the verse '57: 961 is concerned, al-BayýTiwl 
asserts that acts of man are created by God while man is 
empowored to do the acts, but his acts are dependent on 
incentives (day'al ) and the materials (al-iudad), On the 
other hand, he says that if the particle "mRll in the verse 
is for "al-mapdariyya", it should be understoo. d in a 
metaphorical sense. Al-Bayd'awll goes on to maintain that 0 
tfie word's Ilmli talmalUn" are to mean 
. 
the "event" (al-liadath).. 
Moreover, he says that if the acts of men are God's 
+k. r-v% 'C"), - 
creation, th" such acts wh-J--c: h are dependent upon them 
(i. e. men) are also created. Al-BayO'Rw-i emphatically states 
that the last meaning (event) is the most reasonablo, by 
2 
which he means. "al-kasb". 
To strengthen his viewq al-Bayý'Rwl tries to refute 
the Mu6tazilites regarding human acts as follows: 
I If in the time of action, a man is not able to 
leave the act undonet he will be compelled (majbC[ran) 
'Upral, PP. . 
134-7; cf., Watt, "The Origin of the Islamic 
Doctrine of Acquisition" in JRASI . 1943, especially 
pp. 246-7- 
Anwart Vt 8. 
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and not free to act. If he is able to leave it undone, 
that means tAat he needs a specializer (mukhassis) to 
make him able to do the act, and not leave it. In 
this case, this specializer will need another special-e 
izer and so on... which is impossible. 
11 If a man were a creator of his acts out of free 
choice, he would have a detailed knowledge of the 
acts9 but this' is not the case in man's action. 
III 
ý 
If a man is a free agent, and his will contradicts 
God's willq either the two wills would be fulfilled 
or both wills would no', be fulfilled, or one of them 
fulfi! ls the other without "prop andorator" (murajjih 
It seems. for al-Baydawl that all the alternatives 
are impossible. 
According to al-Bayý'awl, human acts result from the 
power of God and th6 acquisition of man. 
2 However, he 
admits that his preference for his theory of AI-Kasb is 
due to the fact that Al-Kasb, is a moderate position between 
compulsion (al-jabr) and free will (al-qadar)., 
3 
------------------ 
1. 'Fawalil, p. 82; Misbah, fol. 208a, 207b. 
2. Taw-alil, p. 84; Minhiij al-WusUl, 73; Anwlir 0&Y 
111# 93 
(10: 74), 111,159 (14: 22). 
3. Anwart 111,189 (16: 90). He maintains that God always 
asks his servant to be moderate, especially regarding 
doctrino. 
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The "sealing of the heart" (-al-kh'atm) 
The sealing of tho heart is one of the main issues in 
az-Zamal-, hshar'lls theology since it is against the principle 
of justice. Az-Zamakhsharl as a Mu6tazilite, tries to 
ti:, anseend God from any act of evil because God already 
knows that such a thing would not necessitate Him. How- 
ever, a question aris*es when God says, '2: 7' "Allah has 
s-ealed (khatama) their hearing and their hearts, and on- 
their eyes there is a covering, theirs will. be an awful 
doom. " 
Whether they are warned or"not, this verse clarifies 
that it is all one for the disbelievers, since God has 
sealed their hearing and their hearts. Again, this ver30 
shows that the basis of their disbelief was due to God's 
will. 
A. s far as this verse is concerned, az-Zamal-, hsharl 
tries to explain it carefully by saying that the meaning 
of the khatm should be taken to imply metaphorical sense 
(maj'dz). According to az-Zamakhshar3-, the word "khatm. " 
has two alternatives. When it is applied to God, it will 
give a metaphorical meaning, and while applying to His 
creatures, it wiýl mean literal'ones (ýacjlqa). 
In order to avoid the real attribution of khatm to 
God, he has to set forth various ways of Its interpret- 
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ation as follows: 
Due-to their (disbelievers) stubbornness and 
denial of the truth, God told them that their hearts 
were sealed as if they were characterised to behave in 
such a way. In other words, "khatm" was a result of' 
disbelieverst action, and not prior to It. 
Khatm should be taken as a metaphorical expressiong 
since their hearts were empty of intelligence (fitan), 
so it does not mean to prevent them from believing 
or force them to disbelieve. 
The real author of khatm was Satan or disbeliever. 
God attributed such a word to Himself, because it is 
He who empowered Satan ar disbeliever to do so. 
IV The impossibility of being believers for them, 
are not existent except by force (qasran)l so God 
expressed their "impossibility" with "khatm" as the 
ultimate aim of their stubbornness and their disbelief. 
v It should be read in conjunction with the 
declaration of the Jews that 141: 51 "Our hearts are 
protected from that unto which thou (0 Mohammad) 
callest us, pmd in our ears there is a deafness, and 
between us and thee there is a veil. Act, then, lot 
we also shall be actinG. " Likewiqe 198: 11 "Those 
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who disbelieve among the people of the scripturo and 
the idolaters could not have left off (erring-) ti]. JL 
the clear proof came unto them" by which they were 
not responsible to thoir disbelief since it was 
impossible for them to gain access to truth owing to 
the covering on their hearts. To this, az-Zamakhsharl 
says it is 'like the ones. who believe in "jabr". In 
reply to this, God told them that their hearts have 
been impressed with disbelief because of their 
persistent refusal to accept truth and not because 
their hearts had been wrapped up from the beginning 
in such a way as to render them incapable of 
listening to truth. 
I 
As far as khatm is concerned, al-Baypwmt like other 
Ash'aritesq affirmatively maintains that all things come 
from God. Therefore the word "khatm" in the verse means 
2 
the real sealing.. 
Al_BayýUwl appears to have produced nothing about his 
ow n view regarding the subject-matter, apart from describ- 
ing the difference between az-Zamakhsharl's and. his own 
stand. 
1. Al-Kashshaf, 1.21-23; cf-, Siddiqi, M. "Some aspects 
of the MUltazili interpretation of the Qurlan" in 
Islamic Studies, vol. 11,1963, p. log. 
2. Anwar, It 74. 
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CONCLUSION 
The conclusion is reached that on most points al- 
Bayýawl refutes az-Zwnakhshar'll but that he sometimes makes 
no, comment on the latter's views and sometimes admits the 
weak points in his own case, This is then illustrated in 
detail. 
Az-Zamakhshar-I's rejection of the eternal attributes 
of God in order that nothing apart from God should partake 
in eterni ty is strongly attacked by al-BayýRwlj since he 
maintains that to say that God has eternal attributes is 
not implying something besides God partaking in eternity 
because there is a difference-between the equalisation of the 
eternal essence (dhat al-qadima) and the eternal attributes. 
(Vifat al-qadima). For the fdrmer it leads to unbelief 
while the latter does not. 
Az-Zamakhshar-3ts rational argument of his denial of 
the vision of God in general, besides his religious arguments, 
is based on his belief that only body and accident can be 
perceived by vision. Since God, the Almighty, is neither 
body nor accident, the vision of Him is impossible. Al- 
BayVaw-i maintains that vision of. Him. is possible. For instance, 
he argued that the denial of vision in general does not imply 
the denial of vision absolutely. Therefore the vision is 
possible for the next world for certain believers. 
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Regarding the speech of God, az-ZamakhsharT maintains 
that "it" is created; It consists of a word and a 'Voice and 
can therefore be heard, while al-Bayýldw'l strongly opposes 
the view saying that God's speech is an idea inherent in 
His essence which is entirely different froin His knowledge 
and His will. 
Concerning Reason and Revelationg az-Zamakhsharl 
maintains that the knowledge of-God is made obligatory upon- 
man by Reason without the assistance of Revelation, since 
Reason is self-sufficient; a guide to the truth. The coming 
of the prophets, in accordance with az-Zamakhsharl, is only 
to remind people of what they have forgotten about the 
necessity of Reflection, while al-Bayd7iwl opposes this view, 
saying that the knowledge of God is made obligatory by 
Revelation. The obligatory nature of the knowledge of God 
has nothing to do with Reason, since the verse '17: 15' 
evidently denies the occurrence of divine punishment before 
the coming of the prophetic calls. Therefore, the sending 
of the prophets, according to al-Bayý! Mi. is a completion 
of God's revelation. 
Az-Zamakhsharl's view that human reason is capable of 
knouring the right and the wrong, leads him to believe that 
God is bound to do what is best for man. Goodness or badness 
are real qualities inherent in things which are rationally 
known to be good or bad. AI-Bayýliwlq however, rejects the 
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principle of "the best" and considers that the goodness or 
ý)adness of a thing is not a real quality inherent in themg 
but a function of the divine will. 
Az-ZamaklisliarT. s view that God would not produce 
"unlawful'sustenancell since God has attributed the rizq to 
Himself, is criticised by al-BayýTiwl who maintains that 
God's attribution of rizq to Himself is for glorification. 
Furthermore, al-Bayý! Iwl argues that if it were not called 
riz! j, the consumer*would not be called "one sustained" at 
any time in his life, 
Concerning the superiority of all the angels over the 
prophets due to their humble obedience,. and their creation 
as maintained by az-Zamakhsharlp al-BayýRwl attacks this 
view, although he confesses that the archangels (al-khawwds) 
0 
are superior to human beings in general, Al-BayFaw-3- argues 
that since hunian beings are. not naturally created to be 
obedient like the angels, it would be difficult for them 
to fulfil the religious obligations, Therefore, their 
deeds are highly appreciated and deserve great reward. 
Another main reason given by al-Bayraw-I is that it is'not 
necessary to consider that the superiority of a group of 
angels. -over the prophets, Ln-tz4w-& looking down upon some of 
the prophets. Adam is superior to certain angels (I. e. who 
fell prostrate before him), while the Prophet Muhammad and 0 
jesus (peace be upon them) are superior to all the angels. 
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Therefore, al-Bayý'awlx firmly adopts -a moderate view between 
the Multazilites and the Ash'arites. 
The basis of az-Zamakhsharl's denial of the miracles 
of the saints refers to his interpretation of the word 
rasUl in the verse '72: 26,27', in which he interprets it 
as meaning "messenger". therefore, the miracle is only for 
the prophets. Al-Bayýawlq on the other hand, interprets 
it', as the angel (4-1-malak), hence, it implies that the 
karama is not impossible for anyone who has been chosen by 
God, even though he is not a prophet. Therefore, the 
karama based on al-Bayý'awlls argument is also. possible for 
the saints. 
The question of who is a believer is one of -the main 
centres of controversy between the two scholars. 
Al-Bayrawl' s def inition of ImIn eLs only assent (tasdlq) 
excluding words and works as maintained, by az-Zamakhshar-11 
leads to his different treatment regarding the fate of the 
grave sinner and its relevance. Al-BaydTiw"x- strongly maintains 0 
that the-unre"pentant grave sinner will not be eternally 
punished since his character as the believer could not be 
removed so long as it was ascribed to the taVdIq of which 
was called fm'En. Az-Zamakhsharl, on the other hand, 
maintains that he will be eternally punished, since he is in 
the intermediate position. Al-BayýTlwlls concentration on 
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tasd-iqt howevert is to include the grave sinner as a member 
of the Islamic conuiiunity,, Therefore t It is an attempt to 
reject az-Zamakhsharl's doctrine of the intermediate 
position. 
Az-Zamal<hsharT's emphasis on the necessity of 
punishment before' repentance and forgiveness after repent- 
ance is strongly criticised by al-BayFawl, since he considers 
it as reservation, without having substantiated it by the 
burden of proof; Therefore, it ipplies weakness. 
Az-Zamakhsharl's concept of Ihbat and Takf-3. r., that 
good works will be negated by the grave sins and unbelief, 
and that God is bound to forgive when the grave sins are 
avoided, respectively, are exposed to al-Baydilwils attack 0 
since he maintains that the concept of Ihbat should be 
applied only to a man in his state of unbelieft while in 
Takf-Ir, al-Bayrawl maintains that it is not necessary for 
God to forgive when the grave sins are avolded, since it 
is totally"dependent upon Godts will. 
As far as Intercession is concerned, both az- 
Zamakhshar-3- and al-Bayýliwl agreed that it should take place 
in the next world. But the question is to whom it would be 
granted and what its objective would be. Az-Zamakhshari 
maintains that Intercession will be granted only to the 
believers whom God sanctions. And the purpose of In'ter- 
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cession is to increase the grace among the believers, not 
the grave sinners. Al-BayýTlwl opposes the view of az- 
Zamakhsharl and maintains that '-it- is for the believers, 
including the grave sinners in order to free them from 
punishment.. 
The dispute between az-Zamakhshar. l. and al-Bayý-Awl 
concerning the concept of God's justice, howe! vi--r, refers 
to their different' definitions of God's justice itself. 
For az-Zamakhshar"i, God's justice implies'"human free will". 
Therefore, he explains away the Qurllinic verses which 
stressv@& God's omnipotence AA; Dý, D=-trand and make man a 
responsible being. For az-Zamakhsharl, the guidance, 
leading astray, sealing of the hearts and human acts, should 
not really be attributed to God, since it implies the 
invalidity of human free will. Therefore, the factor 
leading to going aright or astray is the attitude chosen 
by man himself, and the involvement of God's will cannot 
be described as arbitrary. 
Al-Bayý! Iwll, who is mostly in line with the Ashlarites, 
disagrees with the view of az-Zamakhsharl, and maintains 
that God's justice lies in His dealing as possessor and 
Lord, and in making decision according to His will. For 
al-Bayý'awl to. say that man is a free agent would mean that 
God is not absolute. Therefore, guidancet leading astray, and 
sealing of the heart, should be really attributed to God. 
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Concerning tho verses which support God's justice, 
al-Bayýliwl alludes to the theory of*al-lcasb in which man 
is empowe3týed by God to do his acts, therefore, he is not 
free agent. 
In generalt al-BayýUwVs interpretations which remove 
the rationalistic views of az-Zamakhshar! make the under- 
standing of the verses more 6rthodox, dependent merely on 
God's will without giving new effort to man in order to 
improve his own responsibility. 
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